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A. CHAPTER XXVIII: THE PERFECTION OF MEDITATION (DHYfiNA); F 984-1057

[k. 17, p. 180b]

SÚTRA:

It is necessary to fulfill the perfection of meditation by basing oneself on the non-existence of

distraction and of enjoyment (dhy›nap›ramit› paripÒrayitavya avik˝epa˚at›m an›sv›danat›m up›d›ya).

AA. NECESSITY FOR MEDITATION; F 984-987

⁄fiSTRA: Question. – The rule for the bodhisattvas is to save all sentient beings; why do they

keep out of the way in forests and swamps, solitudes and mountains, preoccupied only with

themselves and abandoning sentient beings?

Answer. – Although the bodhisattvas keep out of the way of sentient beings physically, their

mind never abandons them. In solitude (Ÿantavih›ra), they seek concentration (sam›dhi) and gain

true discrimination (bhÒtaprajñ›) to save all sentient beings. When one takes a drug (bhai˝ajya)

for health reasons, one temporarily interrupts family affairs; then when one’s strength has been

regained, one resumes one’s affairs as before. The peace and quiet that the bodhisattvas take is

of that nature. Through the power of meditation (dhy›na), they swallow the medicine of

discrimination (prajñ›); when they have obtained the power of the super-knowledges

(abhijñ›bala), they return to people and, amongst them, become a father, mother, spouse or

child, master, servant or leader of a school, god, human or even an animal; and they guide

them with all sorts of teachings (deŸana) and skillful means (up›ya).

Furthermore, the bodhisattvas practice generosity (d›na), morality (Ÿıla) and patience (k˝›nti),

three things that are called ‘doors of merit’ (pu˚yadv›ra). For innumerable lifetimes they became

[Brahm›], the king of gods [of the form realm] (devar›ja), ⁄akra, the chief of gods [of the desire

realm] (devendra), wheel-turning king (cakravartin), king of Jambudvıpa, and ceaselessly gave

sentient beings garments made of the seven jewels (saptaratnamaya vastra). In the present birth

and in <985> future births, they abundantly enjoy the five objects of desire (pañcabhi¯

k›magu˚ai¯ samarpito bhavati). It is said in the sÒtra: “The wheel-turning king1 who [180c] has

taught his people the ten good [actions], is later reborn in heaven.” From birth to birth they

work for the good (hita) of sentient beings and lead them to happiness (sukha). But this

happiness is transitory (anitya); afterwards, one is again subject to suffering (du¯kha). Therefore

the bodhisattvas produce a mind of great compassion (mah›karu˚›cittam utp›dayati), they want to

                                                

1 Cf. R›jasuttanta (Sa˙yutta, V, p. 342; Tsa a han, T 99, no. 835, k, 30, p. 214a): R›j› cakkavatti catunna˙
dıp›na˙ issariy›dhipacca˙ rajja˙ k›retv› k›yassa bhed› parammara˚› sugati˙ sagga˙ loka˙ upapajjati
dev›na˙ T›vati˙s›na˙ sahavyata˙: “At the dissolution of his body after death, a wheel-turning king who
has exerted his sovereign power and his royalty over the four continents is reborn in a good destiny, in the
god realm in the company of the Tr›yastri˙Ÿa gods.”
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benefit sentient beings by assuring the eternal happiness of nirv›˚a (nityasukhaniv›˚a). This

nirv›˚a  of eternal happiness is the result of true discrimination (bhÒtaprajñ›), and true

discrimination is the result of one-pointedness of the mind (cittaik›grya) and of meditation

(dhy›na). Light a lamp (dıpa): as bright as it may be, you cannot use it if you leave it in the full

wind; put in a sheltered place, it will be very useful to you. It is the same for discrimination in a

distracted mind (vik˝iptacitta): if the shelter of meditation (dhy›na) is absent, the discrimination

may exist, but its usefulness will be very restricted. It is necessary to have meditation so that

true discrimination can occur. This is why the bodhisattvas, while separating themselves from

sentient beings and withdrawing into solitude (Ÿ›ntavih›ra), seek to obtain meditation. It is

because meditation is pure that the discrimination is pure also. When the oil (taila) and the wick

(varti) are pure, the light of the lamp is equally pure. This is why those who want to attain pure

discrimination practice meditation.

Moreover, when one is pursuing worldly business (laukik›rtha) but one does not apply one’s

whole mind to it, the business does not succeed; then how [would one reach] very profound

(gambhıra) Buddhist discrimination if one neglected meditation? Meditation is the collecting of

the distracted mind (vik˝iptacittasa˙graha˚a). Distractions (vik˝iptacitta) whirl about more easily

than the down-feathers of the wild goose (s›rasaloman); if their flight is not restrained, their

speed exceeds that of a hurricane; they are harder to contain than <986> a monkey (marka˛a);

they appear and disappear more [quickly] than lightning (vidyut). If the characteristic of the

mind is so incompressible, those who want to control it will not succeed in it without meditation.

Some stanzas say:

Meditation (dhy›na) is the treasury (koŸa) in which discrimination is kept.

It is the field of merit (pu˚yak˝etra) of the qualities (gu˚a).

Meditation is the pure water (viŸuddhajala)

That can wash away the dust of desire (r›garajas).

Meditation is the diamond armor (vajravarman)

That stops the arrows of the defilements (kleŸe˝u).

Even if one has not attained nirv›˚a without remainder (nirupadhiŸe˝anirv›˚a),

One has already partially obtained it.

When one has the adamantine concentration (vajrasam›dhi),2

One breaks the mountain of the fetters (sa˙yojanagiri),

One obtains the power of the six super-knowledges (abhijñ›),

One is able to save innumerable sentient beings.

A heavy rain can penetrate

                                                

2 This concentration is produced when the practitioners abandon the ninth and last category of the
defilements that ties them to the highest sphere of existence, the fourth formless absorption
(›rÒpyasam›patti), also called bhav›gra.
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The whirlwind of dust that hides the sun;

[Likewise,] meditation can dissipate

The wind of initial inquiry-investigation (vitarka-vic›ra) that distracts the mind.

Finally, meditation is hard to obtain (durlabha); it is by means of sustained attention (ekacitta) and

special effort, without slackening, that the meditator will succeed in acquiring it. If gods and

seers (¸˝i) do not succeed in obtaining it, what can be said then of ordinary persons (p¸thagjana)

with lazy minds (kusıdacitta)?

[section omitted]

AB. METHODS OF ACQUIRING MEDITATION; F 987-1023

Question. – By what methods (up›ya) is the perfection of meditation (dhy›nap›ramit›) attained?

Answer. – (1) By eliminating five objects, [namely, the five sensual pleasures or objects of

desire], (2) by removing five things, [namely, the five hindrances (nıvara˚a),] and (3) by

applying five practices, [namely, the five factors (dharma)].

ABA. FIRST METHOD: ELIMINATING THE SENSUAL PLEASURES;3 F 987-1012

How to eliminate the five objects? The five objects of desire (pañcak›magu˚anigarha˚a) should be

condemned by saying: Alas! <988> Sentient beings are always tortured by the five objects of

desire and nevertheless they seek them endlessly. Once obtained, the five objects of desire

develop and progress like fever or an itch. The five objects of desire are useless like the bone

gnawed by a dog; they foment contention (viv›da) like the meat over which birds are

contending; they burn a man like the torch held against the wind; they harm a man like

treading on a poisonous snake; they are futile (abhÒta) like profit made in a dream; they are as

short as a short-term loan.4 Foolish people attach themselves to the five objects of desire and will

arrive at their death without having rid themselves of them; because of them they will undergo

                                                

3 This paragraph is just an elaboration of canonical facts. For the early Buddhists, the practitioners who
truly strive for perfection must banish from their mind all attachment to the five objects of desire. The
passage “Panc’ ime bhikkhave k›magu˚›…” that defines gratification (ass›da) of the sensual pleasures, their
danger (›dınava) and the means of escaping from them, is found in many places in the scriptures:
cf. Majjhima, I, p. 85-87, 92, 454; II, p. 42; III, p. 114; Aºguttara, III, p. 411; IV, p. 415, 430, 449, 458; Tchong a
han, T 26, k. 25, p. 584c; Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 12, p. 604c.
4 To the bhik˝u Ari˛˛ha, the Buddha compared the desires to a skeleton (a˛˛hikaºkala), a piece of rotting meat
(ma˙sapesi), a grass torch (ti˚’ ukk›), a pit of glowing charcoal (aºg›rak›su), a dream (supina), borrowed
goods (y›cita), a poisonous fruit tree (rukkhaphala), a slaughterhouse (asisÒna), a sword stake (sattisÒla), a
snake’s head (sappasira): cf. Vinaya, II, p. 25; Majjhima, I, p. 130; Aºguttara, III, p. 97. – The Chinese sources
also mention this conversation with Ari˛˛a: Tchong a han, T 26, k. 54, p. 763c; Wou fen liu, T 1421, k. 8, p. 56c;
Mo ho seng k’i liu,T 1425, k. 17, p. 367a; Sseu fen liu, T 1428, k. 17, p. 682a; Che song liu, T 1435, k. 15,
p. 106a; Ken pen chouo… p’i nai ye, T 1442, k. 39, p. 840b.
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immense sufferings in their future birth. A madman who coveted a beautiful fruit climbed up a

tree, ate the fruit and refused to come down; the tree was cut down, and when he fell out of it,

he broke his head and died painfully. [The same fate is reserved for those who covet the five

objects of desire]. – Besides, these five objects of desire last only an instant: when the pleasure

[that they bring] has disappeared, there is great suffering. These objects are like a knife coated

with honey (madhv›liptaŸ›stra): those who lick it covet the sweetness [of the honey] and are

unaware of the knife that cuts their tongue. The five objects of desire brings man close to the

level with the animals; the wise man who knows them can remove them.

[omitted section]

Those people are wise who condemn the sensual pleasures and are not attached to the five

objects of desire, i.e.,

(1) agreeable colors (rÒpa), F 990-993

(2) agreeable sounds (Ÿabda), F 994

(3) agreeable perfumes (gandha), F 994-998

(4) agreeable tastes (rasa), F 998-1000

(5) agreeable tangibles (spra˝˛avya), F 1000-1012.

It is through seeking meditation (dhy›na) that one must reject all of that.

ABA.1. REJECTING AGREEABLE COLORS; F 990-993

How to reject colors [taken here in the sense of female or male beauty]? By considering the

damage (upagh›ta) done by color. When one becomes attached (abhiniviŸate) to colors, the fire of

the fetters (sa˙yojana) burns one completely and consumes one’s body like a fire that consumes

gold and silver. Boiling broth and hot honey have color and taste, but they burn the body and

burn the mouth; one must hurry to reject them: it is the same for attachment to beautiful colors

and exquisite tastes.

Furthermore, the fact of loving or detesting depends on the person; color in itself is

undetermined (aniyata). How do we know that? When we see a man or a woman whom we like

at a distance, we experience feelings of joy and affection; when we see an enemy or adversary

at a distance, we experience feelings of hatred and hostility; when we see a man who is

indifferent to us, we experience neither joy nor hatred. If we want to expel this joy or this

hatred, it is necessary to reject bad feelings and colors, abandon them together at the same time.

When molten gold burns your body and you want to get rid of it, it is not possible just to want

to remove the fire while keeping the gold; you must remove both the gold and the fire.

[omitted section]

It is for all these reasons that the objects of desire, ‘colors’ (rÒpak›magu˚a), are condemned.
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ABA.2. REJECTING AGREEABLE SOUNDS; F 994

Why condemn sounds (Ÿabda)? The characteristic of sounds is instability; once heard, they

vanish. The madman (mÒ˜ha) who does not know that sound is characterized by impermanence

(anityatva), change (pari˚amatva) and disappearance (h›ni), finds a futile pleasure in sounds

(gho˝a) and, when the sound has disappeared, he remembers it and becomes attached to it.

[omitted section]

The wise ones consider that sound arises and ceases from moment to moment (k˝a˚ak˝a˚am

utpannaniruddha), that the previous moment is not joined to the later moment and that there is

no continuity (prabandha): knowing that, they do not experience any attachment (abhiniveŸa) to

sounds. If the music of the gods cannot trouble such wise ones, how could the human voice

succeed in doing so?

It is for all these reasons that the objects of desire ‘sounds’ (Ÿabdak›magu˚a) are condemned.

ABA.3. REJECTING AGREEABLE SMELLS; F 994-998

Why condemn odors (gandha)? Some claim that to become attached to odors is a slight fault; but

attachment to odors opens the door to the fetters (sa˙yojana). Even if one has maintained

discipline (Ÿıla) for a hundred years, one moment is enough to violate it.

[omitted section]

It is for all these reasons that the objects of desire ‘perfumes’ (gandhak›magu˚a) are condemned.

ABA.4. REJECTING AGREEABLE TASTES; F 998-1000

Why condemn tastes (rasa)? One must reason with oneself [and say]: Just by coveting exquisite

tastes I will undergo all the sufferings; they will pour molten copper (kvathitat›mra) into my

mouth, I will swallow balls of burning iron (›dıpt›yogu˜a). If I do not consider the nature of

foods, feelings of gluttony will be established in me and I will fall into the level of the impure

insects (aŸucik¸ima).

[omitted section]

It is for all these reasons that objects of desire ‘tastes’ are condemned.

ABA.5. REJECTING AGREEABLE TANGIBLES; F 1000-1012

Why condemn tangibles (spar˝˛avya)? Tangibles are a flame that gives rise to all the fetters

(sa˙yojana); they are the root (mÒla) that binds the mind. Why? The other four instincts [the

need to see, to hear, to smell and to taste] are each limited to a part [of the body], but the

instinct [for tangibles] is spread over the entire body consciousness (k›yavijñ›na); its place of

arising (utpattisth›na) being vast (viŸ›la), it produces a lot of passions (saºga), and the attachment

to which it leads is tenacious. How do we know that? If those who become attached to beauty [of
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the body] contemplate the body’s impurities which are thirty-six in number, they experience

minds of disgust (nirvedacitta); on the other hand, if they become attached to [agreeable]

tangibles, however much they know impurity, they will covet no less the gentleness or

sweetness [of the tangibles]: to consider the impurity of the tangibles is of no use; this is why

this instinct is so tenacious.

Furthermore, since it is so difficult to renounce it, one is always committing grave offenses

because of it and one will fall into the hells (niraya). There are two kinds of hell, namely, cold

water and burning fire. In these two kinds of hell, one will undergo punishment because of

these kinds of bodily touch; the poison of the pain will take ten thousand forms. The tangibles

are called the place of great darkness (mah›tamas), the most dangerous path of all.

[omitted section]

It is for all these reasons that subtle objects of desires are condemned. <1013>

ABB. SECOND METHOD: REMOVING THE HINDRANCES;5 F 1013-1020

Having thus condemned the five sensual pleasures, it is necessary to remove the five

hindrances (nıvara˚a):

(1) the inclination for the objects of desire (k›macchanda), F 1013-1015

(2) malice (vy›p›da), F 1015-1017

(3) lethargy-sleepiness (sty›na-middha), F 1017

(4) excitedness-regret (auddhatya-kauk¸tya), F 1018

(5) afflicted doubt (vicikits›), F 1019-1020.

                                                

5 In order to succeed in the first stage of meditation, it is not enough to remove desires (vivicc’ eva k›mehi). It
is also necessary to distance oneself from bad factors (vivicca akusalehi dhammehi): the latter constitute the
five hindrances to meditation (dhy›na), which are inclination for the objects of desire, malice, lethargy-
sleepiness, excitedness and regret, afflicted doubt. Cf. Dıgha, I, p. 71, 246; II, p. 300; III, p. 234; Majjhima,
I, p. 144; Sa˙yutta, V, p. 60; Aºguttara, III, p. 92; IV, p. 437; V, p. 207: Pañca nıvara˚›ni: k›macchandanıvara˚a˙,
vy›p›danıvara˚a˙, thınamiddhanıvara˚a˙, uddhaccakukkuccanıvara˚a˙ vicikicch›nıvara˚a˙. – A canonical
passage, endlessly repeated, praises the complete freedom of mind which the practitioners who have
destroyed these hindrances, enjoy: cf. Dıgha, I, p. 71; Majjhima, I, p. 181, 269, 274, 347; III, p. 136; Aºguttara,
III, p. 92; IV, p. 437; V, p. 207: So abhijjha˙ (= k›macchanda˙) pah›ya vigat›bhijjhena cetas› viharati, abhijjh›ya
citta˙ parisodheti. Vy›p›dapadosa˙ pah›ya avy›pannacitto viharati, sabbap›˚abhÒtahiit›nukampı
vy›p›dapados› citta˙ parisodheti. Thınamiddha˙ pah›ya vigatathınamiddho viharati, ›lokasaññı sato sampaj›no
thınamiddh› citta˙ parisodheti. Uddhaccakukkucca˙ pah›ya anuddhato viharati, ajjhatta˙ vÒpasantacitto
uddhaccakuccucc› citta˙ parisodheti. Vicicikiccha˙ pah›ya ti˚˚avicikiccho viharati akatha˙kathı kusalesu
dhammesu vicikicch›ya citta˙ parisodheti.

It is these ideas that the MppŸ develops here. They will be found in Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 38, p. 194c; k. 48,
p. 249c; cf. KoŸa, V, p. 98-100, a more scholarly explanation. For the P›li sources, consult Dhammasaºgha˚ı,
p. 204-205; Atthas›linı, p. 380 seq.; S. Z. Aung, Compendium, p. 172.
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ABB.1. REMOVING THE INCLINATION FOR THE OBJECTS OF DESIRE; F 1013-1015

Those in the grip of the inclination for the objects of desire (k›macchanda) stray far from the noble

path. Why? Because the inclination for the objects of desire is the basis for all sorts of troubles

and disturbances. If the mind becomes attached to the inclination for the objects of desire, it is

not possible to come near the noble path. In order to remove this inclination for the objects of

desire, some stanzas say:

How can monastics (m›rgapravi˝˛a), modest and reserved,

Carrying the begging-bowl and beneficial to sentient beings,

Still tolerate impure inclination for the objects of desire

And be immersed into the five affections?

The soldier wearing armor, bearing a sword and a club,

But who retreats and flees from the enemy, <1014>

This solider is only a coward,

Despised and ridiculed by everyone.

The monastics (bhik˝u) who, as mendicants,

Have cut their hair and put on the robes (k›˝›ya),

But still let themselves be led by the horses of the five affections,

They too gather only mockery. [184a]

If a person of distinction,

Richly dressed and with body adorned

Went to beg for clothes and food,

He would gather only mockery from the people.

If monastics who have renounced ornaments,

Scorning the body and concentrating their mind,

Would nevertheless seek sensory pleasures,

They too would gather only mockery.

Having renounced the five sense pleasures or objects of desire,

Having rejected them, by refusing to pay attention to them,

Why would they pursue them again

Like a fool who returns to his own vomit?

Those who have inclination for the objects of desire

Ignore their earlier vows;

They no longer distinguish between the beautiful and the ugly;

They throw themselves drunkenly into craving (t¸˝˚›).

Shame (hrı), modesty (apatr›pya) and other respectable qualities,

All of that has disappeared all at once;
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They are no longer respected by the wise

And are visited only by fools.

[Objects of] desire provoke suffering when one searches for them,

Fear when they are possessed,

Vexation and sorrow when they are lost;

They do not entail a moment of happiness.

Such are the torments of [the objects] of desire!

How can one escape them?

By acquiring the happiness of meditation (dhy›na) and equipoise (sam›patti):

Then one will no longer be deceived. <1015>

Attachment to sensual pleasures is insatiable,

How can one put an end to them?

If one acquires the meditation on the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›),

These minds [of inclination for the objects of desire] disappear by themselves.

Attachment to [objects of] desire is unconscious;

How can one become aware of it?

By considering old age, sickness and death;

Then one succeeds in getting out of the four abysses (???).

It is difficult to reject [objects of] desire;

How can one remove them?

If one can delight in the good factors (dharma)

These [objects of] desire disappear by themselves.

[Objects of] desire are difficult to undo;

How can one let go of them?

By considering the body and perceiving its true characteristic;

Then one is no longer bound by anything.

Considerations such as these

Can extinguish the fire of the cravings:

The jungle fire

Cannot withstand a heavy rain.

It is for all these reasons that one removes the hindrance of inclination for the objects of desire

(k›macchandanıvara˚a).

ABB.2. REMOVING MALICE; F 1015-1017

The hindrance of malice (vy›p›danıvara˚a) is the origin of the loss of all good factors

(kuŸaladharmah›ni), the cause of retrogressing into the unfortunate destinies (durgati), the enemy

of all happiness (sukha), the great abductor of good minds (kuŸalacitta), the reservoir of all kinds
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of harmful talk (p›ru˝yav›da). Therefore the Buddha addressed the following stanzas to a

malicious disciple:

You must think and reflect

On the obscene and vicious [character] of conception, [184b]

On the dark suffering of the stay in the womb,

On the hardships that accompany birth. <1016>

Those who, thinking about all that,

Would not pacify their wrath [toward people],

Are rightly considered

As thoughtless individuals.

If the retribution for wrongs did not exist

And if they were free of all reproach,

People would still to be pitied.

How much more so if they are struck by painful punishment?

In considering old age, sickness and death

Which nobody can avoid,

It is necessary to experience loving-kindness and compassion.

Why should you distress them as well with your hatred?

Those who hate, rob and beat one another

Undergo the poison of suffering.

Why would a good man

Further add to their torment?

One must always practice loving-kindness and compassion,

Cultivate the good in a concentrated mind,

Not nourish bad dispositions,

Not torment anyone.

If one practices the law of the noble path diligently

One will commit no harm.

Good and bad are two opposing forces

That clash with each other like water and fire.

When malice covers the mind

One no longer distinguishes the beautiful from the ugly,

One no longer separates good deeds from offences,

One no longer fears the bad destinies.

One does not take into account the sufferings of others,

One pays no attention to physical or mental fatigue.
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The suffering that one has at first undergone oneself,

One then extends it to others.

Those who want to destroy malice

Should meditate on the minds of loving-kindness. <1017>

Alone, a refugee in retreat,

Stopping all activity, they will destroy the causes and conditions.

One should fear old age, sickness and death,

Exclude the nine kinds of hatred.

By meditating thus on loving-kindness

One will succeed in destroying the poison of hatred.

It is for all these reasons that one removes the hindrance of malice (vy›p›danıvara˚a).

ABB.3. REMOVING LETHARGY-SLEEPINESS; F 1017

The hindrance of lethargy-sleepiness (sty›namiddha) can destroy the threefold benefit of the

present world: (i) the happiness of the sense pleasures or objects of desire (k›ma), (ii) the

happiness of wealth (artha) and (iii) merit (pu˚ya); it can destroy the definitive happiness

(ni˝˛h›sukha) of the present and the future life; it differs from death only by the presence of

breath alone. Here are the stanzas that a Bodhisattva recited in order to rebuke a lazy disciple:

Get up! Don’t keep on sleeping, cosseting your fetid body! It is impurities of all kinds that

are called a person. If you were struck by serious illness, if an arrow was shot into your

body, if all the sufferings were piled upon you, would you be able to sleep in peace?

If the entire world were burning with the fire of death and you were trying to escape from

it, would you be able to sleep in peace? When a man, laden with chains, is led to his death

and when misfortune menaces him, could he sleep in peace? [184c]

The chains, your enemies, are not destroyed; the torments have not been removed. If you

were spending the night with a poisonous snake in the same room, or if you were going to

engage in battle with a knife, would you then sleep in peace?

Sleep is this deep darkness where nothing is seen. Each day it falls [upon us] and robs one’s

clear-sightedness. When sleep covers the mind, nothing more is known. In the face of such

a great loss, could you sleep in peace?

It is for all these reasons that one removes the hindrance of lethargy-sleepiness

(sty›namiddhanıvara˚a). <1018>

ABB.4. REMOVING EXCITEDNESS AND REGRET; F 1018

The hindrance of excitedness (auddhatya) and regret (kauk¸tya). – Excitedness is a factor (dharma)

that harms the mind of those who have gone forth from home (pravrajy›citta): if a person with
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collected mind (sa˙g¸hıtacitta) cannot remain faithful, then what can be said of a person with a

distracted mind (vik˝iptacitta)? The excited persons are as uncontrollable as a wild elephant in rut

(gandhagaja) without a hook or as a camel (u˝˛ra) whose nose has just been pierced. Some stanzas

say:

You have shaved your head; you have put on robes (k›˝›ya); holding the clay begging-bowl

(p›tra), you go to beg your food. Why do you still delight in excitedness? You will lose the

profits of the religious life after having [already] renounced the joys of the world.

Those who are prey to regret (kauk¸tya) are like a great criminal always tortured by fear (bhaya).

When the arrow of regret has entered the mind, it is implanted there and cannot be pulled out.

Some stanzas say:

If they have done what they should not do,

If they have not done what they should have done,

They are burned by the fire of regret.

Later, they will fall into the bad destinies.

A man can regret his mistake;

After having regretted it, he [should] forget it.

In this way his mind will find peace.

He should not think [about his mistakes] incessantly.

There are two kinds of regrets,

Depending on whether there is an omission or an action.

To attach one’s mind to such remorse

Is the mark of a fool.

One must not give oneself up to regrets,

Because [the good] that one has omitted doing one can always do;

And the bad that one has committed,

One cannot not have done it.

It is for all these reasons that one removes the hindrance of excitedness and of regret

(auddhatyakauk¸tyanıvara˚a). <1019>

ABB.5. REMOVING AFFLICTED DOUBT; F 1019-1020

The hindrance of afflicted doubt (vicikits›nıvara˚a). – When afflicted doubt covers the mind, one

does not succeed in fixing one’s mind on the good factors (dharma). Lacking a concentrated mind

(sam›hitacitta), there is nothing to be gained from the Buddhist doctrine. Thus the man who

makes his way to a mountain of jewels (ratnagiri) is unable to gather any if he has no hands.

Speaking of afflicted doubt, some stanzas say:

Those who come to a crossroad
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And hesitate, go nowhere.

It is the same for afflicted doubt

With regard to the true characteristic of factors (dharma).

As a result of afflicted doubt, one does not diligently seek

The true characteristic of factors.

Afflicted doubt stems from ignorance (avidy›);

It is the worst of all that is bad.

In regard to good and bad factors,

Sa˙s›ra and nirv›˚a, [185a]

Suchness (tathat›) and the nature of factors (dharmat›).

One should not conceive any afflicted doubt.6

If you conceive afflicted doubts,

The king of death and his jailers will enchain you;

Like the gazelle caught by the lion,

You will not find a way out.

Although here below there may always be afflicted doubts,

It is important to follow the Holy Dharma.

Those who come up to a junction

Should take the good path. <1020>

It is for all these reasons that it is necessary to remove the hindrance of afflicted doubt

(vicikits›nıvara˚a).

Removing these five hindrances is like escaping from the debt that burdens one, curing a

serious illness, finding an oasis in the desert, leaving prison, running away from the hands of

brigands and finding safety (yogak˝ema) free of torment. Thus the meditator who has removed

the five hindrances has a pacified (k˝ema), pure (viŸuddha) and joyful (sukha) mind. The sun and

moon (candrasÒrya) are hidden by five things: when smoke (dhÒma), clouds (abhra), dust (rajas),

fog (mahik›) or the hand of the ›sura R›hu intercepts them, they can no longer shine;7 likewise,

                                                

6 We know that every word taught by the Buddha is recognizable by four characteristics: (1) it is useful and
not harmful; (2) it conforms to (moral) law and is not contrary to the law; (3) it destroys the defilements and
does not increase them; (4) it inspires love for nirv›˚a and not for sa˙s›ra. See the passage of the
Madhy›Ÿ›yasa˙codanasÒtra cited in Traité, I, F 82 as note. On the other hand, the speech of the Buddha does
not contradict the nature of factors (dharmat›˙ na vilomayati), i.e., pratıtyasamutp›da (ibid., p. 81 as note).
These essential truths are not to be doubted by Buddhists.
7 Cf. Upakkilesasutta (Aºguttara, II, p. 53; Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 20, p. 650a: Catt›ro ‘me bhikkhave
candimasuriy›na˙ upakkiles› yehi upakkilesehi upakkili˛˛h› candimasuriy› na tapanti na bh›santi na virocanti.
Katame catt›ro? Abha˙… mahik›… dhÒmarajo… R›hu asurindo hena upakkilesena upakkili˛˛h› candimasuriy›
na tapanti na bh›santi na virocanti, – This sÒtra plays a role in the accounts of the second council: Vinaya, II,
p. 295; T 1421, k. 30, p. 192c; T 1428, k. 54, p. 969a-b; cf. Hofinger, Concile de VaiŸ›lı, p. 34, 36, 39.
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when a person’s mind is covered by the five hindrances (nıvara˚a), it can be of no use either to

oneself or to others.

ABC. THIRD METHOD: PRACTICING THE FIVE FACTORS (DHARMA); F 1020-1023

If they have been able to reject the five objects of desire (k›magu˚a) and remove the five

hindrances (nıvara˚a), the practitioners practice the five factors (dharma):

1) inclination (chanda),

2) diligence (vırya),

3) mindfulness (sm¸ti),

4) introspection (sa˙prajñ›na),

5) one-pointedness of mind (cittaik›grat›);

by practicing these five factors, they acquire the first meditation (dhy›na) endowed with five

members (pañc›ºgasamanv›gata).

1) Inclination (chanda) is zeal in K›madh›tu; when it is produced, the first meditation

(dhy›na) is obtained.

2) Diligence (vırya) is the observance of morality (Ÿıla) when going forth from home,

concentrated zeal without laziness (kausıdya) during the two watches of the night, eating

moderately (mitabhojana) and the collecting of the mind (cittasa˙graha˚a) without

distraction (vik˝epa).8 <1021>

3) Mindfulness (sm¸ti) is the mindfulness applied towards attaining the happiness of the

first meditation (dhy›na). The practitioners know that K›madh›tu is impure, deceptive,

contemptible, whereas the first meditation is respectable and estimable.

4 )  Introspection (sa˙prajñ›na) is a pure awareness, appreciating and measuring the

happiness of K›madh›tu and the happiness of the first meditation, their importance and

their respective benefits.

5) One-pointedness of mind (cittaik›grat›) consists of always placing the mind one-pointedly

on an object-support (›lambana) and preventing scattering.

                                                

8 This diligence is expressed in the pursuit of the four qualities that make a monk incapable of retrogressing
(abhabbo parih›n›ya) and close to nirv›˚a (nibb›nass’ eva santike): observance of morality (Ÿılasa˙patti),
guarding of the doors of the sense-faculties (indriye˝u guptadv›rat›), moderation in eating (bhojana
m›tr›jñut›) and effort in the watch or in staying awake (j›gary›m anuyoga). These qualities are defined in
Aºguttara, II, p. 39-40; see also Sa˙yutta, II, p. 219; Aºguttara, I, p. 113; Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 12, p. 603c;
Mah›niddesa, II, p. 483-484.
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Furthermore, by pursuing the first meditation (dhy›na), one rejects the sense pleasures

(k›masukha) because it is by incessantly trying to conquer one’s enemies that one is not

tormented by them. The Buddha said to a brahman attached to [objects of] desire:

At the start, I had precise vision (samanupaŸy›mi) of the [objects of] desire (k›ma); the [objects

of] desire are the cause and condition (hetupratyaya) of fear (bhaya), discontentedness

(daurmanasya) and suffering (du¯kha); the [objects of] desire provide little enjoyment

(alp›sv›da), but much suffering (bahudu¯kha).9

[The object of] desire is the net (jv›la) and shackle (k›Ÿa) of M›ra from which it is difficult to

escape; [the object of] desire is a burning sensation that dries out all the pleasures; it is like a

forest burning on all four sides; [the object of] desire is as dreadful as falling into a fire pit or as

handling a venomous snake; it is like a brigand brandishing a sword, like a malicious Rak˝asa,

like dangerous poison poured into the mouth, like molten copper (kvathitat›mra) poured down

one’s throat, like a mad elephant, like falling off a cliff, like a lion barring the road, <1022> like

the Makara fish (sea-monster) opening its mouth: [objects of] desires are as [185b] formidable as

all of those. Attachment to [the object of] desire is man’s misfortune. The person attached to [the

object of] desire is like a prisoner in jail, a deer in a pen, a bird caught in the net, a fish that has

taken the bait, the wolf battling with a dog, a crow among kites, a snake in the presence of a

wild boar, a mouse in the claws of a cat, a blind man on the edge of a ditch, a fly above boiling

oil, a sick man in the army, a lame man in a fire. [Being attached to (the object of) desire] is

entering into a river of salt water, licking a knife coated with honey. [The object of] desire is

meat cut up at a crossroad, the slicing forest hidden under a thin cover, excrement covered with

flowers, a poisoned jar coated with honey, a chest full of poisonous snakes, the illusion of a

dream, the loan that must be repaid, the magic show that fools little children, the flame lacking

in consistency. [Giving oneself up to (the objects of) desire] is like diving into deep water, being

swallowed by the gullet of the Makara fish. [The object of] desire is the hail that destroys the

grain, the lightning that strikes men. [The objects of] desire are all of that: deceptive, unreal,

without consistency or vigor, they provide little pleasure but much suffering. [The object of]

desire is the army of M›ra that destroys all good qualities. Since it torments sentient beings

unceasingly, it lends itself to these many comparisons (upam›na).

                                                

9 Cf. CÒladukkhakkhandhasutta in Majjhima, I, p. 91-92; Tchong a han, T 26, k. 25, p. 586b22: Mayha˙ pi kho,
Mah›n›ma, pubbe va sambodh› anabhisambuddhassa bodhisattass’ eva sato “appass›d› k›m› bahudukkh›
bahup›y›s›, ›dınavo ettha bhiyyo” ti eta˙ yath›bhÒta˙ sammappaññ›ya sudi˛˛ha˙ ahosi: “Mah›n›man, before
my enlightenment, while I was still only an unenlightened Bodhisattva, I too clearly saw as it actually is
with proper wisdom how sensual desires provide little gratification, much suffering, and much despair, and
how great is the danger in them” (transl., Bhikku Bodhi). The same condemnation: appass›d› k›m›. etc., is
repeated for the bhikkhu Ari˛˛ha in Vinaya, II, p. 25; Majjhima, I, p. 130; Aºguttara, III, p. 97. – The present
passage of the MppŸ precedes this verdict with a statement on [objects of] desire (k›ma), the cause of fear and
suffering: it occurs in Aºguttara, IV, p. 289: Bhayan ti bhikkhave k›m›na˙ eta˙ adhivacana˙, dukkhan ti
bhikkhave k›m›na˙ eta˙ adhivacana˙, etc.
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By rejecting the five sensual pleasures, by removing the five hindrances and by practicing the

five factors (dharma), one arrives at the first meditation (dhy›na).

Question. – The equipoises and concentrations, such as the eight liberations (vimok˝a), the eight

perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana), the ten perception-spheres of totality

(k¸tsn›yatana) and the four immeasurables (apram›˚a) are never described as perfections

(p›ramit›). Why is meditation (dhy›na) the only one to be qualified as the ‘perfection’ of

meditation (dhy›nap›ramit›)?

Answer. – (1)  The qualities (gu˚a) of all these equipoises are of the order of reflecting (cint›) and

meditating (bh›van›). In the language of the Ts’in, meditation (dhy›na) means reflecting and

meditating. By speaking of the perfection of meditation, all the qualities are in fact included.

(2) Moreover, meditation (dhy›na) ranks first, like a king. Speaking of meditation (dhy›na) does

includes all the other equipoises; speaking of the other equipoises does not include meditation

(dhy›na). Why? <1023> Because in the four meditations, cognition (jñ›na) and the equipoises

(sam›patti) are equal and balanced. In the preparatory meditation (an›gamya, preceding the first

meditation), cognition (jñ›na) outweighs equipoise (sam›patti), whereas, in the formless

equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti following after the meditations), it is equipoise that outweighs

cognition: these states are thus not balanced. When a chariot (ratha) has one wheel that is more

stronger than the other, it is not safe (k˝ema) to drive; it is the same when cognition and

equipoise are unequal.

(3) Finally, in the four meditations there are the four equivalences of mind (samacitta), the five

super-knowledges (abhijñ›), the liberations (vimokha), the perception-spheres of mastery

(abhibhv›yatana), the perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana), the concentration of being

without conflict hindering the arising of the defilements of another (ara˚›sam›dhi), the cognition

resulting from a resolve (pra˚idh›najñ›na) the extreme-limit meditation (pr›ntako˛idhy›na), the

sovereign concentration (ıŸvarasam›dhi ?), the meditation brought to its maximum

(v¸ddhik›˝˛h›gata dhy›na), the fourteen minds of supernatural emanation (nirm›˚acitta), the Pan

tcheou pan (pratyutpannasam›dhi),10 all the concentrations (sam›dhi) of the Bodhisattva, the Hero’s

Walk (ŸÒra˙gama), etc., which number 120, all the concentrations (sam›dhi) of the Buddha, the

Immovable (akŸobhya), etc., which number 108,11 the attainment of discrimination by the

Buddhas and their renouncing of life (›yu¯parity›ga): all these various equipoises occur in the

meditations (dhy›na); this is why meditation is qualified as perfection (p›ramit›), whereas the

other equipoises are not.

                                                

10 All these qualities will be defined below, F 1041 seq. The pratyutpannasam›dhi is the subject of the
Bhadrap›lasÒtra; cf. Traité, I, F 430, n. 1.
11 On these 108 concentrations (sam›dhi), see references in Traité, I, F 324, n. 1
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AC. DEFINITION OF THE VARIOUS MEDITATIONS (DHYfiNA) AND
EQUIPOISES (SAMfiPATTI);12  F 1023-1034

                                                

12 This section is limited to commenting on a very old Dhy›nasÒtra where the nine successive equipoises
(nav›nupÒrvasam›patti) are defined in precise terms. This is a topic repeated tirelessly in the canonical texts:
cf. Vinaya, III, p. 4; Dıgha, I, p. 37, 73, 172; II, p. 313; III, p. 78, 131, 222, 265; Majjhima. I, p. 21, 40, 89, 117, 159;
II, p. 15, 204, 226; III, p. 4, 14, 25, 36; Sa˙yutta, II, p. 210, 216, 221; III, p. 235; IV, p. 225, 236, 263; V, p. 10, 198,
213; Aºguttara, I, p. 53, 163, 182, 242; II, p. 126, 151; III, p. 11, 119; IV, p. 111, 176, 229, 410; V, p. 207, 343;
Kath›vatthu, II, p. 484; Milinda, p. 289. – For the Chinese sources, see, e.g., Tch’ang a han, T 1, k. 8, p. 50c;
Tchong a han, T 26, k. 47, p. 720a; Tchong a han, T 26, k. 47, p. 720a; Tsa a han, T 99, 41, p. 302a.

Here is the P›li text of this sutta:

(1)  Idha bhikkhave bhikkhu vivicc’ eva k›mehi, vivicca akusalehi dhammehi, savitakka˙ savic›ra˙
vivekaja˙ pıtisukha˙ pa˛hama˙ jh›na˙ upasampajja viharati.

( 2 )  Vitakkavic›r›na˙ vÒpasam› ajjhatta˙ sampas›dana˙ cetaso ekodibh›va˙ avitakka˙ avic›ra˙
sam›dhija˙ pıtisukha˙ dutiya˙ jh›na˙ upasampajja viharati.

(3) Pıtiy› ca vir›g› upekkhako ca viharati sato ca sampaj›no, sukhañ ca k›yena pa˛isamvedeti; yan ta˙
ariy› acikkhanti “Upekkhako satim› sukhavih›rıti” tatiya˙ jh›na˙ upasampajja viharati.

(4)  Sukhassa ca pah›n› dukkhassa ca pah›n›, pubbeva somanassadomanass›nam atthagam› adukkha˙
asukha˙ upekh›satiparisuddhi˙ catuttha˙ jh›na˙ upasampajja viharati.

(5)  Sabbaso rÒpasaññ›na˙ samatikkamma, pa˛ighasaññ›na˙ atthagam›, n›nattasaññ›na˙ amanasik›r›
“Ananto ›k›so ti” ›k›s›nañc›yatana˙ upasampajja viharati.

(6-9) Sabbaso ›k›s›nañc›yatana˙ samatikkamma “Ananta˙ viññ›˚an ti” viññ›˚añc›yatana˙ upasampajja
viharati. – Sabbaso viññ›˚añc›yatana˙ samatikkamma “N’atthi kiñcıti” ›kiñcaññ›yatana˙
upasampajja viharati. – Sabbaso ›kiñcaññ›yatana˙ samatikkamma nevasaññ›n›saññ›yatana˙
upasampajja viharati. – Sabbaso nevasaññ›n›saññ›yatana˙ samatikkamma saññ›vedayitanirodha˙
upasampajja viharati.

The Sanskrit version of this sÒtra has been handed down to us in the Lalitavistara, p. 129; Pañcavi˙Ÿati,
p. 167, DaŸas›hasrik›, p. 98-99; Mah›vyutpatti, no. 1478-1481, 1492-1495; extracts in KoŸavy›khy›, p. 665,
666, 673:

(1) Vivikta˙ k›mair vivikta˙ p›pakair akuŸalair dharmai¯ savitarka˙ savic›ra˙ vivekaja˙ prıtisukha˙
prathama˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati.

(2 )  Vitarkavic›r›˚›˙ vyupaŸam›d adhy›tma˙ sampras›d›c cetasa ekotıbh›v›d avitarkam avic›ra˙
sam›dhija˙ prıtisukha˙ dvitıya˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati.

(3) Prıter vir›g›d upek˝ako viharati sm¸tim›n sa˙praj›nan sukha˙ ca k›yena pratisa˙vedayati yat tad
›ry› ›cak˝ate “Upek˝aka¯ sm¸tim›n sukhavih›rıti” ni˝prıtika˙ t¸tıya˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya
viharati.

(4) Sukhasya ca prah›˚›d du¯khasya ca prah›˚›t pÒrvam eva saumanasyadaurmanasyayor asta˙gam›d
adu¯kh›sukham upek˝›sm¸tipariŸuddha˙ caturtha˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati.

( 5 )  Sa sarvaŸo rÒpasa˙jñ›n›˙ samatikram›t pratighasa˙jñ›n›m asta˙gam›n n›n›tvasa˙jñ›n›m
amanasik›r›d “Anantam ›k›Ÿam iti” ›k›Ÿananty›yatanam upasa˙padya viharati.
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Question. – You have said up to now that the first meditation is obtained by condemning the

five sensual pleasures (k›ma), by removing the five hindrances (niv›ra˚a) and by practicing the

five <1024> factors (dharma). But by what method and what path can the first meditation be

obtained? <1025> [185c]

Answer. – By basing oneself on the doors of equipoise, such as the meditation on the repulsive

(aŸubhabh›vana) and mindfulness in regard to breathing (›n›p›nasm¸ti), etc.13

[omitted section]

                                                                                                                                          

(6-9) Sa sarvaŸa ›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana˙ samatikramya “Ananta˙ vijñ›nam” iti vijñ›n›nanty›tanam
upasa˙padya viharati. – Sa sarvaŸo vijñ›n›nanty›yatana˙ samatikramya “N›sti ki˙cid iti”
›ki˙cany›yatana˙ upasa˙padya viharati. – Sa sarvaŸa ›ki˙cany›yatana˙ samatikramya
naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatanam upasa˙padya viharati. – Sa sarvaŸo naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana˙
samatikramya sa˙jñ›vedayitanirodham upasa˙padya viharati.

In order to establish the vocabulary, I [Lamotte] present here the translation of this sÒtra:

(1)  Here, the monastics having removed the [objects of] desire, having removed the bad factors
(dharma), enter into the first meditation (dhy›na), endowed with initial inquiry, endowed with
investigation, arisen from detachment, and which is joy and satisfaction.

(2) By suppressing initial inquiry and investigation, they enter into the second meditation, personal
serenity, one-pointedness of mind or application of the mind to a single object, without initial
inquiry, without investigation, arisen from concentration, and which is joy and satisfaction.

(3)  By renouncing joy, they abide in equanimity, mindfulness and introspection; they experience
satisfaction in their body; they enter into the third meditation that the noble persons call ‘being in
equanimity, mindful and abiding satisfied’.

(4 )  By abandoning satisfaction and by abandoning suffering, by the previous suppression of
contentedness and discontentedness, they enter into the fourth meditation, free of suffering and
satisfaction, with pure equanimity and mindfulness.

(5) Having gone beyond any conception of form or matter, suppressing any conception of resistance,
disregarding any conception of multiplicity, they cry out: “Infinite space” and penetrate into the
perception-sphere of infinite space.

(6-9) Going beyond the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’, they penetrate successively into the
(6) ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’, (7) the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’, (8) the
‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ and, finally, into (9) the ‘equipoise
of the cessation of conception and of sensation’.

For this technique of meditation (dhy›na), see the remarkable explanation of Mircea Eliade, Techniques of
Yoga, 1948, p. 158-164.
13 These two ‘doors’ have been studied at length in KoŸa, VI, F 148-158.
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ACA. [PREPARATION FOR THE FIRST MEDITATION]; F 1027

Through the purity of morality (ŸılaviŸuddhi), solitude in retreat, guarding of the sense-faculties,

intensive meditation during the first and last watch of the night,14 the practitioners remove the

external joys and delight in meditation. They remove the [objects of] desire (k›ma) and the bad

factors (akuŸaladharma, i.e., five hindrances). Relying on the preparatory meditation (an›gamya

preceding the first meditation),15 [186a] they acquire the first meditation.

ACB. [FIRST MEDITATION]; F 1027-1029

The first meditation is defined in the Abhidharma: There are four types of meditation (dhy›na):

1. meditation associated with enjoyment (›sv›danasa˙prayukta);

2. clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditation;

3. meditation free from fluxes (an›srava);

4. the five aggregates (skandha) obtained by retribution (vip›kaja) and contained in the first

meditation.16

Here the practitioners enter [into the clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditation and the meditation free from

fluxes (an›srava); it is the same for the second, third and fourth meditation.

According to the Buddha’s definition:

Having removed (i) [the objects of] desire and (ii) the bad factors, the monastics enter into

the first <1028> meditation, endowed with initial inquiry, endowed with investigation,

arisen from detachment, and which is joy and satisfaction.

(Dhy›nasÒtra, l.c.: Vivikta˙ k›mair vivikta˙ p›pakair akuŸalair dharmai¯ savitarka˙ savic›ra˙

vivekaja˙ prıtisukha˙ prathama˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati).

(i) ‘Desires’ (k›ma) are the five sense objects or objects of desire (pañca k›magu˚a), colors (rÒpa),

etc., to which one becomes attached. Through reflection and analysis, these [objects of] desire are

condemned, just as has been said above.

(ii) The ‘wicked and bad factors’ (p›paka, akuŸaladharma) are the five hindrances (pañca nıvara˚a),

inclination for the objects of desire (k›macchanda), etc.

                                                

14 See above, F 1020, n. 2.
15 For this term, see KoŸa, VIII, F 179, n. 6.
16 Cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 144. – (1) The meditation of enjoyment is defiled by craving (t¸˝˚›); (2) the clean meditation
is of mundane order and practiced by ordinary persons (p¸thagjana); (3) the meditation free from fluxes is of
supramundane order and practiced by the noble persons (›rya); (4) the meditation ‘of the five aggregates’
designates the realms of RÒpadh›tu inhabited by the seventeen classes of gods, from the Brahmak›yikas up
to the Akani˝˛has (see KoŸa, III, F 2): the gods of RÒpadh›tu are still constituted of five aggregates; those of
firÒpyadh›tu have only four of them because form (rÒpa) is absent there.
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By detaching oneself from these two categories, of which the one is external (b›hya) and the

other internal (›dhy›tmika), one acquires the first meditation.

The [five] characteristics of the first meditation are: (1) initial inquiry (vitarka), (2) investigation

(vic›ra), (3) joy (prıti), (4) satisfaction (sukha) and (5) one-pointedness of mind (cittaik›grata).17

It is ‘endowed with initial inquiry (savitarka) and with investigation (savic›ra)’: by acquiring, in

the first meditation, the good factors (kuŸaladharma) and the qualities (gu˚a) not previously

acquired, the mind experiences great [coolness or joy (?)18]. When [those] who have ceaselessly

been burned by the fire of the [objects of] desire attain the first meditation, it is as if they were

entering a pool of cool water. Furthermore, they are like a poor man (daridra) who suddenly

finds a treasure: the practitioners, who have reflected on and analyzed the disadvantages of

K›madh›tu and who see the importance of the benefits and qualities of the first meditation,

experience great joy (prıti): this is why it is called ‘endowed with initial inquiry (savitarka) and

with investigation (savic›ra)’.

Question. – Are initial inquiry and investigation one and the same factor or are they two

different factors?

Answer. – They are two different factors.19 Initial inquiry is the <1029> first moment of a coarse

mind (sthÒlaprathamak˝a˚a), investigation is a more subtle (sÒk˝ma) analysis. Thus, when a bell is

struck, the first sound is strong: this is initial inquiry, the subsequent sound is fainter: this is

investigation.

Question. – In the Abhidharma it is said that, from K›madh›tu up to the first meditation, the

same mind is associated with initial inquiry and investigation; why do you say here that initial

inquiry is the first moment of a coarse mind whereas investigation is a more subtle analysis?

Answer. – Although the two factors reside in the same mind, their characteristics are not

simultaneous: at the moment of initial inquiry, investigation is not sharp (apa˛u); at the moment

of investigation, initial inquiry is not sharp. Thus, when the sun rises, the stars disappear. All

minds (citta) and all mental events (caitasikadharma) receive their name on the basis of time: it is

                                                

17 Cf. Majjjhima, I, p. 294: Pa˛hama˙ jh›na˙ pañcaºgikam; idh’ ›vuso pa˛hama˙ jh›na˙ sam›pannassa
bhikkhuno vitakko ca vattati vic›ro ca pıti ca sukhañ ca cittekaggat› ca. – See also KoŸa, VIII, p. 147.
18 LS: Lamotte has “grand effroi”: great terror, which should be a misprint. In terms of the context of the
paragraph he might have meant  ‘coolness’ or ‘joy’.

19 On the difference between initial inquiry and investigation, cf. Vasubandhu’s Pañcaskandhaka, cited in
KoŸavy›khy›, p. 64: Vitarka¯ katama¯? Parye˝ako manojalpa¯ cetan›prajñ›vi˝e˝a¯ y› cittasyaud›rikat›. Vicar›¯
katama¯? Pratyavek˝ako manojalpa¯, tathaiva y› cittasya sÒk˝mat›. – Here the MppŸ acknowledges a specific
difference (j›tibheda) between initial inquiry and investigation; this is the thesis of the Vaibh›˝ikas; the
Sautr›ntikas are of the opposite opinion, cf. KoŸa, II, p. 174 seq.; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 139. For their part, the P›li
sources had a go at definitions: cf. Dhammasaºgani, p. 10; Atthas›linı, p. 114-115; Milinda, p. 62-63;
Visuddhimagga, I, p. 142-143; S. Z. Aung, Compendium, p. 17, 40.
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the same here: [initial inquiry and investigation are distinct moments of the same mind]. Thus

the Buddha said:

If you cut one single factor, I claim that you will become a never-returner (an›g›min); this

single factor is selfishness (m›tsarya).20

In actual fact, he should say that the five lower fetters (avara˙bh›gıya sa˙yojana) must disappear

in order that one may become a never-returner.21 Why did he say that it is only necessary to cut

one single factor? Because selfishness was over-abundant in the person he was speaking to and

because all other fetters come from that; therefore it sufficed for that person to destroy selfishness

in order to cut through the other fetters at the same time. Likewise here, initial inquiry and

investigation receive their name on the basis of time.

ACC. [SECOND MEDITATION]; F 1029-1030

The practitioners know that initial inquiry and investigation, good though they may be, disturb

the concentrated mind (sam›hitacitta); <1030> through mental detachment (cittavair›gya), they

condemn initial inquiry and investigation and have this thought: “Initial inquiry and

investigation disturb the mind of meditation; just as when clear water is disturbed by waves,

nothing can be seen any more.” When a weary and tired man regains his breath and wants to

sleep, when his neighbor calls him, [186b] he feels all kinds of problems. It is for all these

reasons that they condemn initial inquiry and investigation.

[According to the definition given by the Buddha, the practitioners]

by suppressing initial inquiry and investigation, enter into the second meditation which is

personal serenity, one-pointedness of mind or application of mind to a single object, which

is without initial inquiry, without investigation, arisen from concentration, and which is joy

and satisfaction.

(Dhy›nasÒtra, l.c.: Vitarkavic›r›˚›˙ vyupaŸam›d adhy›tma˙ sa˙pras›d›c cetasa ekotıbh›vam

avitarkam avic›ra˙ sam›dhija˙ prıtisukha˙ dvitıya˙ dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati).

                                                

20 See a passage in Aºguttara, III, p. 272, where it is said that, in order to attain the four meditations (dhy›na)
and realize the four fruits of the noble path (the fruit of stream-enterer [srota›pattiphala], etc.), it suffices to
have cut the fivefold selfishness: selfishness (macchariya) as to one’s lodging (›v›sa), family (kula), gains
(l›bha), fame (va˚˚a) and Dharma (dhamma)
21 By saying that it is sufficient to cut one single fetter, selfishness, in order to become a never-returner, the
Buddha was simplifying things for the benefit of those he was speaking to; strictly speaking, it is “by the
disappearance of the first five fetters that persons become apparitional beings, [i.e., in the specific sense of
non-returner,] that they attain nirv›˚a in the world of the gods and are not prone to coming back from that
world”: cf. Dıgha, I, p. 156; II, p. 92; III, p. 132; Majjhima, I, p. 436: Pañcanna˙ orambh›giy›na˙ sa˙yojan›na˙
parikkhay› opap›tiko hoti tatthaparinibb›yı an›vattidhammo tasm› lok›.
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In possession of the second meditation, they obtain the joy and satisfaction of the second

meditation, incomparable joy and satisfaction not previously acquired until then.

‘By suppressing initial inquiry and investigation’ (vitarkavic›ra˚›˙ vyupaŸam›t): they have

disappeared because the meditators know their defects. This meditation is ‘personal serenity’

(adhy›tmasa˙pras›da)22 for, by entering this profound equipoise, the practitioners have

renounced the initial inquiry and investigation of the first meditation by means of confidence

(pras›da): the benefit is important, the loss minimal and the gain considerable. This meditation is

called ‘personal serenity’ because of ‘one-pointedness of mind or application of mind to a single

object’ (cetasa ekotıbh›va).

ACD. [THIRD MEDITATION]; F 1030-1031

The practitioners see the defects of joy (prıti) just as they have seen those of initial inquiry and

investigation: according to the place occupied by the object of enjoyment, sometimes it is joy

(prıti), sometimes discontentedness (daurmanasya) that dominates. Why is that? Thus, for

example, when a poor man (daridra) finds a treasure, his joy is immense; but, as soon as he loses

it, his discontentedness is deep. The joy evolves and changes into discontentedness.

This is why [according to the definition of the Buddha], the practitioners

by renouncing joy, abide in equanimity, mindfulness and introspection; they experience

this satisfaction in their body which [only] the noble persons are capable of <1031>

renouncing; mindful and abiding satisfied, they enter into the third meditation.

(Lamotte comments that this citation of the MppŸ is a free and faulty translation of the

Dhy›nasÒtra, l.c.: Prıter vir›g›d upek˝ako viharati sm¸tim›n sa˙praj›nan sukha˙ ca k›yena

pratisa˙vedayati yat tad ›ry› ›cak˝ate “Upek˝aka¯ sm¸tim›n sukhavih›rıti” ni˝prıtika˙ t¸tıya˙

dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati).

[Lamotte’s translation of the Dhy›nasÒtra:

By renouncing joy, they abide in equanimity, mindfulness and introspection; they experience

satisfaction in their body; they enter into the third meditation which the noble persons call ‘being in

equanimity, mindful and abiding satisfied’.]

They abide ‘in equanimity’ (upek˝a¯), for they abandon any feeling of joy (prıti) and experience

no regret; they abide in ‘mindfulness’ (sm¸tim›n) and ‘introspection’ (sa˙praj›nan), for, having

obtained the satisfaction of the third meditation, they prevent this satisfaction from arousing

torments; they ‘experience satisfaction in their body’ (sukham k›yena pratisa˙vedayati), for they

                                                

22 On ‘personal serenity’ (adhy›tmasa˙pras›dha) which is faith (Ÿraddh›), see KoŸa, VIII, F 158.
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experience, with their entire body, the satisfaction of the third meditation;23 ‘this satisfaction in

their body which [only] the noble persons are capable of renouncing’: this satisfaction being the

foremost in the world gives rise to the clinging of the mind (citt›bhiniveŸa), and ordinary persons

(p¸thagjana) renounce it only rarely. Also the Buddha said that the ripened effect for the practice

of loving-kindness is the foremost [satisfaction] there is in the pure stages.

ACE. [FOURTH MEDITATION]; F 1031-1032

The practitioners see the defects of satisfaction (sukha) as they have seen those of joy (prıti), they

know that immovability of the mind (citt›niñjyat›) is much superior to everything, for wherever

there is agitation, there is suffering (du¯kha). Since they are agitated by the satisfaction (sukha) of

the third meditation, the practitioners seek non-agitation.

[According to the definition of the Buddha]

by abandoning satisfaction and by abandoning suffering, by the previous suppression of

contentedness and discontentedness, the practitioners enter into the fourth meditation, free

of suffering and satisfaction, with pure equanimity and mindfulness.

(D h y › n a s Ò t r a , l . c : Sukhasya ca prah›˚›d du¯kasya ca prah›˚›t pÒrvam eva

saumansyadaurmansyayor asta˙gam›d adhu¯kh›sukham upek˝›sm¸tipariŸuddha˙ caturtha˙

dhy›nam upasa˙padya viharati).

In the fourth meditation, there is no longer any suffering or satisfaction, but only immovable

discrimination (›niñjyaprajñ›); this is why the fourth meditation is called ‘with pure equanimity

<1032> and mindfulness’.24

On the other hand, the third meditation is called suffering because of the agitation aroused by

satisfaction. Therefore the fomurth meditation is ‘free of suffering and satisfaction’

(adu¯kh›sukha).

ACF. [FIRST EQUIPOISE]; F 1032

According to the definition of the Buddha, the practitioners

                                                

23 The third meditation thus has five members: 1) equanimity (upek˝›), 2) mindfulness (sm¸ti),
3) introspection (sa˙prajñ›na), 4) satisfaction (sukha), 5) concentration (sam›dhi); they are defined in KoŸa,
VIII, F 148. But, whereas the satisfaction present in the first two meditations is simply pliancy or the good
physical state (praŸrabdhi), the satisfaction of the third meditation is the sensation of satisfaction (sukha
vedan›); cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 150.
24 upek˝›sm¸tipariŸuddhi: 1) upek˝›pariŸuddhi is equanimity towards whatever the object may be
(an›bhogalak˝a˚a); 2) sm¸tipariŸuddhi consists of not losing sight of the nimitta (the motive, the reason) for
this equanimity (upek˝›nimitt›sa˙pramo˝a): cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 148.
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having gone beyond any conception of form or matter, neglecting any conception of

multiplicity, suppressing any conception of resistance, cry out: “Infinite space” and enter

into the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’.

(Dhy›nasÒtra, l.c.: Sa sarvaŸo rÒpasa˙jñ›n›˙ samatikram›n, n›n›tvasa˙jñ›n›m amanasik›r›t,

pratighasa˙jñ›n›m asta˙gam›d “finanta˙ ›k›Ÿam iti” ›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatanam upasa˙padya viharati).

The practitioners have this thought: ”Wherever matter is absent, there one escapes from the

sufferings of hunger (k˝udh) and thirst (pip›s›), cold (Ÿıta) and heat (u˝˚a); physical matter is

coarse, bad, deceptive and unreal: it is because of the collocation of causes and conditions

(hetupratyayas›magrı) of the former life that we inherit this body, the receptacle of all sorts of

suffering. How can these bodily torments be avoided? The space (›k›Ÿa) present in the body

must be considered.” The practitioners then ceaselessly consider the empty spaces of the body

like that in a cage or a pot; by always and ceaselessly thinking about them, they free

themselves from matter and no [186c] longer see the body. And the same applies to external

matter (b›hyarÒpa) as for internal bodily empty space. Then the practitioners can contemplate the

measureless and infinite space (apram›˚›nant›k›Ÿa). When they have mastered this

contemplation, they feel neither suffering nor satisfaction, and their mind progresses: they are

like a bird closed up in a cage that finds its freedom when the cage is broken. This is the

‘equipoise of space’ (›k›Ÿasam›patti).

ACG. [SECOND EQUIPOISE]; F 1032-1033

This immeasurable and infinite space is seized (›lambate) by the intellect; this vast object

distracts the practitioners and can even destroy their equipoise. Contemplating space, the

practitioners perceive sensations (vedan›), conceptions (sa˙jñ›), formations (sa˙sk›ra) and

consciousnesses (vijñ›na)25 which seem to them to be a disease (roga), a tumor (ga˚˜a), a blow

(›gh›ta) and an arrow (Ÿalya), impermanent (anitya), suffering (du¯kha), empty (ŸÒnya) and nonself

(an›tman), an accumulation of deceits without true reality.26 Thinking in this way, they abandon

the space-object and seize the consciousness (vijñ›na) only. Do they seize only the present

(pratyutpanna), past (atıta) and future (an›gata) consciousness, or the immeasurable and infinite

consciousness (apram›˚›nantavijñ›na)? They seize the immeasurable and infinite consciousness.27

Since this consciousness is immeasurable and infinite, as with space (›k›Ÿa), the equipoise is

                                                

25 Whereas the meditations (dhy›na) are accompanied by the five aggregates (skandha), the [formless]
equipoises (sam›patti) consist of only four (vedan›, sa˙jñ›, sa˙sk›ra and vijñ›na), for all form (rÒpa) is
absent; cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 134.
26 This phrase which will be repeated below, for the second and third equipoise, is of canonical origin; cf.
Majjhima, I, p. 436: So yad eva tattha hoti vedan›gata˙ saññ›gata˙ saºkh›ragata˙ viññ›˚agata˙ te dhamme
aniccato dukkhato rogato ga˚˜ato sallato aghato ›b›dhato parato palokato suññato anattato samanupassati.
27 Cf. Vibhaºga, p. 262: Ananta˙ viñnn›˚an ti, ta˙ yeva ›k›sa˙ viññ›˚ena phu˛a˙ manasikaroti ananta˙ pharati
tena vuccati ananta˙ viññ›nan ti. – Commentary in Visuddhimagga, I, p. 332.
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called the ‘equipoise of  the  perception-sphere of  infinite consciousness’

(vijñ›n›nanty›yatanasam›patti).

ACH. [THIRD EQUIPOISE]; F 1033

This immeasurable and infinite consciousness (vijñ›na) is seized by the intellect; this vast object

distracts the practitioners and can destroy their equipoise. Contemplating this consciousness, the

practitioners perceive sensations (vedan›), conceptions (sa˙jñ›), formations (sa˙sk›ra) and

consciousnesses (vijñ›na) which seem to them to be a disease (roga), a tumor (ga˚˜a), a blow

(›gh›ta) and an arrow (Ÿalya), impermanent (anitya), suffering (du¯kha), empty (ŸÒnya) and nonself

(an›tman), an accumulation of deceits without true reality. Thinking in this way, they destroy

the image of consciousness (vijñ›na), condemn the perception-sphere of consciousness

(vijñ›n›yatana) and praise the perception-sphere of nothingness (›ki˙cany›yatana). Destroying the

images of the consciousness, they fix their mind on nothingness, and this is what is called the

‘equipoise of the perception-sphere of nothingness’ (›ki˙cany›yatanasam›patti).

ACI. [FOURTH EQUIPOISE]; F 1033-1034

In this perception-sphere of nothingness, they perceive sensations (vedan›), conceptions (sa˙jñ›),

formations (sa˙sk›ra) and consciousnesses (vijñ›na) which seem to them to be a disease (roga), a

tumor (ga˚˜a), a blow (›gh›ta) and an arrow (Ÿalya), impermanent (anitya), suffering (du¯kha),

empty (ŸÒnya) and nonself (an›tman), an accumulation of deceits <1034> without true reality.

While they are meditating in this way, the perception-sphere of non-conception (asa˙jñ›yatana)

seems to them to be a tumor (ga˚˜a), and the perception-sphere of conception (sa˙jñ›yatana)

seems to them to be a disease, a tumor, a blow and an arrow: [for them], the perception-sphere

par excellence is the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’

(naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana).

Question. – But the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ involves

sensations (vedan›), conceptions (sa˙jñ›), formations (sa˙sk›ra) and consciousnesses (vijñ›na);

why then do you call it ‘neither conception nor non-conception’?

Answer. – In this perception-sphere, there is conception (sa˙jñ›) but since the latter is subtle

(sÒk˝ma) and hard to perceive (duravabodha), we speak of ‘non-conception’; on the other hand,

since there is conception, we add ‘nor non-conception’.28 Ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) claim to

attain the true characteristic of factors (dharma) in this perception-sphere and identify it with

nirv›˚a; but in the system of the Buddha, although it is known that this perception-sphere

                                                

28 In regards to knowing whether or not there is conception (sa˙jñ›) in the ‘perception-sphere of neither
conception nor non-conception’, cf. Aºguttara, IV, p. 427: Kath›vatthu, I, p. 263 (tr. Rh. D., p. 155); KoŸa, VIII,
p. 144.
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includes conception, the old name is retained and it is called the ‘perception-sphere of neither

conception nor non-conception’.

Question. - What is non-conception?

Answer. – There are three kinds of non-conception:

1. the equipoise of non-conception (asa˙jñisam›patti),29

2 .  the equipoise of cessation of conception and sensation (read Mie siang cheou ting =

sa˙jñ›vedayitanirodhasam›patti,30

3. the gods without conception (asa˙jñideva).31

The ordinary person (p¸thagjana) who wants to destroy his mind enters into the ‘equipoise of

cessation of conception and sensation’. <1035>

                                                

29 The equipoise of non-conception (asa˙jñisam›patti), its preparation, conditions and fruit are studied in
KoŸa, II, p. 132, 200, 211, 310; IV, p. 200.
30 On the ‘cessation of conception and sensation’ (sa˙jñ›vedayitanirodha), which is practically one and the
same with nirv›˚a on earth, see Majjhima, I, p. 160, 301; III, p. 45; Sa˙yutta, II, p. 212; Aºguttara, I, p. 41; IV,
p. 454; Kath›vatthu, I, p. 202; KoŸa, II, F 203-214; VII, F 96; VIII, F 193, 207, 215. – Lav., Nirv›˚a, p. 77, 80, 157.
31 The gods without conception (asa˙jñisattva) are defined in KoŸa, II, F 199-200; VIII, F 136.
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AD. QUESTIONS RELATING TO THE MEDITATIONS; F 1035-1043

ADA. [PURE AND IMPURE PATH];32  F 1035-1038

                                                

32 Since the explanation that follows is somewhat abstruse, it may be helpful to recall the facts of the
problem. The path of the equipoises consists of liberating oneself from the defilements inherent to
K›madh›tu through the four meditations (dhy›na) and the first three [formless] equipoises (sam›patti) such
as they have been defined in the preceding section. Each sphere involves nine categories of defilements:
strong-strong, strong-medium, strong-weak, medium-strong, etc. In order to move from one sphere to
another, it is therefore necessary to liberate oneself from nine categories of defilements. The process involves
for each stage (i) nine mental actions by means of which one detaches oneself from the defilements: this is the
path of immediate succession (›nantaryam›rga), and (ii) nine mental actions by means of which one takes
possession of this detachment: this is the path of liberation (vimuktim›rga). The process thus involves
eighteen mental actions for each sphere, and 144 mental actions for the entire eight spheres. In order to attain
nirv›˚a, it is also necessary to liberate oneself from the inherent defilements of the ninth sphere, the fourth
[formless] equipoise (sam›patti), also called either the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-
conception’ (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana) or the ‘summit of cyclic existence’ (bhav›gra).

The equipoises can be practiced according to the mundane path (laukikam›rga) or the supramundane path
(lokottaram›rga).

1. The mundane path, also called impure path (s›sravam›rga), is followed by ordinary persons
(p¸thagjana) who have not ‘envisioned’ the Buddhist truths as taught by the Buddha. If they liberate
themselves from the defilements, it is in a provisional manner only. Then, and this is essential, the
practitioners can liberate themselves from the defilements of one sphere only by practicing the preliminary
concentrations of the immediately higher sphere.

Thus in this way, in the impure path, the practitioners successively enter into the eight preliminary
concentrations (s›mantaka) which serve as threshold for the four meditations and the four [formless]
equipoises, in order to eliminate, in turn, the defilements of K›madh›tu, of the four meditations and of the
first three [formless] equipoises. Since there is no preliminary concentration above the fourth [formless]
equipoise into which the practitioners can enter in order to destroy the defilements of the fourth [formless]
equipoise, the practitioners are unable to liberate themselves from the defilements of the fourth [formless]
absorption by means of the impure path. We may note that there are only eight preliminary concentrations:
the first, serving as the threshold into the first meditation, is called preparatory meditation (an›gamya); the
other seven bear the generic name of preliminary concentration (s›mantaka). The impure (s›srava)
concentrations of the mundane path are qualified as clean or pure (Ÿuddhaka) as they oppose the equipoises
associated with enjoyment (›sv›danasa˙prayukta), tainted by the [objects] of desire; this is a regrettable
terminology liable to trouble the reader.

2. The supramundane path (lokottaram›rga), also called pure path (an›sravam›rga), is followed by the noble
persons (›rya) endowed with pure discrimination who have “envisioned” the four noble truths (›ryasatya)
and have understood the sixteen aspects (˝o˜aŸ›k›ra) made up of the four aspects for each truth (see above,
F 641). This path assures the definitive liberation of the defilements and, whereas in the impure path the
practitioners must enter into the preliminary concentration (s›mantaka) of the immediately higher sphere in
order to liberate themselves from the defilements of their own sphere, the noble persons who follow the pure
path cut the defilements of their stage directly without resorting to any preliminary concentration
whatsoever. Thus in this way, having reached the fourth and last [formless] equipoise (sam›patti), the noble
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The meditations (dhy›na) and [formless] equipoises (sam›patti) are of two types:

(i) impure (s›srava),

(ii) pure (an›srava).

(i) The impure type is <1036> practiced by ordinary persons (p¸thagjana), as has already been

said above; (ii) the pure type is the sixteen aspects of the noble [truths] (˝o˜aŸ›ry›k›ra).

(i) When one is following the impure path, one relies on the preliminary concentration

(s›mantaka) of the stage immediately above in order to abandon the defilements of the lower

stage. (ii) When one is following the pure path, one abandons the defilements of one’s own

stage and those of the higher stage. This is why, when ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) [187a] are

in the summit of cyclic existence, [i.e., fourth and last (formless) equipoise,] they do not succeed

in freeing themselves from the defilements of this sphere, because [beyond it] there is no

preliminary concentration (s›mantaka) leading to a higher sphere.

When the disciples of the Buddha wish to abandon the [objects of] desire (k›ma) of K›madh›tu

and the defilements (kleŸa) of K›madh›tu by means of meditation, they cut the nine categories of

the strong (adhim›tra), medium (madhya) and weak (m¸du) defilements, namely: 1) strong-strong,

2) strong-medium, 3) strong-weak, 4) medium-strong, 5) medium-medium, 6) medium-weak,

7) weak-strong, 8) weak-medium, 9) weak-weak.

                                                                                                                                          

persons can eliminate the defilements of this sphere by nine actions of detachment and nine actions of taking
possession: which was impossible for the ordinary persons following the impure path.

3. The practitioners can combine the impure and the pure path if they so wish. This was the case for
⁄›kyamuni. When he arrived in Bodh-Gay›, under the Bodhi tree, he was still an ordinary person
(p¸thagjana), a man who had not yet envisioned the truths. But, by means of the impure path, he had
eliminated all the defilements of K›madh›tu, of the four meditations and of the first three [formless]
equipoises. Only the defilements of the fourth and last [formless] equipoise remained in him, for, as we have
seen, they cannot be destroyed by the impure path. When enlightenment took place, ⁄›kyamuni saw, in
sixteen moments, the sixteen aspects (˝o˜aŸ›k›ra) of the Buddhist truths: this pure discrimination gave a
definitive characteristic to his liberation from the lower desires. It remained for him to eliminate the nine
categories of defilements relating to the fourth [formless] equipoise (sam›patti) or summit of cylcic existence
(bhav›gra): this he did by the nine mental actions of the path of immediate succession (›nantaryam›rga) that
detached him from these defilements and by the nine mental actions of the path of liberation (vimuktim›rga)
that put him in possession of this detachment. ⁄›kyamuni obtained thus the state of a perfected being (arhat),
devoid of any defilements, in 34 moments of mind: 16 moments for envisioning the truths, 9 for the path of
immediate succession (›nantaryam›rga) of the summit of cyclic existence, 9 for the path of liberation
(vimuktim›rga) of the same summit of cyclic existence. At the same time, he became a Buddha because of his
meritorious works.

See a study on the path of the equipoises in L. de La Vallée Poussin, KoŸa, V, pp. iv-xi; Morale bouddhique,
pp. 71-97.
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(i) Having cut these nine categories, the disciples of the Buddha can attempt to obtain the first

meditation (dhy›na) by way of the impure path (s›sravam›rga). In this case, in the preparatory

meditation (an›gamya, preceding the first meditation), during the nine paths of immediate

succession (›nantaryam›rgas, of the nine categories of the defilements of the lower stage) and

eight paths of liberation (vimuktim›rga, taking possession of these successive abandonings),

• they first practice the impure path,

• then the impure or pure path.

During the ninth path of liberation (vimuktim›rga), in the preparatory meditation,

• they first practice the impure path;

• then the impure or pure path of the preparatory meditation (an›gamya), and the impure

path of the preliminary concentration (s›mantaka) of the first meditation.

(ii) If [the disciples of the Buddha] wish to attain the first meditation by way of the pure path

(an›sravam›rga), they will do the same.

(i) If [the disciples of the Buddha] abandon the defilements of the first meditation by way of the

impure path (s›sravam›rga), in the preliminary concentration (s›mantaka) of the second

meditation, during nine paths of immediate succession and eight paths of liberation,

•  they first practice the impure path of the preliminary concentration of the second

meditation,

• then the impure path of the preliminary concentration of the second meditation as well

as the first meditation ‘free from fluxes’ (an›srava) and its sequel.

During the ninth path of liberation (vimuktim›rga), in the preliminary concentration of the

second meditation,

•  they first practice the impure path of the preliminary concentration of the second

meditation,

• then the preliminary concentration of the second meditation,

•  then the preliminary concentration of the second meditation, the pure path of the first

meditation and its sequel, the second clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditation or meditation ‘free

from fluxes’ (an›srava).

(ii) If [the disciples of the Buddha] abandon the defilements of the first meditation by way of the

pure path (an›sravam›rga), during nine paths of immediate succession and eight paths of

liberation,

• they first practice the pure path of their own stage,

• then the impure and pure path of the first meditation and its sequel.

During the ninth path of liberation,
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• they first practice the pure path of their own stage,

• then the impure and pure paths of the first meditation and its sequel.

It is the same in the practice of the other equipoises from the second clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditation

or meditation ‘free from fluxes’ (an›srava) up to the detachment (vair›gya) that characterizes the

perception-sphere of nothingness (›ki˙cany›yatana). In the detachment that characterizes the

perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñan›sa˙jñ›yatana), during

the nine paths of immediate succession and eight paths of liberation,

• they practice only the universal pure path.

During the ninth path of liberation,

•  they practice the good roots of the three realms (traidh›tukakuŸalamÒla) <1038> and the

pure path;

they expel in this way the equipoise without mind (acittakasam›patti).

ADB. [CULTIVATION OF THE MEDITATIONS]; F 1038

There are two types of cultivation:

1. cultivation of acquisition (pratilambha),

2. cultivation of practice (ni˝eva˚a).

(1) Cultivation of acquisition is to acquire now what has not been acquired initially; later one

will cultivate the thing itself and its following equally.

(2) Cultivation of practice is to cultivate at present what has already been acquired earlier; but

later one will not cultivate the following. These are the different cultivations during the

meditations (dhy›na) and [formless] equipoises (sam›patti).  

ADC. [TYPES OF EQUIPOISE]; F 1038

In brief, the characteristic features (nimitta) of the meditations and the [formless] equipoises are

twenty-three in number:

(1-8) eight equipoises of enjoyment (›sv›dana),

(9-16) eight clean (Ÿuddhaka) equipoises,

(17-23) seven pure (an›srava) equipoises.

ADD. [CAUSES AND CONDITIONS IN THE EQUIPOISES]; F 1038-1040

There are six kinds of causes (hetu):

1. associated cause (sa˙prayuktaka),

2. simultaneous cause (sahabhÒ),

3. homogeneous cause (sabh›ga),
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4. pervasive cause (sarvatraga),

5. ripening cause (vip›ka),

6. nominal cause (n›mahetu).33

Taken one by one, (i) the seven pure (an›srava) equipoises are homogeneous causes; [187b]

(ii) the associated and simultaneous causes: the previous ‘meditation of enjoyment’ and its

causes, the subsequent ‘meditation of enjoyment’ and its causes, progress in the same stage.

(iii) It is the same for the clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditations.

The four conditions (pratyaya) are:

1. the causal condition (hetupratyaya),

2. the immediately preceding condition (samanantarapratyaya),

3. the supporting object condition (›lambanapratyaya).

4. the dominant condition (adhipatiprataya):34 <1039>

(1) The causal condition has been explained above [in the examination of the six causes].

(2) [In regard to the immediately antecedent condition, we will make the following

comments]:35

The first pure (an›srava) meditation can produce six equipoises after itself:

1-2. clean (Ÿuddhaka) and pure (an›sarava) equipoise of the first meditation;

3-6. clean and pure equipoise of the second and third meditation.

The second pure meditation can produce eight concentrations after itself:

1-2. clean and pure concentration of the same stage;

3-4. clean and pure concentration of the first meditation;

5-8. clean and pure concentration of the third and fourth meditation.

The third pure meditation can produce ten equipoises after itself:

1-2. two equipoises of the same stage

3-6. four equipoises of the two lower stages;

7-10. four equipoises of the two higher stages.

The fourth [pure] meditation and the [pure] perception-sphere of infinite space

(›k›Ÿ›nanaty›yatana) too [can produce ten equipoises after themselves.]

The pure perception-sphere of infinite consciousness (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana) can produce nine

equipoises after itself:

                                                

33 The six causes in KoŸa, II, F 245 seq.
34 The four conditions in KoŸa, II, F 299 seq.
35 The successive arisings of the equipoises is treated in the same way in KoŸa, VIII, F 167-168.
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1-2. two equipoises of the same stage;

3-6. four equipoises of the two lower stages;

7-9. three equipoises of the two higher stages, [namely, clean (Ÿuddhaka) and pure (an›srava)

equipoise of nothingness (›ki˙canya), clean (Ÿuddhaka) equipoise of the perception-

sphere of neither conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana)].

The pure perception-sphere of nothingness (›ki˙cany›yatana) can produce seven equipoises after

itself:

1-2. two equipoises of the same stage;

3-6. four equipoises of the two lower stages;

7. one equipoise of the higher stage, [namely, the clean (Ÿuddhaka) equipoise of the

perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception].

The [pure] perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›-

›yatana) can produce six equipoises after itself:

1-2. two equipoises of the same stage;

3-6. four equipoises of the two lower stages.

It is the same for the clean (Ÿuddhaka) equipoises.

Moreover, these equipoises increase all the enjoyment (›sv›dana) of their own stage:

immediately after the enjoyment of the first meditation, there follows the enjoyment of the

second, and so on up to the perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception. <1040>

(3) [In regard to the supporting object condition,36 we may note that] the clean (Ÿuddhaka)

meditation and the meditation ‘free from fluxes’ (an›srava) always have the meditation of

enjoyment as object-support (›lambana); they concern the enjoyment of their own stage; they also

concern the clean craving (viŸuddhat¸˝˚›). As they do not have a stainless object-support, they do

not concern pure factors (an›srava). 37

The fundamental formless equipoises (maul›rÒpyasam›patti), clean (Ÿuddhaka) or free from fluxes

(an›srava), do not concern the impure [factors] of the lower stages.

(4) As nominal cause (n›mahetu) and dominant condition (adhipatipratyaya), the meditations

penetrate:

                                                

36 For the object-support of the meditations and the [formless] equipoises, see detail in KoŸa, VIII, p. 176-177.
37 LS: MppŸ seems to differ here from KoŸa, viii. 20 d, which states: “The good (Ÿubha) meditation (dhy›na),
[i.e., ‘clean equipoise’ and ‘equipoise free from fluxes’,] has all that exists, [i.e., the conditioned and
unconditioned factors,] for its objet-field (sadvi˝aya).
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a. the four immeasurable minds (apram›˚acitta),38

b. the [first] three liberations (vimok˝a),39

c. the eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana),40

d . the [first] eight perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana), those that concern the

K›madh›tu,41

e. the [first] five super-knowledges (abhijñ›) which concern the K›ma- and RÒpadh›tu.42

The other equipoises each adapt themselves to their object-support; the ‘equipoise of the

cessation of conception and sensation’ (sa˙jñ›vedayitanirodhasam›patti) has no object-support.

<1041>

ADE. [PERFECTING THE MEDITATIONS]; F 1041

In all four meditations (dhy›na), there is the principle of perfecting or strengthening

(vardhanadharma). By perfecting the impure (s›srava) [meditations] by means of the pure

(an›srava) [meditations], mastery of the mind (cetovaŸita) of the fourth meditation is obtained. By

means of the fourth pure (an›srava) meditation, the fourth impure (s›srava) meditation can be

perfected. Likewise the third, second, and first meditation can perfect the impure [meditation] of

their own stage by means of the pure [meditation] of the same stage.

Question. – What is needed for the perfecting or strengthening of the meditation?

Answer. – The noble persons (›rya) delight in the pure equipoise and do not like the impure

[equipoise]; at the time of the detachment from the defilements (vair›gya), the clean and impure

meditations displease them and, as soon as they obtain them, they attempt to eliminate the

impurities: they resort to the pure [equipoise] to perfect them. Just as melting rids the gold ore

                                                

38 The four immeasurables (apram›˚a) are the four ‘abodes of Brahm›’ (br›hmavih›ra) mentioned above,
Traité, I, F 163. – Detailed study in KoŸa, VIII, F 196-203.
39 There are eight gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha), explained in detail in a sÒtra quoted in full in the
KoŸavy›khy›, p. 688; only the first three come under the meditations, the other five fall within the [formless]
equipoises (sam›patti); cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 204-210.
40 All eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana) belong to the meditations (sam›patti); cf. KoŸa,
VIII, F 212-213.
41 There are ten perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana), the first eight concerning, respectively, water,
fire, wind, blue, yellow, red and white, come under four meditations (dhy›na); the ninth and the tenth,
concerning, respectively, space and consciousness (vijñ›na), fall within the first and second equipoise
(sam›patti): cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 214.
42 There are six super-knowledges (abhijñ›); the first five, which have been studied in detail above (Traité,
F 328-333), rely on the four meditations (dhy›na); the sixth, called ‘super-knowledge of the destruction of
fluxes’ (›sravak˝ayajñ›na), belongs only to the perfected being (arhat): cf. KoŸa, VII, F 97-126.
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from its dross, so the pure [equipoise] perfects the impure [equipoise]. From the pure meditation

one enters into the clean meditation, and the repetition of this practice constitutes a kind of

melting.

ADF. [THE EXTREME-LIMIT MEDITATION (PRfiNTAKO≥IKA DHYfiNA)];43  F 1041

Among the meditations (dhy›na), there is one that reaches the extreme limit (pr›ntako˛ik). What is

meant by ‘extreme limit’? There are two kinds of perfected beings (arhat): (i) the perfected

beings who are susceptible of retrogressing (parih›˚adharma) and (ii) the perfected beings who

are not susceptible of retrogressing (aparih›˚adharma). The perfected beings who are not

susceptible of retrogressing, who have attained mastery (vaŸita) over all the profound

meditations and [formless] equipoises can produce the extreme limit meditation

(pr›ntako˛idhy›na); possessing this meditation, they can transform [187c] their longevity into

wealth and wealth into longevity.

ADG. [COGNITION RESULTING FROM A RESOLVE (PRA≤IDHIJÑfiNA), ETC.];
F 1041-1042

Among the equipoises, the ‘cognition resulting from a resolve’ (pra˚idhijñ›na), the four special

knowledges (pratisa˙vid) and the ‘concentration of being without conflict’ preventing others to

harm you (ara˚›sam›dhi) are also included.

Cognition resulting from a resolve.44 – If they wish to know the objects of the threefold world,

they cognize as they wish. The cognition resulting from a resolve is of two stages: K›madh›tu

and the fourth meditation

The four special knowledges.45 – The special knowledge of the doctrine (dharmapratisa˙vid) and

the special knowledge of expression (niruktipratisa˙vid) are of two stages, K›madh›tu and the

first meditation; the other two special knowledges, [of the meaning (artha) and of eloquence

(pratibh›na),] are of nine stages: K›madh›tu, four meditations (dhy›na) and four formless

equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti).

Concentration of being without conflict.46 – The ‘concentration of being without conflict’

hinders others to be able to harm you. It is of five stages: K›madh›tu and four meditations.

                                                

43 The extreme limit (pr›ntako˛ika) is none other than the fourth meditation (dhy›na) taken to its extreme
limit. It is defined in KoŸa, VII, F 95-96.
44 Cognition resulting from a resolve (pra˚idhijñ›na), in KoŸa, VII, F 88-89.
45 Special knowledge (pratisa˙vid), in KoŸa, VII, F 89-94.
46 Concentration of being without conflict (ara˚asam›dhi), see above, Traité, I, F 4, n. 1; KoŸa, VII, F 86-87.
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ADH. [ACQUIRING THE MEDITATIONS];47  F 1042

Question. – Does the acquisition of the meditations involve other modalities?

Answer. – The equipoises of enjoyment (›sv›danasam›patti) are acquired by birth (upapatti) or by

retrogressing (h›ni). The clean (Ÿuddhaka) meditations are acquired by birth (upapatti) or by

detachment (vair›gya). The equipoises ‘free from fluxes’ (an›srava) are acquired through

detachment (vair›gya) or by retrogressing (h›ni).

The equipoises ‘free from fluxes’ of nine stages, namely, (1-4) the four meditations (dhy›na), (5-

7) the [first] three formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti), (8) the preparatory meditation (an›gamya)

and (9) the intermediate meditation (dhy›n›ntara) are able to cut the fetters (sa˙yojana). Indeed,

the preparatory meditation and the intermediate meditation are associated with the sensation of

equanimity (upek˝endriya).

ADI. [MINDS OF SUPERNATURAL EMANATION (NIRMfi≤ACITTA];48  F 1043

When persons possess a meditation (dhy›na), they possess as well the mind of supernatural

emanation (nirm›˚acitta) of the lower stages. In the first meditation they possess thus two minds

of supernatural emanation: that of the first meditation and that of K›madh›tu; in the second

meditation, three; in the third, four; in the fourth, five minds of supernatural emanation.

If the practitioners who are in the second, third or fourth meditation wish to understand, see or

touch something, they must resort to a consciousness of Brahmaloka [i.e., of the first meditation];

when this consciousness disappears, the perception stops.

The four immeasurables (apram›˚a), the five super-knowledges (abhijñ›), the eight liberations

(vimok˝a), the eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana), the ten perception-spheres of

totality (k¸tsn›yatana), the nine successive equipoises (anupÒrvasam›patti), the nine conceptions

(sa˙jñ›) [of the meditation of the repulsive (aŸuhabh›van›)],49 the three concentrations (sam›dhi),50

the three liberations (vimok˝a), the three pure faculties (an›sravendriya), the thirty-seven factors of

                                                

47 The three modes of acquiring the meditations are: (1) birth (upapatti) or the transfer from one stage to
another after death; (2) detachment (vair›gya) which makes one move from a lower stage to a higher stage;
(2) retrogressing (h›ni) which makes one move from a higher equipoise to a lower equipoise of the same
stage. The ideas developed here occur in the Vibh›˝› (cited by the KoŸavy›khy›, p. 678); KoŸa, VIII, F 164-167,
summarizes them in the following k›rik›s: Atadv›n labhate Ÿuddha˙ vair›gye˚opapattita¯; an›srava˙ tu
vair›gyat; kli˝˛a˙ h›nyupapattita¯.
48 The minds of supernatural emanation (nirm›˚acitta) have been studied above (Traité, I, F 381-382); see also
KoŸa, VIII, F 115-116.
49 They are listed in the Mah›vyutpatti, no. 1156-1164.
50 The concentrations (sam›dhi) of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›), wishlessness (apra˚ihita) and signlessness (›nimitta)
defined above, Traité, I, F 321-324.
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the aids of enlightenment (bodhip›k˝ikadharma) and all the qualities of this type arise from the

perfection of meditation (dhy›na); they should be explained here fully.

AE. DHYfiNAPfiRAMITfi; F 1043-1057

[Omitted section]
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B. CHAPTER XXXII: THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS AND THE FOUR
MEDITATIONS; F 1209-1238

First Section: The Eight Supplementary Classes of Factors (dharma); F 1209-1212

Second Section: The Three Concentrations (sam›dhi); F 1213-1232

Third Section: The Four Meditations (dhy›na); F 1233-1238

BA. FIRST SECTION: THE EIGHT SUPPLEMENTARY CLASSES OF FACTORS
(DHARMA); F 1209-1212PRELIMINARY NOTE; F 1209

The thirty-seven factors of the ‘aids of enlightenment’ (bodhip›k˝ikadharma), [i.e.,

(1) four ‘applications of mindfulness’ (sm¸tyupasth›na),

(2) four ‘right efforts’ (samyakpradh›na),

(3) four ‘footings of supernatural power’ (¸ddhip›da),

(4) five ‘praxis-oriented faculties’ (indriya),

(5) five ‘powers’ (bala),

(6) seven ‘members of enlightenment’ (sa˙bodhyaºga),

(7) eight ‘members of the noble path’ (m›rg›ºga),]

are not the only ones that are essential for the bodhisattvas; an infinite number of other factors

(dharma) favorable to the noble path must also be completely fulfilled (paripÒrayitavya) or

cultivated (bh›vitavya) by them.

Having mentioned the seven classes of the ‘aids of enlightenment’ (bodhip›k˝ika), the

Prajñ›p›ramit›sÒtra is now going to point out eight new classes of factors favorable to the noble

path and the Traité will study them in detail in the three following chapters.

Chapter XXXII will deal with the first two groups:

(1) the three ‘concentrations’ (sam›dhi),

(2) the four ‘meditations’ (dhy›na).

Chapter XXXIII will deal with the third and fourth group:

(3) the four immeasurables (apram›na),

(4) the four formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti).

Chapter XXXIV will deal with the next four groups:

(5) the eight liberations (vimok˝a),

(6) the eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana),

(7) the ten perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana)

(8) the nine successive equipoises (anupÒrvasam›patti).

Except for the three concentrations (sam›dhi) which, as ‘gates of liberation’ (vimok˝amukha), mark

the result of the noble path, the other classes are inferior to the seven classes of the factors of the
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‘aids of enlightenment’ (bodhip›k˝ikadharmas) dealt with in the preceding chapter. In general, it may

be said that they prepare for and facilitate the practice of the ‘aids of enlightenment’.

From the Abhidharma point of view, the seven classes of the ‘aids of enlightenment’ have an

objective value as they are based on the fourth noble truth, that of the noble path, and as they share

its efficacy. On the other hand, except for the three concentrations, the classes of supplementary

factors in question in the following are subjective practices having no other purpose than rendering

the practitioner’s mind relaxed or supple and making it capable of traveling on the noble path.

<1210>

SÚTRA  [206a] (cf. Pañcavi˙Ÿati, p. 19, l. 15-18); ⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 57, l. 10-58, l. 9) – [The

Bodhisattva-Mah›sattva must completely fulfill]:51

1 .  the ‘concentration of emptiness’ (ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi), the ‘concentration of signlessness’

(›nimittasam›dhi), the ‘concentration of wishlessness’ (apra˚ihitasam›dhi),

2. the four ‘meditations’ (catv›ri dhy›n›ni),

3. the four ‘immeasurables’ (catv›ry apram›˚›ni),

4. the four ‘formless equipoises’ (catasra ›rÒpyasam›pattaya¯),

5. the eight ‘liberations’ (a˝˛au vimok˝›¯),

6. the eight ‘perception-spheres of mastery’ (a˝˛›v abhibhv›yatan›ni),

7. the nine ‘successive equipoises’ (nav›nupÒrvasam›pattay›¯),

8. the ten ‘perception-spheres of totality’ (daŸa k¸tsn›yatan›ni).

⁄fiSTRA:

Question. – After the thirty-seven aids (pak˝a), why does [the Prajñ›p›ramit›sÒtra] still speak of

these eight classes of factors?

Answer. –

1. [Class 1: Concentrations (sam›dhi):]

The thirty-seven aids are the path (m›rga) leading to nirv›˚a. When one follows this path, one

reaches the city of nirv›˚a (nirv›˚anagara). The city of nirv›˚a has three gates (dv›ra), emptiness

(ŸÒnyat›), signlessness (›nimitta) and wishlessness (apra˚ihita). Thus, after having spoken about

the path [in chapter XXXI], it is necessary here to speak of the gates through which [the path]

succeeds [to reach nirv›˚a].

                                                

51 These eight supplementary classes must be ‘completely fulfilled’ (pÒrayitavya) according to the
⁄atas›hasrik›, or ‘cultivated’ (bh›vitavya) according to the Pañcavi˙Ÿati, but they cannot be ‘realized’
(s›k˝›tkartavya) by the Bodhisattva for then they would contribute to ushering him into nirv›˚a straight
away, preventing him therefore from continuing his salvific activity in sa˙s›ra.
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2. [Classes 2-3: Meditations (dhy›na) and formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti):]

The four meditations (dhy›na), etc., are factors (dharma) helping to open these gates.

Moreover, the thirty-seven aids are superior and admirable factors, but the mind is distracted

(vik˝ipta) in the desire realm (k›madh›tu); then on what stages (bhÒmi) and on what means (up›ya)

will the yogins rely in order to obtain them? He will rely on the meditations (dhy›na) of the form

realm (rÒpadh›tu) and on the equipoises (sam›patti) of the formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu). <1211>

3. [Classes 4-8: Immeasurables (apram›˚a), liberations (vimok˝a), perception-spheres of mastery

(abhibhv›yatana), successive equipoises (nav›nupÒrvasam›patti) and perception-spheres of totality

(k¸tsn›yatana):]

In the four immeasurables (apram›˚a), the eight liberations (vimok˝a), the eight perception-

spheres of mastery (ahibhv›yatana), the nine successive equipoises (anupÒrvavih›rasam›patti) and

the ten perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana), the yogins are testing their mind to see

whether it is supple (m¸du), powerful (vibhu) and docile (yathe˝˛a). It is like the leader of his

troops (s›rthav›ha) who tests his horse (aŸva) to see whether it is supple and docile and who, only

afterwards, goes into battle.

It is the same in the ten perception-spheres of totality: the yogins contemplate (anupaŸyati) and

seize (udg¸h˚›ti) a blue color (nılavar˚a), limited or small (parıtta) or unlimited or big (apram›˚a);

then they look at objects wanting them to be completely blue (nıla), or else, completely yellow

(pıta), completely red (lohita), completely white (avad›ta).

Furthermore, in the eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana), they reign supreme

(abhibhu) over object-supports (›lambana).

In the first and the second liberation (vimok˝a), they consider the body as repulsive (aŸubha), but

in the third liberation, on the other hand, they consider it as beautiful (Ÿubha).

In the four immeasurables (apram›˚a), by means of loving-kindness (maitrı), they [intentionally]

see52 all sentient beings as being happy (sukhita); by means of compassion (karu˚›), they

[intentionally] see all sentient beings as being unhappy (du¯khita); by means of joy (mudit›),

they [intentionally] see all sentient beings as being joyful (mudita); then setting aside with

equanimity (upek˝›) the [preceding] three immeasurables, they [intentionally] see nothing more

than simply sentient beings, without experiencing repugnance (pratigha) or affection (anunaya)

[for them].

[Subjective or objective consideration:]

Furthermore, there are two types of consideration (pratyavek˝›): 1. the subjective consideration

(adhimutipratyavek˝a); 2. the objective consideration (bhÒtapratyavek˝›).

                                                

52 Or more exactly, ‘intentionally see’, for it refers to purely subjective considerations serving to purify the
mind of the practitioners, but not exerting any influence on the happiness or misfortune of sentient beings.
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The objective consideration is the thirty-seven factors of the ‘aids of enlightenment'

(bodhip›k˝ikadharma). But since this objective consideration is difficult to acquire (durlabha), it is

necessary in the following to talk about <1212> the subjective consideration. The mind, in the

course of the latter,53 becomes supple and it becomes easy to obtain the objective consideration.
By using the objective consideration, one succeeds in crossing the three gates of nirv›˚a. <1213>

BB. SECOND SECTION: THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS (SAMfiDHI); F 1213-1232

PRELIMINARY NOTE; 1213-1215

Here the Traité returns to a subject that has already been taken up above, F 321-323. It concerns the

three concentrations of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›), signlessness (›nimitta) and wishlessness (apra˚ihita).

The canonical sources present them under various names:

1. The three concentrations (sam›dhi): Vinaya, III, p. 93; Dıgha, III, p. 219; Sa˙yutta, IV, p. 360;

Aºguttara, I, p. 299; Tch’ang-a-han, T 1, k. 8, p. 50b1-2; k. 9, p. 53a23-24; k. 10, p. 59c5-6;

Tseng-yi-a-han, T 125, k. 16, p. 630b4; k. 39, p. 761a5-6.

2 .  The three liberations (vimok˝a), or gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha): Pa˛isambhid›,

II, p. 35; Atthas›linı, p. 223; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 564-565.

3. The three contacts (sparŸa) which the practitioners experience when emerging from the

equipoise of cessation: Majjhima, I, p. 302.

4. For at least two of them, the liberations of mind (cetovimukti): Majjhima, I, p. 297; Sa˙yutta,

IV, p. 296; Tsa-a-han, T 99, k. 21, p. 149c13-14.

Their importance cannot be overestimated: they are the factors (dharma) to be cultivated in order to

understand and destroy the three poisons of attachment (r›ga), hatred (dve˝a) and delusion (moha)

(Aºguttara, I, p. 299); they are the path of the unconditioned factor (asa˙sk¸ta) or of nirv›˚a

(Sa˙yutta, IV, p. 360, 363; Tch’ang-a-han, T 1, k. 10, p. 50c5-6), the gates of nirv›˚a (Saddharmapu˚˜.,

p. 136, l. 13).

But satisfactory definitions are rare in the early sources. The clearest occur in the Ekottara

(Tseng-yi a-han, T 125, k. 16, p. 630b), the original Sanskrit of which is reproduced in the

Pañcavi˙Ÿati, p. 208 (cf. T 223, k. 5, p. 254c14-18) and the ⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 1440 (cf. T 220,

k. 415, p. 80a18-28):

Katame traya¯ sam›dhaya¯. ŸÒnyat›nimitt›pra˚ihita¯. tatra katama¯ ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi¯.

svalak˝a˚ena ŸÒny›n sarvadharm›n pratyavek˝am›˚asya y› cittasya sthiti¯

ŸÒnyat›vimok˝amukham ayam ucyate ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi¯. tatra katama ›nimittasam›dhi¯. animitt›n

sarvadharm›n pratyavek˝am›˚asya y› cittasya sthitir ›nimittavimok˝amukham ayam ucyate

                                                

53 In the course of the subjective consideration relating to the seven [eight?] classes of supplementary factors
(dharma).
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›nimittasam›dhi¯. tatra katamo ‘pra˚ihitasam›dhi¯. apra˚ihit›n sarvadharm›n

pratyavek˝am›˚asya (var. sarvadharm› anabhisa˙sk›r› ity anabhisa˙skurvato) y› cittasya sthitir

apra˚ihitavimok˝amukham ayam ucyate ‘pra˚ihitasam›dhi¯.

Transl. – What are the three concentrations? Those of emptiness, signlessness and

wishlessness.

What is the concentration of emptiness? It is the position of a mind <1214> that considers all

factors (dharma) as empty of specific characteristics, the gate of liberation “emptiness”.

What is the concentration of signlessness? It is the position of a mind that considers all factors

as being without signs or characteristics, the gate of liberation “signlessness”.

What is the concentration of wishlessness? It is the position of a mind that considers all factors

as unworthy of being wished for, the gate of liberation “wishlessness”. – Var. – It is the

position of a mind that no longer makes any effort (or no longer has any contention) by

claiming that all factors are unworthy of it.

The P›li Abhidhamma gives only a relatively modest place to the three concentrations

(cf. Pa˛isambhid›, II, p. 35, 48; Dhammasaºga˚i, p. 70-73; Atthas›linı, p. 223; Nettippakara˚a, p. 90.

119, 126; Milinda, p. 413; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 564-565).

On the other hand, the Abhidharma of the Sarv›stiv›dins-Vaibh›˝ikas gives them an important

role. Among the numerous sources, I [Lamotte] restrict myself to indicate the Vibh›˝› (T 1545,

k. 104, p. 538a-541c), Abhidharm›m¸ta (T 1553, k. 2, p. 975c1-9; reconstruction by bhik˝u Sastri,

p. 90), KoŸa (VIII, F 184-192), Abhidharmadıpa (p. 424), etc.

For these sources, the three concentrations are in fact discriminations, but discriminations of a

category so perfect that they occur only in a concentrated mind: this is why they are called

concentration (sam›dhi).

Indeed, they penetrate to the very depths of the four noble truths of which they represent the sixteen

aspects (›k›ra): this is why, in the pure (an›srava) state, they constitute the three gates of liberation

(vimok˝amukha).

According to whether they are mundane (laukika), i.e., still attached to the threefold world of

existence, or supramundane (lokottara), they appear in eleven or nine stages (bhÒmi).

The entire system is summarized admirably by Gho˝aka in his Abhidharm›m¸ta (l.c.):

The three concentrations are the concentration of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›san›dhi), the concentration

of wishlessness (apra˚ihitasam›dhi) and the concentration of signlessness (›nimittasam›dhi). It

is because the mind takes the pure (an›srava) as object that they are called concentration

(sam›dhi).

When concentrated, the practitioners see the five appropriative aggregates (up›d›naskandha) as

being empty (ŸÒnya), without self (an›tman) and without mine (an›tmıya): this is the

concentration of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi).
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Having entered into this concentration, they no longer wish for attachment (r›ga), hatred

(dve˝a), delusion (moha) or new existence (punarbhava): this is the concentration of wishlessness

(apra˚ihitasam›dhi).

There is a concentration the object (›lambana) of which is free of ten signs or characteristics

(nimitta). What are these ten? The five object-fields, form, etc., (rÒp›dipañcavi˝aya), male

(puru˝a), female (strı), birth (j›ti), aging (jar›) and termination (anityat›). This is the

concentration of signlessness (›nimittasam›dhi).

The concentration of emptiness has two aspects (›k›ra), empty (ŸÒnya) and nonself (an›tman).

The concentration of wishlessness has ten aspects: impermanent (anitya), suffering (du¯kha),

and [the eight] aspects [of the truth] of the origin (samudaya) and [of the truth] of the path

(m›rga). <1215>

The concentration of signlessness has the four aspects [of the truth] of cessation (nirodha) of

suffering.

After having objectively expounded the S›rv›stiv›din system, the Traité will expound the

Madhyamaka point of view regarding the three concentrations.

They must be interpreted not only from the perspective of the non-existence of persons

(pudgalanair›tmya) as do the hearers (Ÿr›vaka), but also from the perspective of the twofold non-

existence of persons and of factors (pudgaladharmanair›tmya) as do the Mah›y›nists.

By practicing the three concentrations, the bodhisattvas realize that persons and factors are empty

(ŸÒnya) of intrinsic nature and of characteristics, that this very emptiness is not a substantial sign

(nimitta) and that consequently any resolution (pra˚idh›na) for the world of existence or non-

existence is irrational.

The three concentrations are identical because they have as their sole object the true characteristic

(bhÒtalak˝a˚a) which is nothing other than what is. When the Ÿr›vakas speak of the emptiness of

factors, they hold it to be a real characteristic; on the other hand, the bodhisattvas refrain from

hypostatizing this emptiness and from making a real entity out of it.

The true characteristic of factors constitutes the single object of the three concentrations but it is not

a reality; it is only a method of purifying the mind which, freed of illusions, realizes that there is

nothing to hypostatize, nothing to characterize and nothing to hope for. As a result, the world of

becoming exists only in our imagination and, according to the accepted way of speaking, sa˙s›ra is

one and the same [in nature] as nirv›˚a.

The Traité—in all of this and in the notes as we shall see—restricts itself to condensing the

teachings of the early Mah›y›nasÒtras. <1216>
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BBA. THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS ACCORDING TO THE ABHIDHARMA;
F 1216-1225

BBA.1. DEFINITIONS OF THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS; F 1216-1219

BBA.1.1. CONCENTRATION OF EMPTINESS (⁄ÚNYATfiSAMfiDHI); F 1216

Question. – What is the gate of nirv›˚a called emptiness (ŸÒnyat›)?

Answer. – It considers factors (dharma) as being empty (ŸÒnya), without ‘self’ (›tman) and without

‘mine’ (›tmıya). Since factors are produced from the collocation of causes and conditions

(hetupratyayas›magryutpanna), there is [206b] neither agent (k›raka) nor that which is made known

or acted upon (vedaka). This is what is called the gate of emptiness. Furthermore, on this gate of

emptiness, see what has been said in the chapters on patience (k˝›nti; F 912-926) and wisdom

(prajñ›; F 1104-1106)

BBA.1.2. CONCENTRATION OF SIGNLESSNESS (fiNIMITTASAMfiDHI); F 1216-1219

Knowing that there is neither ‘self’ (›tman) nor ‘mine’ (›tmıya), why do sentient beings become

mentally attached (citten›bhiniviŸante) to factors (dharma)? The yogins reflect and say to

themselves: “Since factors are produced from causes and conditions, there is no real factor

(bhÒtadharma); there are only signs or characteristics (nimitta),54 and sentient beings, seizing

these characteristics, become attached to ‘self’ and ‘mine’. Now I must see if these characteristics

have a perceptible reality or not.” Having examined and considered them, they determine that

they are all non-existent (anupalabdha). Whether it is a matter of the characteristic of male

(puru˝animitta) or of female (strınimitta), of the characteristics of identity or difference

(ekatv›nyatanimitta), etc., the reality of these characteristics does not exist (nopalabhyate). Why?

Being without self and mine, all factors are empty and, since they are empty, they are neither

male nor female. As for the identity and difference, these are only names (n›man) that are valid

in the hypothesis of ‘self’ and ‘mine’. This is why male and female, identity and difference, etc.,

are really non-existent.

BBA.1.2.1. [THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MALE AND FEMALE; F 1216-1219]

Furthermore, when the four fundamental material elements (mah›bhÒta) and the derivative

material form (up›d›yarÒpa) delimit [the elementary substance] ‘space’ (›k›Ÿa), we say there is a

body (k›ya). Then—in a collocation of <1217> causes and conditions (hetupratyayas›magrı) with the

internal and external sense-sources of consciousness (›dhy›tmikab›hy›yatana)—there arises the

elementary substance consciousness (vijñ›nadh›tu), and the body, having at its disposal this

                                                

54 In this paragraph, the Traité basically confines itself to the classical definitions indicated above (F 1213f.)
and which it has reproduced more faithfully on F 322. But in regard to the signs or characteristics (nimitta)
of which the concentration of signlessness (›nimitta) is free, it adds to the ten traditional characteristics
(pañcavi˝aya-strı-puru˝a-trisa˙sk¸talak˝a˚›ni daŸa) those of ‘identity’ (ekatva) and ‘difference’ (anyatva).
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collocation of sense-elements (dh›tus›magrı), performs various activities; it speaks, it sits, it

stands, it goes and it comes. This collocation of six elementary substances which is empty [of

intrinsic nature] is improperly qualified as a male, or improperly qualified as a female.55

If each of these six elementary substances were male, there would have to be six males, for it is

impossible that one equals six or that six equals one. But in the elementary substance ‘earth’

(p¸thividh›tu) [—when entering into the composition of the body—], there is neither the

characteristic of male nor of female, and likewise [in the other elementary substances, water,

fire, wind, space] up to and including the elementary substance ‘consciousness’ (vijñ›nadh›tu). If

these characteristics do not exist in each [of the six elementary substances] taken separately, then

all the more they do not exist in the collocation of these six elementary substances. – Likewise, if

six dogs (kukkura), taken separately, cannot engender a lion (si˙ha), then all the more so, when

taken together, they could not do so since they do not have the nature for it.

Question. – Why would there not be a male or female? Although the persons (puru˝a) do not

differ, the parts of the body (k›y›vayava) themselves differ and there are distinctions in terms of

gender.56 The body cannot exist independently from the parts of the body and all the more the

parts of the body cannot exist independently of the body. <1218> If we see the foot, which is

part of the body, we know that there is a whole (avayavin) called body. The parts of the body,

foot, etc., differ from the body, and it is the body that has the characteristics of the male or

female.

Answer. – The person has already been refuted above (F 736) and I [N›g›rjuna] have also

refuted the characteristics (nimitta) of the body. Now I must repeat myself.

If there were a whole (avayavin) called body (k›ya), all the parts of the body would exist in their

entirety in each part (avayava) of this body; each of the parts would exist in all of the parts. If the

                                                

55 Human beings are a collocation of six elementary substances (dh›tu) – earth, water, fire, wind, space and
consciousness – but, whether they are taken separately or together, they do not constitute any difference in
terms of gender.

The analysis of the human being into six elementary substances is of canonical origin: cf. Majjhima, III,
p. 239: Chadh›turo aya˙, bhikkhu, puriso ti iti kho pan’ eta˙ vutta˙. Kiñ c’eta˙ pa˛icca vutta˙? Pa˛havidh›tu
›podh›tu tejodh›tu v›yodh›tu ›k›sadh›tu viññ›˚adh›tu.

On these six elementary substances, see also Aºguttara, I, p. 176; Vibhaºga, p. 82-85; Tch’ang a han, T 1, k. 8,
p. 52a6-7; Tchong a han, T 26, k. 3, p. 435c21-22; k. 7, p. 468a27-28; k. 21, p. 562c17-18; k. 42, p. 690b27-28;
k. 47, p. 723b20-21; k. 49, p. 732c28-29; Tsa a han, T 99, k. 9, p. 60c28-29 (cf. E. Waldschmidt, Das
UpasenasÒtra, Nach. Göttingen, 1957, No. 2, p. 38, l. 11-12); Tsa a han, T 99, k. 17, p. 119a3; k. 37, p. 269c20-
21; k. 43, p. 315b16; Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 29, p. 710b14-15; Pit›putrasam›gama, T 320, k. 16, p. 964b21-22,
the original Sanskrit of which is cited in ⁄ik˝›samuccaya, p. 244, and Pañjik›, p. 508. – See also Madh. avat›ra,
p. 262 (tr. L. de La Vallée Poussin, Muséon, 1911, p. 307-308); Garbh›vakr›ntisÒtra cited in KoŸa, I, F 66.
56 The problem of the whole (avayavin) and its parts (avayava), which sets the Buddhists against the
VaiŸe˝ikas, is treated at length in the KoŸa, III, F 210-214.
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body existed fully in its entirety in all of the parts, the foot (p›da) would exist in the head (Ÿiras).

Why? Because there would be an entire body in the head. If each part of the body would exist

in all the parts, there would be no difference between the body and its parts, since the whole

(avayavin) follows the parts (avayava).

Question. – If the parts of the body, the foot, etc., would differ from the whole, the fault (do˝a)

that you mention would exist, but here the parts of the body, the foot, etc., do not differ from

the whole, i.e., the body. Therefore there is no fault.

Answer. – If the parts of the body do not differ from the whole, then the head would be the foot.

Why? Because both of them, as body, do not differ. [206c]

Moreover, the parts of the body are many, whereas the whole is just one. Now, it is impossible

that a multiplicity should make a unit and that a unit should make a multiplicity.

Furthermore, although it is true that the effect (phala) does not exist when the cause (hetu) does

not exist, it is not true that the cause does not exist when the effect does not exist. If, [as you

claim], the parts of the body do not differ from the whole, the cause would not exist when the

effect does not exist. Why? Because cause and effect would be identical.

The body does not exist (nopalabhyate) whether you look for it in the identity (ekatva) or difference

(anyatva) [with its parts], and, as the body does not exist, then on what support (sth›na) would

the characteristics (nimitta) of male or female rest? If the latter exist, they are either bodily or

different from the body. Now, the body does not exist. If they occur in some factor (dharma) other

than the body, since this other factor is non-material (arÒpa), there would be no difference

between male and female. It is only a matter of a collocation of causes and conditions

(hetupratyayas›magrı) in the course of two successive existences and <1219> it is due to a mental

mistaken view (viparıtacitta) that we speak of male and female. Thus it is said:

Lower your head or raise it up,

Bend (samiñite) or stretch (pras›rite),

Stand (sthite), go away (pratikr›nte) or approach (abhikr›nte),

Look straight ahead (›lokite) or to the side (vilokite),

Speak or discourse:

In all of that, there is nothing true.

It is because the wind moves the consciousness (vijñ›na)

That these activities take place.

But this consciousness is of a perishable nature (k˝ayadharman)

And from moment to moment it exists no longer.

The distinction

Between male and female

Comes from my mind.

It is out of lack of discrimination

That I see them wrongly to exist.
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Skeleton of bones tied one to another,

Skin bag and bag of flesh,

Able to move,

Like a mannequin!

[Although] inwardly without reality,

Outwardly, one would speak of a man.

Like a foreign coin thrown into the water

Or a jungle fire devouring a bamboo forest,

It is a result of a collocation of causes and conditions

That sounds issue forth from it.

For other similar characteristics, see what has been said above [about the singular and multiple

characteristics; F 1095-1106]: it would be necessary to speak about it at length. This is the gate of

signlessness (›nimittadv›ra).

BBA.1.3. CONCENTRATION OF WISHLESSNESS (APRA≤IHITASAMfiDHI); F 1219

There is wishlessness (apra˚ihita) when, having knowledge of the non-existence of the

characteristics, there is no longer any reaction.57 This is the gate of wishlessness (apra˚ihitadv›ra).

<1220>

BBA.2. INTRINSIC NATURE OF THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS; F 1220-1222

Question. – But it is by means of discrimination that these three factors contemplate the

emptiness (ŸÒnyat›), signlessness (›nimitta) and wishlessness (apra˚ihita) respectively. If these are

discriminations (prajñ›), why call them concentrations (sam›dhi)?

Answer. – If these three kinds of discrimination did not occur in concentration, they would be

distracted discriminations (unmattaprajñ›); many people would fall into pernicious doubts

(mithy›Ÿaºkh›) and do nothing further. But when these discriminations occur in concentration,

they are able to destroy all the defilements (kleŸa) and find the true characteristic (bhÒtadharma) of

factors (dharma).

Furthermore, these are the factors of the noble path (m›rga), different from the entire world and

in opposition to the world (lokaviruddha). The noble persons (›rya) who are in these

concentrations see the true nature and teach it; and this is not the language of a distracted mind.

Finally, the other meditations (dhy›na) and equipoises (sam›patti), in which these three factors do

not occur, are not called ‘concentration’ (sam›dhi).58 Why? Because one can stray away from

them, lose them and fall back into sa˙s›ra. This is just as the Buddha said:

                                                

57 Or any effort (abhisa˙sk›ra).
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The person who observes pure morality (ŸılaviŸuddhi)

Is called a monk (bhik˝u).

The person who contemplates emptiness (ŸÒnyat›)

Is called a meditator (dhy›yin).

The mindful (sm¸timat), zealous (›t›pin), diligent (vıryavat) person

Is called the real yogin.

The foremost of all happinesses (sukha)

Is cutting the cravings (t¸˝˚›) and destroying madness.

Rejecting the group of the five aggregates (skandha) and the factors of the noble path,

This is eternal happiness, arriving at nirv›˚a.59 <1221>

It follows from these stanzas that the Buddha calls the three gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha)

‘concentration’. [207a]

Question. – Why are they called ‘gates of liberation’?

                                                                                                                                          

58 Among the innumerable concentrations (sam›dhi), those of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›), etc., are the only true ones:
this idea has already been developed above, F 324-325.
59 A new translation of two stanzas already cited above, F 325. These are two stanzas of the Ud›navarga,
XXXII, 81 and 82 of the Sanskrit edition (F. Bernhard, p. 458-459), XXXII, 78 and 79 of the Tibetan edition
(H. Beckh, p. 142):

sa bhik˝ur yasya Ÿıl›ni
sa dhy›yı yatra ŸÒnyat› /
sa yogı yatra s›tatya˙
tat sukha˙ yatra nirv¸ti¯ //

khrims ldan gang yin dge slong de
stong nyid ldan gang bsam gtan de /
rtag tu byed gang rnal ‘byor de
mya ngan ‘das gang bde ba de //

“The one who possesses morality is a bhik˝u; the one in whom [the concentration of] emptiness occurs is a
meditator; the one in whom constancy occurs is a yogin; that in which extinction occurs is happiness.”

aratiratisaho hi bhik˝ur evam
… /
…
… r›g›nuŸaya˙ samuddhara˙ hi //

dge slong dga’ dang mi dga’ mi brjod cing
bas mtha’i gnas mal dag tu sten pa gang /
de ni bag yod gnas zhing srid pa yi
‘dod chags phra rgyas legs par ‘byin par byed //

“Actually the bhik˝u who endures pleasure and displeasure, whose bed and seat are in an isolated place
(pr›ntaŸayan›sana), who is established in purity, this bhik˝u who is well-founded in heedfulness (apram›da)
will extirpate the latent tendencies of the attachment to existence.
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Answer. – When they are practiced, liberation (vimok˝a) is attained and one reaches nirv›˚a

without remainder [of conditioning] (nirupadhiŸe˝anirv›˚a); this is why they are called ‘gates of

liberation’. Nirv›˚a without remainder [of conditioning] is true liberation for in it one finds

liberation from physical and mental suffering (k›yam›nasikadu¯kha). Nirv›˚a with remainder [of

conditioning] (sopadhiŸe˝anirv›˚a) is the gate to it and, although these three concentrations are

not [actual] nirv›na, they are the cause (hetu) of nirv›˚a and that is why they are called nirv›˚a.

In the world (loka), it is common usage to designate the cause by the effect and the effect by the

cause.

Emptiness (ŸÒnyat›), signlessness (›nimitta) and wishlessness (apra˚ihita) are concentrations

(sam›dhi) in their intrinsic nature (svabh›va). The factors of the mind and mental events

associated with these concentrations (sam›dhisa˙prayuktacittacaittasikadharma), the bodily actions

(k›yakarman) and the vocal actions (v›kkarman) that arise following them and the formations

dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) <1222> that appear with them form a

collocation (s›magrı) called ‘concentration’. Thus, when the king (r›jan) arrives, the prime

minister (mah›m›tya) and some soldiers (sainika) necessarily come along with him.60 Here

concentration (sam›dhi) is like the king, discrimination (prajñ›) is like the prime minister, and

the other factors (dharma) are like the soldiers. Even if these other factors are not mentioned,

they must necessarily be present. Why? Concentration does not arise by itself; it is unable to

have any activity by itself. The other factors arise with it, endure with it, perish with it, and

realize with it when collaborating in the good (hita).

                                                

60 Same comparison above, F 135.
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BBA.3. ASPECTS OF THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS;61  F 1222-1224

A. The concentration of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi) has two aspects (›k›ra): <1223>

1)  Because it considers (samanupaŸyati) the five appropriative aggregates (pañca

up›d›naskandha) as having neither identity (ekatva) nor difference (anyatva), it is ‘empty’

(ŸÒnya).

2 )  Because it considers the ‘self’ (›tman) and the ‘mine’ (›tmıya) as non-existent

(anupalabdha) it is ‘nonself’ (an›tmaka).

B. The concentration of signlessness (›nimittasam›dhi) has four aspects:

                                                

61 The three concentrations (sam›dhi) are the gates of liberation because they penetrate the sixteen aspects of
the four noble truths. These sixteen aspects have already been taken into consideration during the path of
preparation (prayogam›rga) by the practice of the four good roots ‘leading to penetration’ (nirvedhabh›gıya),
heat (u˝magata), etc. (cf. KoŸa, VI, F 163). But the three concentrations are alone in penetrating them
completely.

The Vibh›˝› (T 1545, k. 104, p. 538c7-10), the Abhidharm›m¸ta (T 1553, k. 2, p. 975c1-9; reconstruction by
bhik˝u Sastri, p. 99); KoŸa (VIII, F 188-190) and the Abhidharmadıpa (p. 424) distribute the aspects seized by
the three concentrations in the following way:

The concentration of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›sam›dhi) perceives the aspects ‘empty’ (ŸÒnya) and ‘nonself’
(an›tman) which constitute the 3rd and 4th aspect of the truth of suffering (du¯khasatya).

The concentration of signlessness (›nimittasam›dhi) perceives the four aspects of the truth of cessation
(nirodhasatya).

The concentration of wishlessness (apra˚ihitasam›dhi) perceives the aspects ‘impermanent’ and
‘suffering’ which constitute the 1st and 2nd aspect of the truth of suffering (du¯khasatya), plus the four
aspects of the truth of the origin (samudayasatya), plus the four aspects of the truth of the path
(m›rgasatya): in all, ten aspects.

The Traité refers quite often to the theory of the sixteen aspects: cf. k. 11, p. 138a7-10 (above, F 641); k. 17,
p. 186c28 (above, F 1036); k. 19, p. 200a14 and 202c24; k. 23, p. 233b2; k. 29, p. 274a22; k. 54, p. 444a15;
k. 63, p. 505a17-18; k. 83, p. 641a16.

A phrase often repeated in the early scriptures (Majjhima, I, p. 435, 500; Aºguttara, II, p. 128; IV, p. 422-424)
may be thought of as a rough draft of the theory of the sixteen aspects: Dhamme aniccato dukkhato rogato
ga˚˜ato sallato aghato ›b›dhato parato palokato suññato anattato samanupassati: “He considers the factors
(dharma) as impermanent, as suffering, as a disease, as a tumor, as a dart, as misery, as an affliction, as
alien, as disintegrating, as empty and as nonself.” In the P›li Abhidhamma, e.g., in the Pa˛isambhid›, I, p. 118,
there are analyses growing out of the four noble truths. But the specification of the sixteen aspects
(Mah›vyut., no. 1189-1205) is an innovation of the Sarv›stiv›dins.

The definitions proposed by their scholars are quite divergent and would deserve a detailed study: the KoŸa
(VII, F 31-34) provides no less than three different explanations; the Abhidharm›m¸ta (T 1553, k. 1, p. 973a1-9;
reconstruction by bhik˝u Sastri, p. 83), the Abhidharmadıpa (p. 329), the KoŸak›rik›bh›˝ya by Sa˙ghabhadra
(T 1563, k. 35, p. 950c27-951a12) have their own interpretations as well.
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1 )  Because it considers nirv›˚a as the cessation of the manifold types of suffering

(n›n›vidhadu¯khanirodha), it is ‘cessation’ (nirodha).

2) Because it considers nirv›˚a as the extinctions of the fires of the threefold poison (trivi˝a)

and the other defilements (kleŸa), it is ‘peaceful’ (Ÿanta).

3)  Because it considers nirv›˚a as the foremost of all factors (dharma), it is ‘excellent’

(pra˚ıta).

4) Because it considers nirv›˚a as separated from the world (lokavisa˙yukta), it is ‘exit’ or

‘deliverance’ (ni¯sara˚a).

C. The concentration of wishlessness (apra˚ihitasam›dhi) has two aspects:

1) Because it considers the five appropriative aggregates (pañcop›d›naskandha) as arising

from causes and conditions (hetupratyayaja), it is ‘impermanent’ (anitya).

2) Because it considers the five appropriative aggregates as the torments of the body and

mind (k›yikam›nasikavihe˛hana), it is ‘suffering’ (du¯kha).

Then, as it considers the causes (hetu) of the five appropriative aggregates (upad›naskandha), it

has four more aspects:

3)  Because the collocation of defilements and impure actions (kleŸas›sravakarmas›magrı)

produces an effect of suffering (du¯khaphala), it is ‘origin’ (samudaya).

4) Because the six causes (hetu)62 produce a fruit of suffering (du¯khaphala), it is ‘cause’

(hetu). <1224>

5) Because the four conditions (pratyaya)63 produce an effect of suffering (du¯khaphala), it is

‘condition’ (pratyaya).

6) Because a certain number of homogeneous causes and conditions [follow one another] to

produce an effect, it is ‘procession’ or ‘successive causation’ (prabhava).

Finally, as it considers the appropriative aggregates (anup›d›naskandha), it has four more aspects:

7) Because the eight members of the noble path (›ryam›rg›ºga) can lead to nirv›˚a, it is

‘path’ (m›rga).

8) Because [this path] is free of mistaken views (vipary›sa), it is ‘reasonable’ or ‘practical’ or

‘correct method’ (ny›ya).

9 )  Because all noble persons (›ryapudgala) follow this path, it is the ‘route’ or

‘accomplishing’ (pratipad).

                                                

62 See above, F 386, 1038.
63 See also p. F 386 and 1038.
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10) Because the defilements (kleŸa) that depend on craving (t¸˝˚›patita) and those that

depend on afflicted views (d¸˝˛ipatita)64 do not conceal this path, it is ‘definitive exit’ or

‘definitive release’ (nairy›˚ika).

BBA.4. DISTRIBUTION OF THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS IN THE STAGES;65

F 1224-1225

The three gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha) occur in nine stages (bhÒmi):

1-4) the four meditations (dhy›na),

5) the stage of preparatory meditation [an›gamya of the first meditation (dhy›na)],

6) the intermediate meditation [dhy›n›ntara: subdivision of the first meditation],

7-9) the [first] three formless (›rÒpya) equipoises.

And this, because the three gates of liberation are essentially pure (an›sravasvabh›va).

Some say that the three gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha) are absolutely pure (atyantam

an›srava), whereas the three concentrations (sam›dhi) are sometimes impure (s›srava) and

sometimes pure (an›srava). This is why there would be two distinct names: concentration

(sam›dhi) and liberation (vimok˝a). For those who say this, the concentrations occur in eleven

stages: <1225>

1-6) the six stages (bhÒmi), [namely, the four meditations (dhy›na), the preparatory

meditation (an›gamya) and the intermediate meditation (dhy›n›ntara)];

7-9) the [first] three formless (›rÒpya) equipoises;

10) the desire realm (k›madh›tu);

11) the perception-sphere of the summit of existence (bhav›gra or fourth ›rÒpya).

When the three concentrations are impure (s›srava), they are tied (baddha) to these eleven stages.

When they are pure (an›srava), they are not tied, but are associated with the faculty (or

controlling faculty) of contentedness (saumanasyendriya), with the faculty of satisfaction

(sukhendriya) and with the faculty of equanimity (upek˝endriya).66

Beginners (›dik›rmika) in the practice of the three concentrations are in [207b] the desire realm

(k›madh›tu), the perfected ones (parini˝panna) are in the form realm (rÒpadh›tu) or the formless

realm (›rÒpyadh›tu). See what has been set forth in length in the Abhidharma on all of those,

whether they are perfected or non-perfected, practiced or non-practiced.

                                                

64 Two classes of defilements already indicated above, F 424.
65 In this section, the Traité proposes a distribution identical with that of the Vibh›˝› (T 1545, k. 104,
p. 539b1-2) and of the KoŸa (VIII, F 187 and n. 1).
66 I.e., the three faculties appearing in the list of 22 faculties (indriya) which will be discussed below, F 1494.
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BBB. THE THREE CONCENTRATIONS ACCORDING TO THE MAHfiYfiNA; F 1225-

1232

[omitted]

BC. THIRD SECTION: THE FOUR MEDITATIONS (DHYfiNA); F 1233-1238

BCA. THE FOUR MEDITATIONS ACCORDING TO THE ABHIDHARMA; F 1233-1236

BCA.1. [TWO TYPES OF MEDITATION; F 1233]

The four meditations (dhy›na) are of two types:

1. clean (Ÿuddhaka) in the mundane order of purity;

2. pure (an›srava) in the supramundane order of purity.67

What is called clean meditation (dhy›na Ÿuddhaka)? The five impure but good (s›sravakuŸala)

aggregates.68

What is called pure meditation (dhy›na an›srava)? The five pure (an›srava) aggregates.69

BCA.2. [OTHER FACTORS CONTAINED IN THE MEDITATIONS; F 1233]

The bodily and vocal actions (k›yavakkarman) contained in the four meditations are material

factors (rÒpa); the rest is non-material (arÒpa). All of them are invisible (anidarŸana), non-resistant

(apratigha), sometimes impure (s›srava), sometimes pure (an›srava). The five good-impure (kuŸala-

s›srava) aggregates are impure; the five pure (an›srava) aggregates are pure. The impure

aggregates fall within the domain of the desire realm (k›madh›tuvacara); the pure aggregates do

not fall within any realm.

The meditations contain bodily actions (k›yakarman), vocal actions (v›kkarman) and formations

dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) that are neither mind (citta) nor mental events

(caitasika dharma), nor associated with the mind (cittasa˙prayukta).

                                                

67 See above, F 1027 and n. 3; 1035 and n. 1; 1038; 1042 and n. 4. – Cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 144-146.
68 Whoever enters into meditation (dhy›na), i.e., possesses the equipoise called meditation (dhy›na),
necessarily possesses besides the mind and mental events, (i.e., the four last aggregates [skandha],) the
discipline (sa˙vara) of meditation (dhy›na) that is form (rÒpa; the first aggregate): cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 128 and
n. 4.
69 The five pure aggregates (an›sravaskandha), also called dharma aggregates (dharmaskandha) or
supramundane aggregates (lokottaraskandha): morality (Ÿıla), concentration (sam›dhi), wisdom (prajñ›),
liberation (vimukti), cognition-vision of liberation (vimuktijñ›nadarŸana): cf. Dıgha, III, p. 279; Majjhima,
I, p. 145, 214, 217; Sa˙yutta, I, p. 99-100, 139; V, p. 162; Aºguttara, I, p. 162; III, p. 134, 271; V, p. 16; Itivuttaka,
p. 107-108; KoŸa, VI, F 297 n.; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 607.
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The meditations also contain the aggregate of sensation (vedan›skandha), the aggregate of

conception (sa˙jñ›skandha) and the aggregate of formations (sa˙sk›raskandha) <1234> that are

associated with it. The mental events (caitasika dharma) as well are associated with the mind

(cittasa˙prayukta).

The meditations contain mind (citta), mental sense-faculty (manas), and consciousness (vijñ›na):

this is only mind.

BCA.3. [TETRALEMMA BETWEEN ‘CONCOMITANTS OF MIND’ AND ‘ASSOCIATED
WITH SENSATION’; F 1234-1234]

In the meditations, there are:

1 .  factors that are ‘concomitants of mind’ (citt›nuparivartin) and ‘non-associated with

sensation’ (na vedan›sa˙prayukta);

2. factors that are ‘associated with sensation’ (vedan›sa˙prayukta) and ‘not concomitants of

mind’ (na citt›nuparivartin);

3. factors that are ‘concomitants of mind’ (citt›nuparivartin) and ‘associated with sensation’

(vedan›sa˙prayukta);

4. factors that are ‘not concomitants of mind’ (na citt›nuparivartin) and ‘non-associated with

sensation’ (na vedan›sa˙prayukta).

(1.) There are factors that are ‘concomitants of mind’ and ‘non-associated with sensation’.

Indeed, the four meditations contain:

a. bodily actions (k›yakarman) and vocal actions (v›kkarman),

b. formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) but concomitants of mind

(citt›nuparivartin),

c. sensations (vedan›).

(2.) There are factors that are ‘associated with sensation’ and ‘not concomitants of mind’. Indeed,

the four meditations contain mind (citta), mental sense-faculty (manas) and consciousness

(vijñ›na).

(3.) There are factors that are ‘concomitants of mind’ and ‘associated with sensation’. Indeed, the

four meditations contain:

a. the aggregate of conception (sa˙jñ›sa˙sk›ra),

b.  the ‘associated’ aggregate of formations (sa˙prayukta sa˙sk›raskandha).

(4.) There are factors that are ‘not concomitants of mind’ and ‘non-associated with sensation’.

Indeed, with the exception of the formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra)

but concomitants of the mind (citt›nuparivartin)—formations contained in the four meditations—,
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these are all the other formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) and

associated with the aggregate of conception (sa˙jñ›skandhasa˙prayukta).

BCA.4. [TETRALEMMA BETWEEN ‘CONCOMITANTS OF INITIAL INQUIRY’ AND
‘ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTIGATION’; F 1234-1235]

Of the four meditations, the [last] three are ‘not concomitants of initial inquiry’ (na

vit›rkaÌuparivartin) and are ‘not associated with investigation’ (na vic›rasa˙prayukta). <1235>

In the first meditation, there are:

1. factors that are ‘concomitants of initial inquiry’ (vitark›nuparivartin), but ‘non-associated

with investigation’ (na vic›rasa˙prayukta),

2. factors that are ‘associated with initial inquiry’ (vic›rasa˙prayukta), but ‘not concomitants

of investigation’ (na vitark›nuparivartin),

3. factors that are concomitants of initial inquiry (vitark›nuparivartin) and associated with

investigation (vic›rasa˙prayukta),

4 .  factors that are ‘not concomitants of initial inquiry’ (na vitark›nuparivartin) and ‘non-

associated with investigation’ (na vic›rasa˙prayukta).

(1.) There are factors that are ‘concomitants of initial inquiry’ but ‘non-associated with

investigation’. Indeed, the first meditation contains:

a. bodily actions (k›yakarman) and vocal actions (v›kkarman),

b. formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) and concomitants of initial

inquiry (vitark›nuparivartin),

c. investigation (vic›ra).

(2.) There are factors that are ‘associated with investigation’, but not ‘concomitants of initial

inquiry’, namely, initial inquiry (vitarka).

(3.) There are factors that are ‘concomitants of investigation’ and ‘associated with investigation’,

namely, the mind (citta) and mental events (caitasika dharma) associated with initial inquiry

(vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra).

(4.) There are factors that are ‘not concomitants of initial inquiry’ and ‘non-associated with

investigation’. Indeed, with the exception of the formations dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) that are ‘concomitants of initial inquiry’ (vitark›nuparivartin), these are all

the other formations dissociated from mind.
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BCA.5. [TRILEMMA BETWEEN ‘BEING ALL THE CAUSES AND CONDITIONS’ AND
‘CONSTITUTING ALL THE CAUSES AND CONDITIONS’; F 1235-1236]

The four meditations (dhy›na) ‘are all the causes and conditions’ (hetupratyaya) and ‘constitute all

the causes and conditions’.

In the first of the four meditations, there are:

1 )  factors that ‘follow upon an antecedent’ (samanantara) but do ‘not constitute an

antecedent condition’ (samanantarapratyaya),

2) factors that ‘follow upon an antecedent’ and ‘constitute an antecedent condition’,

3) factors that do ‘not follow upon an antecedent’ and do ‘not constitute an antecedent

condition’.

(1.) There are factors that ‘follow upon an antecedent’, but do ‘not constitute [208b] an

antecedent condition’. This is the mind (citta) and mental events (caitasika dharma) called ‘to arise

in a future existence’. <1236>

(2.) There are factors that ‘follow upon an antecedent’ and ‘constitute an antecedent condition’.

This is the past (atıta) and present (pratyutpanna) mind.

(3.) There are factors that do ‘not follow upon an antecedent’ and that do ‘not constitute an

antecedent condition’. Actually, with the exception of mind and mental events that will arise in

a future existence, these are the other minds and mental events of the future, physical and

mental actions dissociated from the mind.

It is the same for the second and third meditations.

In the fourth meditation, there are:

1) factors that ‘follow an antecedent’ but that do ‘not constitute an antecedent condition’.

These are:

a. The mind and mental events called ‘to arise in a future existence’;

b. The equipoise of non-discrimination (asa˙jñisam›patti), arisen or to arise.

2) Factors that ‘follow upon an antecedent’ and that ‘constitute an antecedent condition’.

This is the past and present mind and mental events.

3) Factors that do ‘not follow upon an antecedent’ and that do ‘not constitute an antecedent

condition’. These are:

a. With the exception of the mind and mental events called ‘to arise in a future

existence’, all the other minds and mental events of the future.

b .  With the exception of the formations dissociated from the mind

(cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) and following upon an antecedent, all the other

formations dissociated from the mind.
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c. Bodily and vocal actions.

The four meditations include bodily actions (k›yakarman), vocal actions (v›kkarman) and

formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra); some constitute conditions

(pratyaya) and do not have conditions. Others both have conditions and constitute conditions.70

These four meditations are also dominating conditions (adhipatipratyaya) and constitute

dominating conditions.71 All this is fully explained in the Abhidharmavibh›ga. <1237>

BCB. THE FOUR MEDITATIONS ACCORDING TO THE MAHfiYfiNA; F 1237-1238

[omitted]

                                                

70 This subject is treated in detail above, F 1038-1040.
71 See above, p. 1040.
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C. CHAPTER XXXIII: THE FOUR IMMEASURABLES AND THE FOUR
FORMLESS EQUIPOISES; F 1239-1279

CA. FIRST SECTION: THE FOUR IMMEASURABLES; F 1239-1273

PRELIMINARY NOTE; F 1239-1241

The fourth class of supplementary factors recommended to the bodhisattva by the Prajñ›p›ramit› is

constituted by the four immeasurables: (i) loving-kindness (maitrı or maitr›), (ii) compassion

(karu˚›), (iii) sympathetic joy (mudit›) and (iv) equanimity (upek˝›). These are the four

immeasurables (apram›˚a), the four liberations of mind (cetovimukti) or the four abodes of Brahm›

(brahmavih›ra). This last term is by far the most frequent in the post-canonical Sanskrit texts and in

the sÒtras and Ÿ›stras of the Mah›y›na.

A stock phrase endlessly repeated in the Tripi˛aka defines the four immeasurables. The P›li wording

shows practically no variation: Dıgha, I, p. 250-251; II, p. 186-187, 242, 250; III, p. 49-50, 78, 223-

224; Majjhima, I, p. 38, 127, 283, 297, 335, 351, 369-370; II, p. 76, 195; III, p. 146; Sa˙yutta, IV, p. 296,

322, 351-356; V, p. 115-116; Aºguttara, I, p. 183, 192, 196; II, p. 128-130, 184; III, p. 225; IV, p. 390;

V, p. 299-301. 344-345. – On the other hand, the Sanskrit wording, imperfectly reproduced in the

Prajñ›p›ramit› editions, shows many variants: Sanskrit Mah›parinirv›˚a, p. 350; Mah›vastu, III,

p. 213; Pañcavi˙Ÿati, p. 181; ⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 1444; DaŸabhÒmika, o. 34; Mah›vyut., no. 1504-1509.

P›li: So mett›sahagatena cetas› eka˙ disa˙ pharitv› viharati, tath› dutiya˙, tath› tatiya˙, tath›

catutthi˙, iti uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ sabbadhi sabbattat›ya sabb›vanta˙ loka˙ mett›sahagatena

cetas› vipulena mahaggatena appam›˚ena avere˚a <1240> avy›pajjhena (var. aby›bajjhena)

pharitv› viharati.

Karu˚›sahagatena cetas› – pe – pharitv› viharati. Mudit›sahagatena cetas› – pe – pharitv›

viharati. Upekh›sahagatena cetas› – poe – pharitv› viharati.

Sanskrit: Sa maitrısahagatena cittena vipulena mahadgaten›dvayen›pram›˚en›vaire˚›-

sapatnen›vy›vadhyena sarvatr›nugatena subh›vitenaik›˙ d i Ÿ a m  adhimucya

spharitvopasampadya viharati, tath› dvitıy›˙ tath› t¸tıy›˙ tath› caturthım ity Òrdhvam adhas

tiryag dharmadh›tuparame loka ›k›Ÿadh›tuparyavas›ne sarvaŸa¯ sarv›vantam ima˙ loka˙

spharitvopasampadya viharati.

Eva˙ karu˚›sahagatena cittena… mudit›sahagatena cittena… upek˝›sahagatena cittena…

spharitvopasampadya viharati.

Transl. of the P›li. – (i) Having pervaded the first direction with a mind associated with

loving-kindness, they dwell. Having pervaded in the same way the second, the third and the

fourth direction, the zenith, the nadir, the [four] intermediate directions, having pervaded

everywhere and in every way the entire world with a mind associated with loving-kindness,

with an extended, enlarged, immeasurable mind free of enmity, free of malice, they abide.
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The same happens (ii) with a mind associated with compassion, (iii) with a mind associated

with sympathetic joy and (iv) with a mind associated with equanimity.

In the chapters dedicated to the immeasurables, the Abhidharmas comment at greater or lesser

length on this canonical formula. For the P›li Abhidhamma, see Vibhaºga, chap. XIII, p. 272-284;

Atthas›linı, p. 192-197; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, chap. IX, p. 244-270 (transl. Ñ›˚amoli, p. 321-

353); Vimuttimagga, transl. Ehara, p. 181-197. For the Sanskrit Abhidharma, consult Vibh›˝›,

T 1545, k. 81-83, p. 420b-431b; Abhidharm›m¸ta, T 1553, k. 2, p. 975c9-22 (reconstruction by Sastri,

p. 99-100); KoŸa, VIII, F 196-203; Ny›y›nus›ra, T 1562, k. 79, p. 768c-771a; Abhidharmadıpa, p. 427-

429.

Here, contrary to its custom, the Traité moves away from its usual method of first explaining the

Sarv›stiv›din theories in order to then oppose them with the Mah›y›na point of view. This is

perhaps because the two Vehicles are in agreement on an essential point: in the meditation of

loving-kindness, etc., nobody receives, nobody is satisfied and, nevertheless, merit arises in the

mind of those with loving-kindness by the very power of their loving-kindness (KoŸa, IV, F 245). The

four immeasurables are purely platonic wishes: it is not enough to wish (adhimuc-) that sentient

beings be happy, free of suffering or full of sympathetic joy for this wish to be realized.

There are, however, three differences between the Hınay›na and Mah›y›na conceptions on this

subject.

(1) First, a difference in intention. The hearers (Ÿr›vaka) practice the immeasurables in their own

interest, in order to purify their own mind. The bodhisattvas have in mind only the interests of

others which they realize indirectly. By practicing the immeasurables, they personally gain merit

which they then can apply to the welfare and happiness of all sentient beings.

(2) Then there is a difference in domain or object. The hearers focus the immeasurables on the

sentient beings of k›madh›tu who alone are able to call forth the feelings of loving-kindness,

compassion, sympathetic joy or equanimity in them. The bodhisattvas <1241> put no limits on

their feelings and ‘pervade’ all sentient beings of the three worlds (k›ma-, rÒpa- and ›rÒpyadh›tu)

distributed in the numberless universes of the ten directions.

(3) Not only that, the bodhisattvas never lose sight of the twofold emptiness of persons and factors

that forms the very basis of their philosophical perspective. They focus their feelings (i) on persons,

(ii) on factors and even, by a supreme paradox, (iii) on nothing whatsoever. If they have persons in

mind, they do not forget that these do not exist; if they have factors in mind, they remember that

they arise from a collocation of causes and conditions and are empty of intrinsic nature and of

characteristics; if they have nothing whatsoever in mind, they guard against hypostatizing this true

characteristic of factors which resolves into a pure and simple non-existence.

To my [Lamotte] knowledge, the distinction between loving-kindness having persons as object,

factors as object, or not having any object is a Mah›yanist idea. In the following pages, the Traité

does not fail to exploit it. <1242>
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CAA. DEFINITION OF THE IMMEASURABLES; F 1242-1245

The four immeasurable feelings (apram›˚acitta) are loving-kindness (maitrı), compassion (karu˚›),

sympathetic joy (mudit›) and equanimity (upek˝›).

(1) Loving-kindness (maitrı) is to think with love of sentient beings and always seek security

(yogak˝ema) and satisfying things (sukhavastu) in order to do good for them.

(2) Compassion (karu˚›) is to think with compassion of sentient beings who undergo all sorts of

bodily suffering (k›yikadu¯kha) and mental suffering (caitasikadu¯kha) in the five destinies (gati).

(3) Sympathetic joy (mudit›) is to wish that sentient beings, after happiness (sukha), obtain joy.

(4) Equanimity (upek˝›) is to reject the three previous immeasurables and think about sentient

beings neither with repugnance (pratigha) or with affection (anunaya).

CAA.1. [THE IMMEASURABLES AS ANTIDOTES; F 1242]

Loving-kindness is practiced to suspend72 malice (vy›p›da) toward sentient beings.

Compassion is practiced to suspend violence (vihi˙s›) toward sentient beings.

Sympathetic joy is practiced to suspend discontent (arati) toward sentient beings.

Equanimity is practiced to suspend attachment to pleasure (k›mar›ga) and malice (vy›p›da)

toward sentient beings.73

CAA.2. [THE IMMEASURABLES, LIBERATIONS, ETC., AND THEIR RELATIONSHIP
TO THE MEDITATIONS; F 1242-1243]

Question. – The four immeasurables (apram›˚a), [the four formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti),

the eight liberations (vimok˝a), <1243> the eight perception-spheres of mastery (abhibhv›yatana),

the nine successive equipoises (anupÒrvasam›patti) and finally the ten perception-spheres of

                                                

72 It should be noted that, for the Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 83, k. 427b10-24, the KoŸa, VIII, F 200-201 and the
KoŸavy›khy›, p. 687), the defilements are only suspended (dÒrık¸ta) or shaken (vi˝kambhita) by the
immeasurables (apram›˚a) [of the fundamental meditations and of the preliminary stage, respectively], but
not abandoned (prahı˚a).
73 This is the canonical doctrine: cf. Dıgha, III, p. 248-249 (cited in Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 264):
Nissara˚a˙ h’eta˙, ›vuso, by›p›dassa, yad ida˙ mett› cetovimutti…Nissara˚am h’eta˙, ›vuso, vihes›ya, yad
ida˙ karu˚› cetovimutti… Nissara˚a˙ h’eta˙, ›vuso, aratiy›, yad ida˙ mudit› cetovimutti… Nissara˚a˙
h’eta˙, ›vuso, r›gassa, yad ida˙ upekkh› cetovimutti.

The corresponding Sanskrit stock phrase is cited in Abhidharmadıpa, p. 428: Maitry ›sevit› bh›vit› bahulık¸t›
vy›p›daprah›˚›ya sa˙vartate, karu˚› vihi˙s›prah›˚›ya, aratiprah›˚›ya mudit›, k›mar›gavy›p›da-
prah›˚›yopek˝›.

See also KoŸa, VIII, F 196; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 686, l. 6-8; Lalitavistara, p. 442, l. 3-5; SÒtr›la˙k›ra, p. 181, l. 10-11;
Bodh. bhÒmi, p. 98, l. 18-19, p. 204, l. 24.
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totality (k¸tsn›yatana) are already contained in the four meditations (dhy›na). Why speak of them

separately here?

Answer. – Although all these factors are contained in the four meditations, if they are not

mentioned separately by name, their particular qualities (gu˚a) would not be known. It is like

precious objects in a sack: if you do not open the sack to take them out, nobody can know about

them.

1) To those who want to obtain great merit (mah›pu˚ya),74 one should talk about the four

immeasurables (apram›˚a).

2) In order to inspire disgust for visible forms (rÒpanirveda) like a prison-house (k›r›g¸ha), one

should talk about the four formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti).

3) To those who cannot obtain mastery (abhibhava) over object-supports (›lambana) so as to see

the object-supports as they please (yathe˝˛am), one should talk about the eight masteries

(abhibhv›yatana).

4) To those who take forbidden paths (prati˝iddham›rga) and do not succeed in clearing

obstacles, one should talk about the eight liberations (vimok˝a).

5) To unsubdued minds (ad›ntacitta) that cannot emerge from one meditation (dhy›na) in order

to enter successively into the others, one should talk about the nine successive equipoises

(anupÒrvasam›patti).

6) To those who do not possess total knowledge (k¸tsn›vabh›sa) of all object-supports (›lambana)

in order to liberate them at will, one should talk about the ten perception-spheres of totality

(k¸tsn›yatana).

CAA.3. [THE IMMEASURABLES AND THE OTHER FACTORS; F 1243-1244]

When one thinks about the sentient beings of the ten directions by wishing that they obtain

happiness, a mental event (caitasika dharma) occurs called loving-kindness (maitrı). The

aggregates—sensations (vedan›), conceptions (sa˙jñ›), formations (sa˙k›ra) and consciousnesses

(vijñ›na)—associated with this loving-kindness give rise to bodily actions (k›yakarman), vocal

actions (v›kkarman) and formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra): the

collocation of these factors (dharmas›magrı) is [also] called loving-kindness (maitrı). Being loving-

kindness, or dominantly (adhipati) arisen from loving-kindness, these factors are given the name

of loving-kindness (maitrı). In the same way, all [209a] minds (citta) and all mental events

<1244> (caitasika dharma), although they are all causes and conditions (hetupratyaya) of future

                                                

74 See above, F 323-324, 1040.
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actions, are called intention (cetana) because, among their activities (kriy›), “intention” (cetana) is

the strongest.75

It is the same for karu˚›, mudit› and upek˝›.

CAA.4. [THE IMMEASURABLES AND THEIR STAGES, PURITY, ETC.; F 1244-1245]

This loving-kindness occurs in the form realm (rÒpadh›tu);76 it is impure (s›srava) or pure

(an›srava), to be destroyed (prah›tavya) or not to be destroyed (na prah›tavya). It also occurs in the

[four] fundamental meditations (mauladhy›na) and again in the intermediate meditation

(dhy›n›ntara), [i.e., a variety of the first meditation].77 Associated with three controlling faculties

                                                

75 All bodily or vocal actions derived from loving-kindness are called ‘loving-kindness’ (maitrı) in the same
way that bodily or vocal actions, derived from ‘intention’ (cetana), are themselves intention. This is why the
Buddha said in the Aºguttara, III, p. 415: Cetan›ha˙ bhikkhave kamma˙ vad›mi; cetayitv› kamma˙ karoti k›yena
v›c›ya manas›: “I declare, O monastics, that action is intention: it is after having intended that one acts with
body, speech and mind.”

On this subject, see Tchong a han, T 26, k. 27, p. 600a24; Kath›vatthu, p. 393; Atthas›linı, p. 88; KoŸa, IV, F 1-2;
Karmasiddhiprak›ra˚a, MCB, IV, p. 152, 207-208; Madh. v¸tti, p. 305-306.
76 This refers to a loving-kindness in the state of non-equipoise, in k›madh›tu.
77 Cf. Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 81, p. 421a1-6: ”The four immeasurables occur in k›madh›tu. As for the stages
(bhÒmi), loving-kindness, compassion and equanimity occur in seven stages: (1) k›madh›tu, (2-5) the four
meditations, (6) the preparatory meditation (an›gamya) and (7) the intermediate meditation (dhy›n›ntara).
Some say that they occur in ten stages: (1-4) the four meditations, (5-8) the four preliminary concentrations
(s›mantaka), (9) the intermediate meditation and (10) k›madh›tu. The immeasurable of sympathetic joy
(mudit›) occurs in three stages: (1) k›madh›tu, (2-3) first and second meditations. Other teachers say that the
first and second meditations do not have the immeasurable of compassion. Why? Because the first and
second meditations have a powerful sensation of joy.”

Cf. KoŸabh›˝ya, p. 453, l. 12-18: Prathamadvitıyadhy›nayor mudit›, saumanasyatv›t. Any›ni trı˚y apraman›˚i
˝a˛su bhÒmi˝u: an›gamye, dhy›n›ntare, dhy›ne˝u ca, saprayogamaulagraha˚›t. Kecit puna¯ an›gamya˙ hitv›
pañcasv et›nıcchanti. DaŸasv ity apare, k›madh›tu˙ s›mantak›ni ca prak˝ipya sam›hit›sam›hitamaula-
prayogagraha˚›t. – “Sympathetic joy is of the first and second meditation, for it is contentedness [and
contentedness is absent in the other meditations]. The other three immeasurables occur in six stages: (1)
preparatory meditation (an›gamya), (2) intermediate meditation (dhy›n›ntara) and (3-6) the [four]
meditations, thus including the ‘fundamental meditations’ with their preparatory states. However, some
teachers, excluding the preparatory meditation, distribute these immeasurables into five stages. Still others,
[distribute these immeasurables] into ten stages by adding [to the six] the [four] preliminary concentrations
(s›mantaka) [of the higher meditations] and by attributing [the immeasurables] to the state of non-
concentration as well as to that of concentration, to the preparatory states as well as to the fundamental
meditations.”
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(indriya), it excludes the faculty of suffering (du¯khendriya) and the faculty of discontentedness

(daurmansyendriya).78 This is all explained in detail in the Abhidharma. <1245>

When loving-kindness still grasps (udg¸h˚›ti) the characteristic of sentient beings [whom loving-

kindness concerns], it is impure (s›srava); when, after having grasped the characteristic of

sentient beings, it enters into the true characteristic (bhÒtalak˝a˚a) of factors (dharma), it is pure

(an›srava). This is why the Wou-tsin-yi p’ou- sa-wen (Ak˝ayamatibodhisattvaparip¸cch›)79 says:

There are three kinds of loving-kindness: 1. that which has sentient beings as object-support

(sattv›lambana), 2. that which has factors as object-support (dharm›lambana), 3. that which has

no object-support (an›lambana).80 <1246>

                                                

78 Of the twenty-two controlling faculties (indriya) of which the sÒtra speaks, five are faculties of sensation
(vedanendriya). Loving-kindness is associated with the faculty of sensation of satisfaction (sukhendriya), the
faculty of sensation of contentedness (saumanasyendriya), and the faculty of sensation of equanimity
(upek˝endriya). On the other hand, it is without the faculty of sensation of suffering (du¯khendriya) and the
faculty of sensation of discontentedness (daurmanasyendriya).

For these five faculties, see Sa˙yutta, V, p. 209; KoŸa, II, F 113-15.
79 The Ak˝ayamatibodhisattvaparip¸cch›, which will be cited again below, F 1272, and which is mentioned in
the Mah›vyut., no. 1400, forms the 45th section of the Chinese RatnakÒ˛a and the 44th section of the Tibetan
RatnakÒ˛a:

1. Wou-tsin-houei p’ou-sa houei, T 310, k. 115, p. 648a-650b, translated by Bodhiruci (Dharmaruci)
between 693 and 727 AD.

2. Blo-gros-mi-zad-pas zhus pa, OKC, no. 760 (44), translated and revised by ⁄urendrabodhi and Ye-
shes-sde.

But the passage cited here does not belong to the Ak˝ayamatibodhisattvaparip¸cch›: it comes from the
Ak˝ayamatinirdeŸasÒtra, or simply Ak˝ayamatisÒtra, of which there are two Chinese translations and one
Tibetan translation:

(i) A-tch’a-mo p’ou-sa king, T 403, translated by Dharmarak˝a between 265 and 313.

(ii) Wou-tsin-yi p’ou-sa p’in, translated by Dharmak˝ema between 414 and 421, and later
incorporated in the Mah›sa˙nip›ta where it forms the 12th section (T 397, k. 27-30, p. 184-213).

3. Blo-gros-mi-zad-pas bstan-pa, OKC, no. 842, anonymously translated.

This sÒtra, under the name Ak˝ayamatisÒtra, is cited in the ⁄ik˝›samuccaya, p. 11, 21, 33, 34, 117, 119, 158,
167, 183, 190, 212, 233, 236, 271, 278, 285, 287, 316; in the Pañjik›, p. 81, 86, 118, 173, 522, 527; and the
Traité will refer to it later (k. 53, p. 442a2), calling it A-tch’a-mo king. It is also cited under the name
Ak˝ayamatinirdeŸasÒtra in the Pañjik›, p. 20, and the Mah›vyut., no. 1344. 

80 Ak˝ayamatinirdeŸa, T 403, k. 4, p. 500a13-17; T 397, k. 29, p. 200a15-18. The original Sanskrit is cited in
⁄ i k ˝ › s a m u c c a y a , p. 212: S› [m a i t r ı ]  trividh›k˝ayamatisÒtre ‘bhihit›: sattv›ramba˚› maitrı
prathamacittotp›dik›n›˙ bodhisattv›n›˙; dharm›ramba˚› cary›pratipann›n›˙ bodhisattv›n›˙; an›ramba˚›
maitrı anutpattikadharmak˝›ntipratilabdh›n›˙ bodhisattv›n›m iti. – “In the Ak˝ayamatisÒtra, this loving-
kindness is threefold: (i) that which has sentient beings as object-support belongs to the bodhisattvas who
have just produced the mind of bodhi; (ii) that which has factors as object-support belongs to bodhisattvas
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CAB. ASPECTS OF THE IMMEASURABLES; F 1246-1273

CAB.1. LOVING-KINDNESS, COMPASSION, SYMPATHETIC JOY AND
EQUANIMITY; F 1246-1250

Question. – What are the aspects (›k›ra) of these four immeasurables (apram›˚a)?

Answer. – As the Buddha said everywhere in the sÒtras:

With a mind associated with loving-kindness (maitrısahagatena cittena), free of enmity

(avaire˚a), free of vengefulness (anupan›hena), free of rivalry (asapatnena), free of ill will

(avy›vadhyena), vast (vipulena), extensive (mahadgatena), measureless (apram›˚ena) and well

cultivated (subh›vitena), the bhik˝us voluntarily pervade with their mind of loving-kindness

(maitrıcitten›dhimucya spharati) the sentient beings of universes in the eastern direction (pÒrv›

diŸ), then they voluntarily pervade with their mind of loving-kindness the sentient beings

of the universes of the ten directions: those of the south (dak˝i˚›), the west (paŸcim›), the

north (uttar›), the four intermediate directions (vidiŸ), the zenith (upari˝˛›t) and nadir

(adhast›t). And in the same way they pervade them with a mind associated with compassion

(karu˚›sahagatena), associated with sympathetic joy (mudit›sahagatena) and associated with

equanimity (upek˝›sahagatena cittena).81

CAB.1.1. “WITH A MIND ASSOCIATED WITH LOVING-KINDNESS”; F 1246

With a mind associated with loving-kindness (maitrısahagatena cittena).

Loving-kindness is a mental event (caitasika dharma) capable of counteracting the corruptions

(ka˝›ya) contained in the mind, namely, hatred (dve˝a), vengefulness (upan›ha), selfishness

(m›tsarya), attachment (r›ga), and the other defilements (kleŸa). Thus, when the purifying pearl

(ma˚i) is placed in dirty water, it becomes clear.

CAB.1.2. “WITH A MIND FREE OF ENMITY AND FREE OF VENGEFULNESS”; F 1246-1247

With a mind (i) free of enmity and (ii) free of vengefulness (avair›nupan›hena cittena). <1247>

Let us suppose that with or without reason, one hates someone.

                                                                                                                                          

cultivating the practices; (iii) that which has no object-support belongs to the bodhisattvas having the
conviction that factors do not arise.”

As we will see later, F 1251, this threefold loving-kindness is mentioned frequently in the sÒtras and Ÿ›stras
of the Mah›y›na.
81 Here the Traité reproduces, with a few liberties, the canonical stock phrase cited above, F 1239, with
references. Like the KoŸa, VIII, F 199, and the Visuddhimagga, p. 255, it is anxious to state that the
immeasurables include not the directions but the sentient beings distributed in these directions. It insists on
the voluntary characteristic of their action, for it is voluntarily (adhimucaya) and contrary to the actual fact
that the practitioners see sentient beings as happy, unhappy, joyful: see KoŸa, IV, F 245; VIII, F 198-199.
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(i) If one wants to insult him, curse him, strike him or rob him, this is ‘enmity’ (vaira).

(ii) If one waits for an opportune moment and, given the chance, one torments him with all

one’s strength, this is ‘vengefulness’ (upan›ha).

Since loving-kindness counteracts both of these two factors, it is said to be free of enmity and

vengefulness.82

CAB.1.3. “WITH A MIND FREE OF RIVALRY AND FREE OF ILL-WILL”; F 1247-1248

With a mind (i) free of rivalry and (ii) free of ill-will (asapatnen›vy›vadhyena cittena)

(i) Vengefulness (upan›ha) is ‘rivalry’ (sapatnat›). The first offensive movement (›gh›ta) is

vengefulness (upan›ha). In time, vengefulness becomes rivalry (sapatnat›).

(ii) When one inflicts torment (vy›b›dha) by means of physical and vocal actions (k›yav›kkarman),

this is ‘ill-will’ (vy›vadhya).

Furthermore, the fetter ‘repugnance’ (pratighasa˙yojana) is called enmity (vaira).

(i) When enmity increases, persists and is attached but is not yet fixed (niyata) in the mind, it

receives the name of ‘vengefulness’ (upan›ha) and also ‘rivalry’ (sapatnat›).

(ii) When the mind is fixed and no longer has any scruples, this is called ‘ill-will’ (vy›vadhya).83

Because the power of the mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta) rejects, abandons and leaves

behind these four factors, it is said to be ’free of enmity, free of vengefulness, free of rivalry and

free of ill-will’. The Buddha praised the mind of loving-kindness in regard to this fourfold

exemption.84 <1248>

                                                

82 According to the Visuddhimagga, p. 256, the mind is without enmity (avera) as it destroys ill-will and
vengefulness (by›p›dapaccatthikappah›nena).
83 On the other hand, for the Visuddhimagga, p. 256, the mind is ‘free from oppression’ (aby›pajjha), because it
destroys discontentedness (domanassappah›nto). The expression then would mean absence of suffering
(niddukkha).
84 Notably in the Mettasutta of the Suttanip›ta, p. 26, v. 149-151, where it is said by the Buddha:

M›t› yath› niya˙ putta˙
›yus› ekaputtam anurakkhe /
evam pi sabbabhÒtesu
m›nasam bh›vaye aparim›˚a˙ //

Mettañ ca sabbalokasmi˙
m›nasam bh›vaye aparim›˚a˙ /
uddha˙ adho ca tiriyañ ca
asab›dha˙ avera˙ asapatta˙ //

Ti˛˛ha˙ cara˙ nisinno v›
say›no v› y›vat’ assa vigatamiddho /
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All sentient beings fear suffering and are attached to happiness. Enmity is cause and condition

for suffering, and loving-kindness is cause and condition for happiness. Sentient beings who

hear it said that this concentration of loving-kindness (maitrısam›dhi) can chase away suffering

and bring happiness show themselves to be mindful (sm¸timat), zealous (›t›pin) and diligent

(vıryavat) to practice this concentration, and this is why they are ‘without enmity, without

vengeance, without rivalry and without ill-will’.

CAB.1.4. “WITH A VAST, GREAT, MEASURELESS MIND”; F 1248-1250

With a (i) vast, (ii) extensive, (iii) measureless mind (vipulena, mahadgaten›pram›˚ena

cittena).85

This mind is single, but as its magnitude differs, there are three attributive adjectives used.

This mind is (i) vast (vipula) when it pervades one single direction, (ii) extensive [209b]

(mahadgata) when it goes far and high, (iii) measureless (apram›˚a) when it pervades the nadir

(adhast›d diŸ) and the other nine directions.

Furthermore, if it is (i) lower (avara), loving-kindness is called ‘vast’ (vipula); (ii) middling

(madhya), it is called ‘extensive’ (mahadgata); (iii) higher (agra), it is called ‘measureless’

(apram›˚a).

Furthermore, (i) if it concerns (›lambate) sentient beings of the four main directions (diŸ), loving-

kindness is called ‘vast’ (vipula); (ii) if it concerns sentient beings of the four intermediate

directions (vidiŸ), it is called ‘extensive’ (mahadgata); (iii) if it concerns sentient beings of the

zenith and the nadir, it is called ‘measureless’ (apram›˚a). <1249>

Furthermore, (i) if it destroys86 the minds of enmity (vairacitta), loving-kindness is called ‘vast’

(vipula); (ii) if it destroys the minds of rivalry (sapatnacitta), it is called ‘extensive’ (mahadgata);

(iii) if it destroys the minds of ill-will (vy›vadhyacitta) it is called ‘measureless’ (apram›˚a).

                                                                                                                                          

eta˙ sati˙ adhi˛˛heyya,
brahmam eta˙ vih›ra˙ idha-m-›hu //

Transl. – “As a mother, during her entire life, protects her own child, her only child, so should everyone
nourish an immeasurable friendliness for all sentient beings.

Let them nourish thus loving-kindness for the entire world, an immeasurable friendliness above, below
and across, be free from any obstacle, enmity or rivalry.

Standing, walking, sitting or lying down, as long as they are awake, let them engage in this
immeasurable, for this, they say, is the abode of the Brahm› gods.”

85 Cf. Visuddhimagga, p. 256: Vipulen› ti ettha ca phara˚avasena vipulat› da˛˛habb›. BhÒmivasena pana eta˙
mahaggata˙. Pagu˚avasena ca appam›˚asatt›ramma˚avasena ca appam›˚am: “(i) By vast here we should
understand its amplitude as regards inclusion. (ii) It is also extensive in regard to the stages to which it
applies itself [from k›madh›tu up to and including rÒpadh›tu]. (iii) It is measureless in regard to its expertise
and due to the fact that it has innumerable sentient beings as object.”
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Furthermore, all the defiled cognitions or minds (kli˝˛ajñ›na) cultivated by vile persons and

giving rise to vile factors are called vile (hına). The most vile among these minds are enmity

(vaira), rivalry (sapatnat›) and ill-will (vy›vadhya). Since loving-kindness destroys these vile

minds among the vile, it is called ‘vast’ (vipula), ‘extensive’ (mahadgata) and ‘measureless’

(apram›˚a). Why? Because great causes and conditions are necessary to destroy [these] vile

factors. (i) The ‘vast’ mind (vipulacitta) that fears the offense (›patti), that fears falling into hell,

suspends the bad factors (dharma) of the mind; (ii) the ‘extensive’ mind (mahadgatacitta) that

believes in the retribution of merits (pu˚yavip›ka) suspends the bad minds; (iii) the ‘measureless’

mind (apram›˚acitta) that wants to attain nirv›˚a suspends the bad minds.

Furthermore, (i) when the yogins observe the purity of morality (ŸılaviŸuddhi), this is a ‘vast’

mind; (ii) when they are endowed with meditations and equipoises (dhy›nasam›pattisa˙panna),

this is an ‘extensive’ mind; (iii) when they are endowed with discrimination (prajñ›sa˙panna),

this is a ‘measureless’ mind.

[Furthermore,] (iii) when the yogins, by means of this mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta),

think about the noble persons (›ryapudgala) who have found the noble path, this is a

‘measureless’ mind because they use measureless means to distinguish these noble persons;

(ii) when they think about the noble residences (›v›sa) of gods and men, this is an ‘extensive’

mind; (i) when they think about lower sentient beings (hınasattva) and the three bad destinies

(durgati), this is a ‘vast’ mind.

[Furthermore,] (i) when they think with loving-kindness about a sentient being that is dear to

them (priyasattva) and they extend this thought [to all dear sentient beings], this is a ‘vast’ mind;

(ii) when they think with loving-kindness about people who are indifferent to them (madhyastha

puru˝a), this is an ‘extensive’ mind; (iii) when they think with loving-kindness about their

enemies (vairin) and that in this way their merits (gu˚a) are many, this is a ‘measureless’

mind.87 <1250>

The mind (i) that concerns a limited object is called ‘vast’; (ii) that which concerns a small object

is called ‘extensive’; (iii) that which concerns the measureless is called ‘measureless’.

                                                                                                                                          

86 In fact, it does not destroy the defilements; it suspends and shakes them.
87 Loving-kindness should be practiced gradually in such a way that it includes all sentient beings—friends,
neutrals and enemies—in the same loving-kindness. This is called ‘breaking the boundaries’ (sımasambheda).
Cf. Visuddhimagga, p. 246: Bhikkhun›… sımasambheda˙ katthk›mena… atippiyasah›yake, atippiyasah›yakato
majjhatte, majjhattato veripuggale mett› bh›vetabb›. Bh›ventena ca ekakasmi˙ ko˛˛h›se mudu˙ kammaniya˙
citta˙ katv› tadanantare tadanantare upasa˙haritabba˙: “The monks who wish to carry out the breaking of
the boundaries should cultivate loving-kindness toward very dear friends, then toward neutral persons as
though they were very dear, then toward enemies as though they were neutral. While they are doing this, in
each case they should make their mind soft and supple before going on to the next one.”

For the way in which beginners (›dik›rmika) should practice loving-kindness, see also Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 82,
p. 421c15-22; KoŸa, VIII, F 201-202.
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This is the meaning of these distinctions.

CAB.1.5. “WITH A WELL-CULTIVATED MIND”; F 1251

With a well-cultivated mind (subh›vitena cittena).

By a ‘well-cultivated’ mind is meant a strong (d¸˜ha) mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta). When

one begins to acquire it, the mind of loving-kindness is not yet ‘cultivated’. In order that it to be

‘well-cultivated’, it is not enough to practice it toward fond people, or toward good people, or

toward those who do good to us, or toward sentient beings of a single direction; it is necessary,

after practicing it for a long time, (i) to acquire a deep affection for and to love equally and

without any difference the three types of sentient beings—friends (priyapudgala), enemies

(vairipudgala) and neutrals (madhyastha)—, (ii) to look at sentient beings distributed in the five

destinies (pañcagati) of the ten directions with the same and unique loving-kindness as one looks

at one’s father, mother, older brother, younger brother, older sister, younger sister, one’s son,

nephew, one’s friend; (iii) to always look for good things to make them obtain the good (hita)

and security (yogak˝ema); and finally, (iv) to pervade the sentient beings of the ten directions

with this loving-kindness.

CAB.2. THE THREE KINDS OF LOVING-KINDNESS;88  F 1250-1254

1. The mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta) of which we have just spoken is that which has

sentient beings as object-support (sattv›lambana). It occurs <1251-1252> mainly among ordinary

persons (p¸thagjana) practicing the spheres [of meditation] or in ‘those in training’ (Ÿaik˝a) who

have not yet destroyed the impurities (ak˝ı˚›srava). <1253>

2, There are those who practice a loving-kindness that has factors as object-support

(dharm›lambana): these are the perfected beings (arhat) who have destroyed the fluxes [209c]

(k˝ı˚›srava), the pratyekabuddhas and the Buddhas. Having destroyed the ‘conception of self’

(›tmasa˙jñ›) and eliminated conceptions of identity and difference (ekatv›nyatvasa˙jñ›), these

noble persons (›ryapudgala) consider only the objects of desire (k›magu˚a), arising continuously

(pr›bandhika) from causes and conditions (hetupratyaya). When they think with loving-kindness

about sentient beings, they think only of what is empty (ŸÒnya), arising continuously from the

combined causes and conditions. The ‘sentient being’ (sattva) is the five [empty] aggregates

(skandha). When they think with loving-kindness, they think about these five aggregates. But

sentient beings themselves, ignoring this emptiness of the factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›), always and

with their whole heart want to find happiness (sukha). The noble persons (›ryapudgala) of whom

we are speaking take pity on them and see to it that they find happiness as they wish, but only

                                                

88 The Traité will return later (k. 40, p. 350b25-28; k. 53, p. 442a2-3) to these three types of loving-kindness
and compassion. They are often in the sÒtras and Ÿ›stras of the Mah›y›na, especially in the Ak˝ayamatisÒtra
cited above, F 1245. [The rest of the footnote is omitted.]
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from the relative point of view (sa˙v¸titas). This is what is called ‘loving-kindness having factors

as object-support (dharm›lambana)’.

3. As for the loving-kindness that has no object-support (an›lambana), this is a loving-kindness

that only the Buddhas possess. Why? The mind of the Buddhas does not rest on the conditioned

(sa˙sk¸ta) or on the unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta); it does not lean on the past (atıta) or on the future

(an›gata) or on the present (pratyutpanna). The Buddhas know that all object-supports (›lambana)

are unreal, erroneous and deceptive: this is why their mind is without object-support

(an›lambana). Sentient beings themselves, [on the other hand,] do not know the true

characteristic (bhÒtalak˝a˚a) of factors; they wander through the five destinies (pañcagati), their

minds become attached (abhiniviŸate) to factors, they make distinctions, accept [certain factors]

and reject others. Therefore the Buddhas employ the discrimination (prajñ›) of the true

characteristic of factors and see to it that sentient beings obtain it: this is the loving-kindness

‘without object-support’.

It is as if one gave (i) material goods (vasu), (ii) precious objects of gold or silver (suvar˚arÒpya-

mayaratnadravya) and [finally] (iii) the precious wish-fulfilling gem (cint›ma˚i), to a poor person

(daridra): the same applies to (i) the loving-kindness <1254> that has sentient beings as object-

support, (ii) the loving-kindness that has factors as object-support and (iii) the loving-kindness

without object-support, [respectively].89

This briefly (sa˙k˝epe˚a) defines the meaning of the mind of loving-kindness. The same applies

to the mind of compassion (karu˚›citta): the practitioners pervade with compassion (karu˚›) the

suffering of sentient beings of the ten directions and reflect as follows: “Unhappy are sentient

beings; it is not necessary that they undergo these sufferings.” Then “with a mind free of

enmity (avaira), free of vengefulness (anupan›ha), free of rivalry (asapatna), free of ill-will

(avy›vadhya),” etc., “they pervade the ten directions.”

CAB.3. SUBJECTIVE CHARACTERISTIC OF LOVING-KINDNESS; F 1254-1255

Question. – There are three kinds of sentient beings:

1.  those who experience happiness (sukhita), such as the gods and a small portion of

humans (manu˝y›˚›˙ prabheda);

2. those who undergo suffering (du¯khita), such as the sentient beings of the three bad

destinies (durgati) and a small portion of humans;

3. those who experience neither suffering nor happiness (adu¯kh›sukhita), such as a small

portion of sentient beings in the five destinies.

                                                

89 The three kinds of loving-kindness are comparable to (i) the gift of an ordinary material object, (ii) the gift
of a precious object, and (iii) the gift of the wishfulfilling gem (cint›ma˚i), respectively.
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[Then] how do those who practice loving-kindness see all sentient beings as experiencing

happiness, and how do those who practice compassion see all sentient beings as undergoing

suffering?

Answer. – When the yogins want to practice the infinite immeasurable of loving-kindness, first

they make the following resolution (pra˚idh›na): “I wish that sentient beings may experience all

kinds of happiness.”90 Having in this way grasped (udg¸hya) the characteristic of the happy man

(sukhitanimitta), they concentrate their mind (citta˙ prag¸h˚›ti) and enter into meditation

(dhy›na). This characteristic increases gradually (krame˚a vardhate) and then the yogins see all

sentient beings as experiencing happiness.

Thus, when one is making fire by friction (mathana), first the flame catches fire on the soft straw

(m¸dut¸˚a) and <1255> dried cow dung (Ÿu˝kagomaya) and, as the strength of the fire increases, it

is able to consume big pieces of moist wood (sasnehak›˝˛ha).91 It is the same for the concentration

of loving-kindness (maitrısam›dhi): at the beginning, when one makes the resolutions of loving-

kindness (maitrıpra˙idh›na), one applies them solely to one’s parents (bandhu) and to one’s

friends (mitra); but when the mind of loving-kindness grows, enemies (amitra) and parents

(bandhu) become mixed up and one sees them all as experiencing happiness: this is because the

meditations (dhy›na) or equipoises (sam›patti) of loving-kindness have grown (vardhita) and

become perfected (sa˙panna).

It is the same for the minds of compassion (karu˚›), sympathetic joy (mudit›) and equanimity

(upek˝›).

CAB.4. OBJECT AND MERIT OF EQUANIMITY; F 1255-1256

Question. – In the course of the mind of compassion (karu˚›citta), one takes hold of the

characteristic of the unhappy man (du¯khanimittam udg¸h˚›ti); in the course of the mind of

sympathetic joy (mudit›) one takes hold of the characteristic of the joyful man (mudit›nimitta).

What characteristic does one take hold of in the course of the mind of equanimity

(upek˝animitta)? [210a]

Answer. – One takes hold of the characteristic of the neither unhappy nor happy man

(adu¯kh›sukhita). When this mind has grown gradually, the yogins see entirely the whole world

as being neither unhappy nor happy.

                                                

90 We may recall that the practice of the immeasurables is limited to formulating and extending to infinity
purely platonic resolutions: cf. Abhidharmadıpa, p. 428: Sukhit› vata santu sattv› iti manasi kurvan maitrı˙
sam›padyate, du¯khit› vata sattv› iti karu˚›m, modant›˙ vata sattv› iti mudit›m, sattv› ity eva manasi kurvann
upek˝›˙ sam›padyate m›dhyasthy›t. See also KoŸa, VIII, F 198.
91 Cf. Majjhima, I, p. 240: Api nu… puriso alla˙… ka˛˛ha˙ sasneha˙ udake nikkhitta˙ uttar›ra˚i˙ ›d›ya
abhimanthento aggi˙ abhinibbatteyya tejo p›tukareyyati. – “A man who would rub a humid and soaking wet
piece of wood with a fire stick, would he be able to produce fire and create heat?”
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Question. – The first three minds – loving-kindness, compassion and sympathetic joy – are

certainly meritorious (pu˚ya), but what benefit (arthakriy›) can there then be in the mind of

equanimity bearing on sentient beings who are neither unhappy nor happy?

Answer. – The yogins reflect in the following way: “When they lose their happiness (sukha),

beings encounter suffering (du¯kha), and, when they suffer, they are unhappy (du¯khita).

Finding a state without either suffering or happiness would be security for them (yogak˝ema).”

This is how [the mind of equanimity] presents a benefit (arthakriy›).92

When the yogins practice the minds of loving-kindness (maitrı) and <1256> sympathetic joy, it

may happen that a mind of intense affection (abhi˝vaºgacitta) arises in them; when they practice

the mind of compassion (karu˚›), it may happen that a mind of sadness (daurmanasyacitta) arises

in them. Their mind is distracted (vik˝ipta) by this intense affection or this sadness. Then, they

enter into the mind of equanimity (upek˝acitta) and drive away (apanayati) this intense affection

and this sadness. Since intense affection and sadness are eliminated, there is a ‘mind of

equanimity’.

CAB.5. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LOVING-KINDNESS AND SYMPATHETIC JOY;
F 1256-1258

Question. – We can see the differences (viŸe˝a) that exist between the mind of compassion

(karu˚›citta) and the mind of equanimity (upek˝acitta). [But the differences are less evident

between the other two]. The mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta) wishes that all sentient beings

be happy (sukhita) and the mind of sympathetic joy (mudit›citta) wishes that all sentient beings

be joyful (mudit›). What difference is there between happiness (sukha) and joy (mudit›)?

Answer. – Happiness is bodily happiness (k›yika sukha); joy is mental happiness (caitasika sukha).

We call ‘happiness’ the happiness associated with the first five consciousnesses

(pañcavijñ›nasa˙prayutasukha);93 we call joy the happiness associated with the mental

consciousness (manovijñ›nasa˙prayuktasukha).

We call happiness the happiness that arises in regard to the first five [external] sense-sources of

consciousness (pañc›yatana);94 we call ‘joy’ the happiness that arises in regard to the sense-source

made up of mental objects (dharm›yatana).

First the yogins formulate the resolutions of happiness (sukhapra˚idh›na) so that sentient beings

find this happiness and that, after this happiness, they find sympathetic joy (mudit›). Thus,

when someone has pity on a poor person (daridra), first he gives him a precious thing

                                                

92 An advantage for the persons who are practicing it, but not for the persons who are the object of it.
93 Visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory and tactile consciousnesses.
94 Color or visible form, sound, odor, taste and tangible.
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(ratnadravya): that is ‘happiness’; next, he invites the poor person to trade it for money so that he

can enjoy the five objects of desire (pañcak›magu˚a): that is ‘joy’.

Furthermore, we call ‘happiness’ the happiness of the desire realm (k›madh›tusukha) which one

is wishing for sentient beings; we call ‘joy’ the happiness of the form realm (rÒpadh›tusukha)

which one is wishing for sentient beings. <1257>

Furthermore, we call ‘happiness’: 1. the satisfaction associated with the five consciousnesses

(pañcavijñ›nasa˙prayuktasukha) in the desire realm (k›madh›tu); 2. the satisfaction associated with

the three consciousnesses (trivijñ›nasa˙prayuktasukha) in the first meditation (dhy›na); 3. all the

satisfaction in the third meditation.95 – We call ‘joy’: 1. the satisfaction associated with the mental

consciousness (manovijñ›nasa˙prayuktasukha) in the desire realm (k›madh›tu) and the first

meditation; 2. all the satisfaction in the second meditation.

We call ‘happiness’ coarse (aud›rika) happiness; we call ‘joy’ subtle (sÒk˝ma) happiness.

‘Happiness’ refers to the time of the cause (hetuk›la); ‘joy’ refers to the time of the effect

(phalak›la). When one begins to find happiness, that is called ‘happiness’; when the joyful mind

emerges internally (adhy›tman) and the signs of happiness appear externally (bahırdh›) by way

of singing, dancing and leaping about, that is called ‘joy’. Thus when one begins to swallow a

medicine (bhai˝ajya), that is ‘happiness’, but when the medicine has penetrated the whole body,

that is ‘joy’.

Question. – If that is so, why does one not combine these two minds into a same and unique

immeasurable (apram›˚a), but instead distinguish two different factors in them?

Answer. – At the beginning, the yogins’ mind is not concentrated (prag¸hıta) and as they cannot

deeply love sentient beings, that gives them only happiness; but when they have concentrated

their mind and love sentient beings deeply, that gives them joy. This is why they are first

happy and, only after that, joyful.

Question. – If that is so, why does [the sÒtra]96 not mention loving-kindness (maitrı) and

sympathetic joy (mudit›) following each other [but inserts compassion between them]?

Answer. – When the mind of loving-kindness is being practiced, one loves sentient beings as

one’s children and one wishes to bring them happiness. But having emerged from the

concentration of loving-kindness, one sees sentient beings undergoing all kinds of suffering.

Then, producing a mind of deep <1258> love, one has compassion for [210b] sentient beings

and makes them obtain deep happiness.97

                                                

95 On the nature of satisfaction (sukha) in the k›madh›tu and the first three meditations (dhy›na), see KoŸa,
VIII, F 150-151.
96 The canonical stock phrase for the four immeasurables (apram›˚a) is cited above, F 1239-40.
97 Psychologically, sympathetic joy (mudit›) follows after compassion (karu˚›): we should note that sentient
beings are unhappy before wishing that they are joyful.
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Just as parents even though they love their children at all times, redouble their affection for

them when they fall sick, so the bodhisattvas, having entered into minds of compassion

(karu˚›citta) and considering the sufferings of sentient beings, develop a mind of pity

(anukamp›citta) and grant them profound happiness. This is why the mind of compassion takes

an intermediate place [between the mind of loving-kindness and the mind of joy].

CAB.6. REASONS FOR PRACTICING EQUANIMITY; F 1258-1259

Question. – If one loves sentient beings so deeply, why practice the mind of equanimity

(upek˝›citta) in addition?

Answer. – The yogins see things in the following way: they never abandon sentient beings and

they think only about abandoning the three minds [of loving-kindness, compassion and

sympathetic joy]. Why? First of all, to put an end to other factors (dharma).98

Then, by the mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta), they would wish that sentient beings be

happy, but they would not succeed in making them happy. By the mind of compassion

(karu˚›citta), they would wish that sentient beings would escape from suffering, but they would

not succeed in making them free of suffering. When they would practice the mind of

sympathetic joy (mudit›citta), they would also not succeed in causing them to experience great

joy. All of that was therefore only mental activity or imaginings (manask›ra) without any real

reality (bhÒt›rtha). Therefore, to see to it that sentient beings find the real truth, the yogins give

rise to the resolution (cittam utp›dayate) to become Buddha. They practice the six perfections

(p›ramit›) and perfect the attributes of Buddha within themselves so that sentient beings may

find true happiness. This is why the yogins abandon the three minds [of loving-kindness,

compassion and sympathetic joy] so as to enter into the mind of equanimity (upek˝acitta).99

Finally, the minds of loving-kindness, compassion and sympathetic joy are of a love so deep

that it is hard to abandon sentient beings. [On <1259> the other hand], if one enters into the

mind of equanimity, it is easy to separate from them.

CAB.7. LIMIT TO THE SALVIFIC ACTION OF THE IMMEASURABLES; F 1259-12260

Question. – The bodhisattvas who practicing the six perfections, have finally become Buddha,

can no longer see to it that sentient beings escape from suffering and find happiness. Then why

do you limit yourself to saying that the three minds [of loving-kindness, compassion and

sympathetic joy] are mental activity or imaginings arising from the mind and without any real

truth? [Why not say as much of the mind of equanimity]?

                                                

98 By practicing equanimity (upek˝›), the yogins suspend sensual attachment (k›mar›ga) and malice (vy›p›da)
towards sentient beings: see above, F 1242.
99 This mind of equanimity is indispensable for them to becoming Buddha.
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Answer. – It is true that the bodhisattvas, once they have become Buddha, cannot see to it that

all sentient beings find happiness, but when they are still bodhisattvas, they give rise to the

great resolution (mah›pra˚idh›n›ny utp›dayati); following these great resolutions, they gain great

merit (mah›pu˚ya) and, as the reward (vip›ka) of this great merit, they are able to do great good

for ordinary persons (p¸thagjana).

When the hearers (Ÿr›vaka) practice the four immeasurables (apram›˚a), it is for taming

themselves (›tmadaman›ya), for their own good (svahit›ya), and it is quite in vain that they think

about sentient beings.100 The bodhisattvas, however, practice the mind of loving-kindness so

that sentient beings may escape from suffering and find happiness. Because of this mind of

loving-kindness, they themselves gain merit and teach others how to gain merit. Gathering the

ripened effect (vip›kaphala) of their merit, these bodhisattvas sometimes become noble wheel-

turning kings (cakravartin), rich in kind deeds; sometimes also they go forth from home

(pravrajanti), practice the meditations (dhy›na), guide sentient beings and teach them how to

practice the meditations to be reborn in pure universes (Ÿuddhalokadh›tu) and to enjoy there the

happiness of the immeasurables. Finally, when they become Buddha, they enter into the

‘nirv›˚a without remainder’ (nirupadhiŸe˝anirv›˚a) with immeasurable and incalculable sentient

beings (apram›˚›sa˙khyeyasattva). Compared to the mind of emptiness (ŸÒnyat›citta), their

resolutions (pra˚idh›na) are much more salutary, and still other things, including their relics

(Ÿarıra), are very beneficial. <1260>

Furthermore, if a sole Buddha completely saved all sentient beings, the other Buddhas would

have no one to save. From then on, there would be no more future (an›gata) Buddhas, the

lineage of the Buddhas (buddhava˙Ÿa) would be interrupted (samucchinna) and other faults of this

kind would ensue. This [210c] is why a sole Buddha does not save all sentient beings without

exception.101

Finally, what is called the intrinsic nature of sentient beings (sattvasvabh›va) is only a product of

delusion (mohaja): it is not a real factor (bhÒta) nor is it determined (niyata). If all the Buddhas of

                                                

100 In the sense that sentient beings will derive no benefit, for the resolutions formulated by the hearers
(Ÿr›vaka) profit only themselves.
101 According to a canonical argument (Majjhima, III, p. 65; Aºguttara, I, p. 28), two Buddhas cannot exist
simultaneously in the same universe. The followers of the Small Vehicle use this text in order to deny the
simultaneous plurality of the Buddhas. On the contrary, the followers of the Great Vehicle, populate the
innumerable universes of the ten directions with an infinite number of Buddhas working simultaneously for
the salvation of sentient beings. This is the point of view adopted by the Traité which, already above, has
refuted the objections raised against the plurality of Buddhas (F 536-542) and produced a series of arguments
in favor of the contrary thesis (F 542-545). But for a large number of saviors, there would be only a small
number of the elect (F 545-557).

Obviously, this refers here only to holding a provisional position, relevant for the relative or conventional
(sa˙v¸ti). And the Traité will show in the pages that follow that the conception of salvation is purely relative
and that from the point of view of the twofold emptiness of persons and of factors no one is saved.
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the three times and the ten directions went to look for a being, they would find none. Then how

could they save all completely?

CAB.8. THE IDEA OF SALVATION IS PURELY RELATIVE OR CONVENTIONAL;
F 1260-1263

Question. – If [sentient beings] who are empty [of intrinsic nature] cannot be saved (tr›ta) as a

whole, then how do [the Buddhas] save a small number of them who will be equally empty?

Answer. – I have just said that if the Buddhas of the three times and the ten directions went to

look for sentient beings, they would find not a single one and that, consequently, there is no

one to save. – If you object: “Why do they not save them all?”, you fall into a questionable

position (nigrahasth›na), a questionable position from which you will not succeed in extricating

yourself. – And if you object: “The categories of few and many do not apply to sentient beings,

how could the Buddhas save a small number of them?”, you fall into an even more

questionable position. <1261>

Furthermore, from the absolute point of view (param›rtha) which is the true characteristic

(bhÒtalak˝a˚a) of factors, there are no sentient beings (sattva) and there is no salvation (tr›˚a). It is

merely in terms of the relative or conventional (samv¸ti) that we affirm the existence of salvation.

As for you, you seek the absolute (param›rtha) in the relative (sa˙v¸ti), which is inadmissible

(nopapadyate). It is as if you were looking for a precious pearl (ma˚iratna) in a brick or a stone:

never would you find it there.

Furthermore, all the qualities acquired by the Buddhas in the interval of time between their

first arising of the mind of awakening (prathamacittotp›da) until the disappearance of the good

law (saddharmavipralopa), all these qualities, we say, are conditioned forces (sa˙sk›ra), limited

(saparyanta), measurable (sapram›˚a), having a beginning (›di) and an end (paryavas›na). This is

why the number of sentient beings to be converted (vaineyasattva) must also be measurable. It is

not possible with measurable qualities, the effects of retribution [of a given number] of causes

and conditions, to save sentient beings without number in their entirety.

It is like a strong man (balav›n puru˝a¯): no matter how powerful his bow (dhanus) and no matter

how far his arrow (i˝u) can fly, it will necessarily finally fall down. Or it is like the great fire

(mah›gni ) at the end of the aeon (kalpasa˙vartana )102 that burns the trichiliochosm

(tris›hasralokadh›tu): its flame (arcis) is immense, but although it burns for a long time, it finally

ends by becoming extinguished. It is the same for the bodhisattvas becoming Buddhas. From

the first arising of the mind of awakening, they hold the bow of diligence (vıryadhanus) in their

hand, wield the arrow of discrimination (prajñe˝u), penetrate deeply into the law of the Buddhas

and accomplish the great deeds of the Buddhas (buddhak›rya), but they also must end up

becoming extinguished. When the bodhisattvas have won the cognition of factors in all their

                                                

102 Cf. KoŸa, III, F 184, 209-210.
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aspects (sarvak›rajñ›na), their body emits rays (raŸmi) that light up innumerable universes

(apram›˚alokadh›tu); each of these rays creates by metamorphosis (nirmimıte) innumerable bodies

(apram›˚ak›ya) that save innumerable sentient beings (apram›˚asattva) in the ten directions. After

their nirv›˚a, the eighty-four thousand groups of the law that he has taught (caturŸıtisahasra

dharmaskandha) and their relics (Ÿarıra) convert (parip›cayanti) sentient beings. But, like the fire at

the end of the aeon, after having shone for a long time, they too must become extinguished.

<1262>

Question. – You yourself say that these rays create innumerable bodies by metamorphosis that

save the innumerable sentient beings of the ten directions. Why did you sometimes say that, due

to measurable causes and conditions, the number of sentient beings to be converted should also

be measurable?

Answer. – There are two kinds of immeasurable (apram›˚a):103

1. The true immeasurable (bhÒt›pram›˚a) which cannot be measured by any noble person

(›ryapudgala). Thus space (›k›Ÿa), nirv›˚a and the intrinsic nature of sentient beings

(sattvabh›va) cannot be measured [in any way].

2 .  Measurable factors (prameyadharma) which only weak people are incapable of

measuring; for example, the weight (gurutva) of Mount Sumeru, or the more or less

great number (pram›˚a) of drops of water (bindu) contained in the great ocean

(mah›samudra). The Buddhas and bodhisattvas know these things, but they are

unknown to gods and humans.

It is the same for the number of sentient beings to be converted (vinıtasattva) by [211a] the

Buddhas: the Buddhas know it, but as it is not within your capacity, it is described as

immeasurable.

Finally, factors (dharma) arising from the collocation of causes and conditions (hetupratyayas›magrı)

have no intrinsic nature (ni¯svabh›va). Since their intrinsic nature does not exist, they are

eternally empty (ŸÒnya) and, in this eternal emptiness, sentient beings do not exist (sattva

nopalabhyate). Thus the Buddha said:

When I was seated on the seat of enlightenment (bodhima˚˜a),104

My wisdom was non-existent.

Like the empty fist deceiving little children,105

I have saved the entire world.

                                                

103 The same distinction is made above, F 152, 393, 451.
104 The bodhima˚˜a, in the literal sense, the diamond seat (vajr›sana) at Gay› where ⁄›kyamuni reached
supreme enlightenment; in the figurative sense, the spiritual presence of the law or of the dharmak›ya of the
Buddhas which is independent of any material localization: cf. Vimalakırti, p. 199-200, note.
105 B›loll›pana riktamu˝˛ivat: cf. above, F 1195 and n. 2.
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The true characteristic (bhÒtalak˝a˚a) of things

Is the sign of sentient beings (sattvanimitta).

But to seize the sign of sentient beings

Is to stray far from the true noble path. <1263>

Always thinking about the emptiness,

People do not follow the noble path.

For the factors (dharma) that are without arising and ceasing,

They make up imaginary characteristics.

Imaginings, reflections, conceptions

Are the net of M›ra (m›raj›la).

Not moving, not standing still

That is really the seal of the law (dharmamudr›).

CAB.9. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ‘HAPPINESS’ AND ‘COMPASSION’; F 1263-1264

Question. – If ‘happiness’ (sukha) is subdivided into two parts, the mind of loving-kindness

(maitrıcitta) and the mind of sympathetic joy (mudit›citta), why is not the mind of compassion

(karu˚›citta) that contemplates suffering (du¯kha) considered to be of two parts?

Answer. – Happiness (sukha), loved by everyone, is important (guru); this is why it is divided

into two parts, [loving-kindness and sympathetic joy]. On the other hand, suffering (du¯kha),

which nobody loves, which nobody commemorates, is not divided into two parts.

Furthermore, when happiness is experienced, the mind is soft (m¸du); but when suffering is

undergone, the mind is hard (d¸˜ha).

CAB.9.1. THE STORY OF VITA⁄OKA; F 1263-1264

When Wei-t’o-chou (VıtaŸoka), the younger brother of King AŸoka, was for seven days king of

Jambudvıpa, he was allowed to indulge in the five objects of desire (pañcak›magu˚a) on a grand

scale. At the end of the seven days, king AŸoka asked him: “As king of Jambudvıpa, did you

experience happiness (sukha) and joy (mudit›)?” VıtaŸoka answered: “I saw nothing, heard

nothing, noticed nothing. Why? Because some outcasts (ca˚˜›la), each morning, rang a bell and

shouted out loud: “Of the seven days [that you have been granted], so many have already gone

by, and at the end of the seven days you will die.” Hearing this proclamation, while being

king of Jambudvıpa and showered with the five objects of desire, my discontentedness

(daurmanasya) and my suffering (du¯kha) were so deep that I heard nothing and saw nothing.”106

<1264>

                                                

106 The story of VıtaŸoka, also called VigataŸoka, Sudatta or Sug›tra, is told fully in AŸokavad›na, T 2042,
k. 2, p. 106a-107c (transl. Przyluski, AŸoka, p. 270-280); AŸokasÒtra, T 2043, k. 3, p. 141b-144a; Divy›vad›na,
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From that we know that the power of suffering is strong whereas that of happiness is weak.

When a person who experiences happiness in his whole body is stabbed some place, all his

happiness will disappear and he feels nothing but the pain from the stab. The power of

happiness (sukhabala) is so weak that two parts107 are needed to make it strong; the power of

suffering (du¯khabala) is so strong that it needs only one part.

CAC. EFFECTS OF THE IMMEASURABLES; F 1264-1273

Question. – What ripened effects (vip›kaphala)108 do the persons who are practicing the four

immeasurables (apram›˚a) receive? <1265-1266>

                                                                                                                                          

p. 419-429 (transl. Burnouf, Introduction, 2nd edition, p. 370-379); Tchou yao king, T 212, k. 6, p. 641a-c (transl.
Chavannes, Contes, III, p. 297-302); Fen pie kong tö louen, T 1507, k. 3, p. 39c. – VıtaŸoka, the younger brother
of king AŸoka, had faith in heretical doctrines and scoffed at the disciples of the Buddha whose easy life he
criticized. In order to convert him to the good law, AŸoka resorted to a trick. While the king was bathing, his
ministers, in connivance with him, invited VıtaŸoka to try on the royal crown which the chances of
succession might someday lead him to wear. VıtaŸoka went along with the experiment and, mounting the
throne, he donned the crown. Suddenly the king emerged from his bathroom and, seeing his brother seated on
the throne, pretended to be indignant. He treated him as an usurper and sent him to the outcasts, ordering
him to be put to death. However, in order to permit him to repent, he allowed VıtaŸoka to reign effectively
for seven days after which he would be executed. Thus VıtaŸoka enjoyed all the royal prerogatives, but each
morning, the outcasts, counting off the days remaining to him to live, reminded him of his forthcoming
death. When the seventh day had passed, VıtaŸoka was led into the presence of his brother the king. AŸoka
questioned him about his impressions during the days of his reign. VıtaŸoka answered: “All the sense
pleasures with which I was showered upon were spoiled by the prospective of my imminent death.
Tormented by the fever of death, I remained sleepless for the entire time.” Embracing his brother, AŸoka said
to him: “I will not put you to death; I wanted to see to it that you have faith in the law of the Buddha and
explain to you how his disciples, while abstaining from the painful practices imposed on the Brahmins, turn
away from sense objects, which they assess to be complete vanity.” Convinced by this experience, VıtaŸoka
became a mendicant (Ÿrama˚a).

In the Ceylonese tradition, the hero of this story is Tissa-kum›ra, brother of AŸoka and his vice-regent
(Mah›vamŸa, V, v. 151-60); for Hiuan-tsang, it was Mahendra (the Mahinda of the P›li sources), wrongly
presented as the king’s brother, whereas he was his son (Si-yu-ki, T 2087, k. 8, p. 912a; transl. Watters, II,
p. 93-94).
107 Namely, happiness (sukha) and sympathetic joy (mudit›).
108 In order to understand the discussion that will follow, one should recall the distribution of gods in the
three worlds, a distribution discussed among scholars (cf. KoŸa, III, F 2-4, note) but which the Traité has
already presented above, F 517, 519, 954:

1 )  K›madh›tu serves as the abode of six groups of gods: 1. Caturmah›r›jika, 2. Tr›yastri˙Ÿa,
3. Y›ma, 4. Tu˝ita, 5. Nirm›˚arati, 6. ParamirmitavaŸavartin.

2) RÒpadh›tu, also called Brahmaloka, world of the Brahm› gods, with its four meditations (dhy›na),
serves as the abode of seventeen groups of gods:

First meditation: 1. Brahmak›yika, 2. Brahmapurohita, 3. Mah›brahman.
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Second meditation: 1. Parıtt›bha, 2. Apram›˚›bha, 3. fibh›svara.

Third meditation: 1. ParıttaŸubha, 2. Apram›˚aŸubha, 3. ⁄ubhak¸tsna.

Fourth meditation: 1. Anabhraka, 2. Pu˚yaprasava. 3. B¸hatphala, and the five ⁄uddh›v›sikas,
4. Av¸ha, 5. Atapa, 6. Sud¸Ÿa, 7. SudarŸa˚a, 8. Akani˝˛ha.

3) firÒpyadh›tu, formless realm, has no abodes: it is inhabited, one might say, by formless sentient
beings belonging to four perception-spheres: 1. Ak›Ÿananty›yatana, 2. Vijñ›n›nanty›yatana,
3. fiki˙cany›yatana, 4. Naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana.

In principle, practitioners who have practiced the immeasurables (apram›˚a) are reborn in the two higher
realms, RÒpadh›tu and firÒpyadh›tu, but the exact place is disputed by scholars because the canonical
sources give the impression of contradicting each other. Here, without any pretense of being complete, is a
series of canonical topics that are under discussion:

1)  Aºguttara, IV, p. 150; V, p. 342 (T 125, k. 47, p. 806a26; Vinaya, V, p. 140; Pa˛isambhid›, II, p. 130;
Milindapañha, p. 198; Visuddhimagga, p. 253, 258-260. – If they do not penetrate any higher, those
who practice loving-kindness (maitrı) gain Brahmaloka (uttari˙ appa˛ivijjhanto brahmalokÒpago
hoti). ‘If they do not penetrate any higher’ means: if they are incapable of attaining the state of the
perfected being (arahatta˙ adhigantu˙ asakkonto).

2) Dıgha, I, p. 251; Majjhima, II, p. 195 (T 26, k. 6, p. 458b1); Majjhima, II, p. 207-208. – The practice of
loving-kindness, of compassion, of sympathetic joy or of equanimity is the path leading to be
reborn in the company of the Brahm› gods (Brahm›na˙ sahavyat›ya maggo).

3)  Aºguttara, II, p. 130. – The good persons who practice loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic
joy and equanimity, at the dissolution of their body after death, are reborn in the company of the
⁄uddh›v›sa gods (k›yassa bhed› para˙ mara˚› Suddh›v›s›na˙ dev›na˙ sahavyata˙ uppajjati).
These gods constitute the five classes of Brahm› gods occupying the summit of the fourth
meditation in RÒpadh›tu.

4) Tseng yi a han (T 125, k. 21, p. 656b1-9); Vibh›˝› (T 1545, k. 82, p. 425c13-23); Ny›y›nus›ra (T 1562,
k. 44, p. 594c3-6); KoŸa, IV, F 250; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 438 (Sanskrit original). – Those who practice the
immeasurables are one of the four persons ‘who gain brahmic merit’ (br›hma˙ pu˚ya˙ prasavanti).

Now, according to Aºguttara, V, p. 76, the holder of brahmic merit ‘rejoices in the heavens for an
aeon’ (kappa˙ saggamhi modati), and according to KoŸa (III, F 174; IV, F 251), the gods whose
lifespan is one aeon are the Brahmapurohitas forming the second group of gods localized in the
first meditation.

Therefore ‘those practicing loving-kindness’ who gain brahmic merit are reborn among the
Brahmapurohitas.

5) Aºguttara, II, p. 129. – Those who practice loving-kindness are reborn in the company of the
Brahmak›yikas whose lifespan is one aeon. Those who practice compassion are reborn among the
fibh›svaras whose lifespan is two aeons. – Those who practice sympathetic joy are reborn among
the ⁄ubhak¸tsnas whose lifespan is four aeons. – Those who practice equanimity are reborn among
the B¸hatphalas whose lifespan is five hundred aeons.

[But the sources do not agree on the lifespan of the various classes of gods: cf. W. Kirfel, Die
Kosmographie der Inder, Leipzig, 1920, p. 194; add Vibhaºga, p. 424-425; KoŸa, III, F 173-174].
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Answer. – The Buddha said:

Those who enter into the concentration of loving-kindness (maitrısam›dhi) receive, at present,

five advantages (anuŸa˙sa):

1. they are not burned if they enter fire (agni);

2. they do not die if they swallow poison (vi˝a);

3. the soldier’s sword (Ÿastra) does not wound them;

4. they will not die a violent death (asa˙mÒdha¯ k›la˙ karoti);

5. the good gods protect them (devat› rak˝anti).

Having done good to innumerable sentient beings (apram›˚asattva), they receive

immeasurable merit (apram›˚apu˚ya). By virtue of this immeasurable mind of impure order

(s›srav›pram›˚acitta) having sentient beings as object-support (sattv›la˙bana), they are reborn

in a pure place (Ÿuddhasth›na), namely, the form realm (rÒpadh›tu).109 <1267> [211b]

                                                                                                                                          

6) Sa˙yutta, V, p. 119-121; Tsa a han, T 99, k. 27, p. 197c11-13; Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 83, p. 430c22-24;
Ny›y›nus›ra, T 1562, k. 79, p. 770b24-26; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 269. – Those who practice
loving-kindness end up at best with in the ⁄ubha (according to the Chinese versions, with the
⁄ubhak¸tsnas). – Those who practice compassion end up at best in the fik›Ÿananty›yatana. – Those
who practice sympathetic joy end up at best in the Vijñ›n›nanty›yatana. – Those who practice
equanimity end up at best in the fiki˙cany›yatana.

The Sarv›stiv›din-Vaibh›˝ikas have spent a wealth of ingenuity in order to harmonize all these
discrepancies. The Traité has not ignored them, but, refusing to enter into these subtleties, it concludes that
those who practice the immeasurables—concerned entirely and without exception with all the sentient
beings of the ten directions—receive their reward in firÒpyadh›tu as well as in the RÒpadh›tu of the Brahm›
gods.
109 Five advantages in the sÒtra cited by the Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 83, p. 427a6-7; eight advantages according to
Aºguttara, IV, p. 150; eleven advantages according to Aºguttara, V, p. 342; Vinaya, V, p. 140; Pa˛isambhid›, II,
p. 130; Milinda, p. 198; Visuddhimagga, p. 253. We reproduce here the text of the Aºguttara V, p. 342 (Tseng y i
a han, T 125, k. 47, p. 806a17-806b3; Che yi siang sseu nien jou lai, T 138, p. 861a23-b7):

Mett›ya cetovimuttiy› ›sevit›ya bh›vit›ya… ek›das›nisa˙s› p›tikaºkh›… Sukha˙ supati, sukham pa˛ibujjhati,
na p›paka˙ supina˙ passati, manuss›sa˙ piyo hoti, amanuss›na˙ piyo hoti, devat› rakkhanti, n›ssa aggi v›
visa˙ v› sattha˙ v› kamati, tuva˛a˙ citta˙ sam›dhiyati, mukava˚˚o vippasıdati, asammÒ˘ho k›la˙ karoti,
uttari˙ appa˛ivijjhanto brahmalokÒpago hoti.

Transl. – If the liberation of the mind consisting of loving-kindness is observed and cultivated, eleven
advantages are in store: 1) those who practice loving-kindness sleep happy; 2) they awake happy; 3) they
have no bad dreams; 4) they are dear to humans; 5) they are dear to non-humans; 6) the gods protect them;
7) fire, poison and the knife do not harm them; 8) their mind becomes concentrated quickly; 9) their
complexion is serene; 10) they die without bewilderment; 11) if they do not penetrate higher, [after death]
they reach the world of the Brahm› gods.

The reservation uttari˙ appa˛ijjhanto ‘if they do not penetrate higher’, i.e., ‘if they are incapable of attaining
the state of the perfected being’ (arahatta˙ adhigantu˙ asakkonto), is necessary as it permits one to understand
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Question. – Why did the Buddha say that the retribution (vip›ka) for loving-kindness is to be

reborn in the Brahm› heavens?110

Answer. – Because the Brahmadevas are venerated by sentient beings, because everyone has

heard speak of them and everyone knows them.

The Buddha lived in the kingdoms of India. Now in the kingdoms of India there were always

many brahmins and—in the religion of the brahmins—virtuous people were all reborn among

the Brahmadevas.111 Learning that the devotees of loving-kindness (maitr›c›rin) are reborn

among the Brahmadevas, sentient beings have much faith (Ÿraddh›) and prepare themselves to

practice loving-kindness. This is why the Buddha said that devotees of loving-kindness are

reborn among the Brahmadevas.

Furthermore, the gods who have cut through sexual desire (r›ga) are all called Brahm›, and it is

said that these Brahm›s dwell in the form realm (rÒpadh›tu). And so the fact of having cut

through sexual desire is called brahmacarya, ‘celibacy’, and those who have cut through it are

called br›hma˚as.

When [the Buddha] speaks here of the ‘Brahm› heavens’, he means not only the four

meditations (dhy›na) [of rÒpadh›tu, inhabited by the Brahmadevas] but also the four formless

equipoises [›rÒpyasam›patti of ›rÒpyadh›tu, inhabited by the formless deities]. Initial inquiry

(vitarka) and investigation (vic›ra) [which are eliminated in the meditations of rÒpyadh›tu] are so

difficult to destroy that the Buddha does not speak here about the stages higher than these

meditations, [namely, the four formless equipoises]. In the same way, when he spoke about the

discipline of speech (v›ksa˙vara) which is part of the fivefold morality <1268> (pañcaŸıla) of the

‘approacher of virtue’ (up›saka), the Buddha mentioned only one [abstention], the abstention

from lying (m¸˝›v›davairama˚a), but he implied the other three abstentions [regarding divisive

talk (paiŸunyav›da), harmful talk (p›ru˝yav›da) and frivolous chatter (sa˙bhinnapral›pa)].112

                                                                                                                                          

that loving-kindness can, by way of exception, accede to the supreme fruit of the religious life. But judging
from the Chinese versions, this reservation does not appear in the Sanskrit ›gamas.

The sÒtra on the eleven advantages of loving-kindness is fully commented on, with supporting stories, in
Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 258-260. See also ManorathapÒra˚ı, V, p. 82-84.
110 Aºguttara , III, p. 225: So ime catt›ro brahmavih›re bh›vetv› k›yassa bhed› parammara˚› sugati˙
brahmaloka˙ upapajjati. – See also Dıgha, I, p. 251; Majjhima, II, p. 195, 207-208, where the practice of the
immeasurables is given as the path leading to be reborn in the company of the Brahm› gods: aya˙ pi kho
Brah›˚a˙ sahavyat›ya maggo.
111 This comment which is obviously aimed at Chinese readers is not ascribable to the author of the Traité,
N›g›rjuna, or others; it is probably a gloss of the translator Kum›rajıva. See on this subject R. Hikata,
Suvikr›ntavikr›min, Introduction, p. LII-LXXV.
112 In regard to the fivefold morality (pañcaŸıla) of the layperson, it is enough to mention ‘lying’ and by that
to include the other three offenses of speech: see above, F 820.
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Question. – Loving-kindness (maitrı) introduces thus the five advantages (anuŸa˙sa) in question;

but why did the Buddha say nothing about the advantages introduced by compassion (karu˚›),

sympathetic joy (mudit›) and equanimity (upek˝›)?

Answer. – Refer to the above comparison (upam›na): by speaking of one single thing, the

Buddha implies the other three. This applies here also. What the Buddha said about loving-

kindness is equally true for compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity.

Furthermore, loving-kindness is the immeasurable par excellence. Loving-kindness is like the

king (r›jan); the other three immeasurables that accompany it are like the people (jana). Why?

First, the yogins, by the mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta), want sentient beings to find

happiness (sukha). Seeing that there are those who do not find happiness, they produce the

mind of compassion (karu˚›citta). Wanting sentient beings who are free from painful thoughts to

find the joy of the law, they produce the mind of sympathetic joy (mudit›citta). No longer

experiencing either repugnance (pratigha) or affection (anunaya) or discontentedness

(daurmanasya) towards these three things, they produce the mind of equanimity (upek˝›citta).

Finally, it is loving-kindness that gives happiness (sukha) to sentient beings.

Besides, in the Tseng yi a han (Ekottar›gama), the Buddha spoke about the mind of compassion

(karu˚›citta) ‘endowed with the five advantages (anuŸa˙sa)’.113

In many places in the Mah›y›nasÒtras, he spoke about the advantages that (compassion)

introduces. Thus, in the Wang-ming p’ou-sa king (J›linıprabhabodhisattvasÒtra or

ViŸe˝acintibrahmaparip¸cch›),114 he said: <1269>

                                                

113 Unidentified passage.
114 A sÒtra where the brahmar›jan ViŸe˝acintin, the bodhisattva J›linıprabha and the bodhisattva MañjuŸrı
intervene. The Traité cites it indiscriminately under the name of J›linıprabhabodhisattvasÒtra (k. 20,
p. 211b19; k. 22, p. 227b4; k. 28, p. 267a16) or under the name of Tch’e sin king = ViŸe˝acintisÒtra (k. 27,
p. 257b2; k. 29, p. 275a18; k. 32, p. 297c9; k. 66, p. 524a24; k. 77, p. 604a23; k. 81, p. 631a18). The
Mah›vyutpatti mentions the bodhisattva J›linıprabha (no. 705) and a BrahmaviŸe˝acintiparip¸cch› (no.
1367).

The ViŸe˝abrahmaparip¸cch› is known to us by three Chinese versions and one Tibetan version:

1. Tch’e-sin fan-t’ien so wen king (T585) by Dharmarak˝a; translated on the 10th day of the 3rd month
of the 7th T’ai-k’ang year (April 20, 286): cf. K’ai yuan mou lou, T 2154, k. 2, p. 494a26.

2. Sseu-yi fan-t’ien so wen king (T 586) by Kum›rajıva; translated at Tch’ang-ngan, in the garden of
Siao-yao, the 1st day of the 12th month of the 4th Hong-che year (January 9, 403): cf. Li ti san pao ki,
T 2034, k. 8, p. 77c12. Seng-jouei wrote the preface.

3. Cheng-sseu-wei fan-t’ien so wen king (T 587) by Bodhiruci; translated at Lo-yang in the 1st Chen-
kouei year (518): cf. Li tai san pao ki, T 2034, k. 9, p. 85c20. – A Cheng-sseu-wei king louen (T 1532),
commentary by Vasubandhu (?) on this parip¸cch› was translated by this same Bodhiruci in the
1st P’ou-t’ai year (531): cf. Li tai san pao ki, T 2034, k. 9, p. 86a15.

4. Tshangs-pa khyad-par-sems-kyis zhus-pa (OKC 827), translated by ⁄akyaprabha, etc.
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The bodhisattvas practice, among sentient beings, the thirty-two kinds of compassion

(karu˚›). These increasing gradually change into great compassion (mah›karu˚›). Great

compassion is the root of the qualities (gu˚amÒla) of all the Buddhas and bodhisattvas; it is

the mother (m›t¸) of Prajñ›p›ramit› and the grandmother (mah›m›t¸) of the Buddhas. By

means of great compassion, the bodhisattvas attain Prajñ›p›ramit› and, having acquired

Prajñ›p›ramit›, they become Buddha.115

He praises great compassion in all these ways.

Also in other places, he speaks very highly of the mind of sympathetic joy (mudit›citta) and the

mind of equanimity (upek˝acitta), but as loving-kindness (maitrı) and compassion (karu˚›) are

very important, the Buddha praises their advantages <1270> (anuŸa˙sa) by preference: loving-

kindness, because of its qualities (gu˚a), is difficult to get, and compassion realizes great deeds.

Question. – However, in explaining the advantages (anuŸa˙sa) of the four immeasurables

(apram›˚a) the Buddha said:

The mind of loving-kindness—well observed, well developed—ends up at best [in a

rebirth] among the ⁄ubhak¸tsna gods (maitrıcittam ›sevita˙ subh›vita˙ ⁄ubhak¸tsnebhyo

devebhya¯ sa˙vartate). – The mind of compassion (karu˚›citta)—well observed, well

developed—ends up at best in the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana). –

The mind of joy (mudit›citta)—well observed, well developed—ends up at best in the

‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’ (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana). – The mind of equanimity

(upek˝›citta)—well observed, well developed—ends up at best in the ‘perception-sphere of

nothingness’ (›ki˙cany›yatana).116 <1271>

                                                

115 ViŸe˝acintin, T 585, k. 1, p. 9b24-10a16; T 586, k. 2, p. 41c6-42a25; T 587, k. 2, p. 72b26-73b9. – The same
passage also appears in two Chinese versions of the RatnameghasÒtra: T 660, k. 5, p. 302a9-302c19; T 489,
k. 8, p. 723a8-723c11; and its Indian original is in the Mah›vyutpatti, no. 154-186.

It is not a matter of the thirty-two kinds of great compassion but of the thirty-two reasons impelling the
Tath›gata to practice. Here is the first: Nair›tmy›¯ sarve dharm›¯ sattv›Ÿ ca nair›tmya˙ n›dhimucyante. atas
tath›gatasya sattve˝u mah›karu˚otpadyate: “All factors (dharma) are without self and yet sentient beings do
not believe in nonself; this is why great compassion for sentient beings arises in the Tath›gata”; and so on.

The great compassion of the Tath›gata will be the subject of chapter XLII.
116 An extract from the Haliddavasanasutta of Sa˙yutta, V, p. 119-121 (Tsa a han, T 99, no. 743, k. 27,
p. 197c11-13). – Some bhik˝us were paying a morning visit to the Parivr›jaka heretics established at
Haliddavasana, a village of the Koliyas. The latter stated that they taught the same ‘liberations of mind’
(cetovimutti), i.e., the same immeasurables, as the Buddha, and asked the bhik˝us how the Buddha’s teaching
differed from their own. The bhik˝us, unable to answer, came to consult the Buddha, and this is what he told
them:

Subhaparam›ha˙, bhikkhave, metta˙ cetovimutti˙ vad›mi… fik›s›nañcayatanaparam›ha˙, bhikkhave, karu˚a˙
cetovimutti˙ vad›mi… Viññ›˚›mañc›yatanaparam›h›˙, bhikkhave, mudita˙ cetovimutti˙ vad›mi…
fikiñcaññ›yatanaparam›ha˙, bhikkhave, upekkha˙ cetovimutti˙ vad›mi. – “I say, O monks, that the liberation
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[Now, the last three perception-spheres in question belong to the ›rÒpyadh›tu and not to

rÒpadh›tu which forms the Brahmaloka.] Why then did the Buddha say above (F 1267) that the

ripened effect [211c] of loving-kindness [and of the other immeasurables] “is to be reborn in the

Brahm› heavens”?

Answer. – 1. The teaching of the Buddhas is inconceivable (acintya).117 If he speaks in this way

this is in order to conform to the needs of those to be converted (vaineyasattv›nuvartan›t).

2. Furthermore, when one emerges from the concentration of loving-kindness (maitrısam›dhi),

it is easy to make one’s way to the third meditation [the summit of which the ⁄ubhak¸tsna gods

occupy]. – On emerging from the concentration of compassion (karu˚›sam›dhi), it is easy to enter

into the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’. – On emerging from the concentration of

sympathetic joy (mudit›sam›dhi), it is easy to enter the ‘perception-sphere of infinite

consciousness’. – On emerging from the concentration of equanimity (upek˝›sam›dhi), it is easy to

enter into the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’.

3. Furthermore, by means of the mind of loving-kindness (maitrıcitta), the yogins wish that all

sentient beings may find happiness (sukha), and, as a reward for this thought, they themselves

find happiness. Now, in the threefold world (traidh›tuka), the ⁄ubhak¸tsna gods are the

happiest.118 This is why the Buddha says that “[the mind of loving-kindness] ends up at best in

a rebirth among the ⁄ubhak¸tsna gods”.

By means of the mind of compassion (karu˚acitta), the yogins see sentient beings who are old,

sick, weak, tormented and suffering. A feeling of pity (anukamp›citta) arises in them and they

wonder how they can liberate these sentient beings from suffering (du¯kha): actually, if one

                                                                                                                                          

of mind which is loving-kindness has the ⁄ubha [in the Chinese versions, the heaven of the ⁄ubhak¸tsnas] as
supreme outcome. That which is compassion has the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ as supreme
outcome. That which is sympathetic joy has the ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’ as supreme
outcome. That which is equanimity has the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’ as supreme outcome.”

Now, among the four ultimate outcomes, only the first, namely, the heaven of the ⁄ubhak¸tsnas, belongs to
the form realm (rÒpadh›tu), also called the world of the Brahm›s (brahmaloka). The other three concern the
formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu).

The Haliddavasanasutta is the only sÒtra where rebirths in the formless realm are promised to those who
practice the immeasurables. Everywhere else the Buddha affirmed that followers of the immeasurables “are
reborn in the Brahmaloka”, i.e., in the form realm.

These contradictory teachings naturally struck the old exegetists, and both Sanskrit and P›li scholars have
looked into the Haliddavasanasutta. See especially Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 269; Comm. of Sa˙yutta, III,
p. 172; Vimuttimagga, tr. Ehara, p. 195; Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 83, p. 430c22-24; Ny›y›nus›ra, T 1562, k. 79,
p. 770c3-8.
117 Aºguttara, II, p. 80: Buddh›na˙, bhikkhave, budhavisayo acinteyyo na cintabbo ya˙ cintento umm›dassa
vigh›tassa bh›gı assa.
118 See above, F 499, 504.
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eliminates the internal sufferings (›dhy›tmikadu¯kha), the external sufferings (b›hyadu¯kha) follow

one after another; and if one eliminates the external sufferings, the internal sufferings follow

one after another. The yogins then say: Those who have a body (dehin) necessarily encounter

suffering; only those who have no body succeed in not having suffering. Now, space (›k›Ÿa)

excludes all form (rÒpa) and, [by that very fact, escapes from suffering]. This is why the Buddha

said that ‘[the mind of compassion] ends up at best in the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’.

By means of the mind of sympathetic joy, the yogins want to give sentient beings the mental

happiness <1272> (vijñ›nasukha) called ‘joy’. In this mental happiness, the mind (citta), freed

from the body (k›ya), is like a bird (pak˝in) that has escaped from its cage (pañjara).119 In the

‘perception-sphere of infinite space’, the mind, although free of the body, was still attached to

space (›k›Ÿa). The ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’ is immeasurable (apram›˚a): in all

its phenomena, it is consciousness, and this consciousness enjoys unlimited sovereignty

(aiŸvarya). This is why the Buddha said that joy ends up at best in the ‘perception-sphere of

infinite consciousness’.

By means of the mind of equanimity, the yogins remain indifferent (upek˝ante) to the suffering

(du¯kha) and the happiness (sukha) of sentient beings and, as they pay no attention to suffering

or happiness, they attain true equanimity (bhÒtopek˝›dharma), namely, the ‘perception-sphere of

nothingness’. This is why the Buddha said that ‘the mind of equanimity ends up at best in the

‘perception-sphere of nothingness’.

These four immeasurables in question are acquired only by the noble persons (›ryapudgala) and

not by ordinary persons (p¸thagjana).

4. Finally, the Buddha knew that, in future times (an›gate ‘dhvani), his disciples, being of weak

faculties (m¸dvindriya), would become attached to factors (dharma) by way of conceptual

constructions (vikalpa), would speak wrongly about the four immeasurables by saying: “The four

limitless, having sentient beings as their object-support (›lambana) are exclusively impure

(s›srava), and concern the desire realm (k›madh›tu) exclusively, they do not exist in the formless

realm (›rÒpyadh›tu).”120

In order to destroy the false views (mithy›d¸˝˛i) of these people, the Buddha said that the four

immeasurables also concern the ›rÒpyadh›tu. And since the Buddha considers these four

immeasurables as concerning sentient beings of the ten directions as a whole, it is necessary that

these immeasurables have the ›rÒpyadh›tu as object-support.

                                                

119 Similar considerations have been developed above, F 1032.
120 Here the Traité counters the Sarv›stiv›din-Vaibh›˝ika theses according to which the immeasurables have
sentient beings as object-support (apram›˚›¯ sattv›lamban›¯) and, more precisely, that their domain is the
sentient beings of the desire realm (k›masattv›s tu gocara¯): cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 199; Abhidharmadıpa, p. 429. The
Mah›y›nasÒtras and particularly the Ak˝ayamatinirdeŸa, cited here for the second time, state that they also
can have factors as object-support and even no object-support.
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Thus it is said in the Wou-tsin-yi p’ou-sa wen (Ak˝ayamatiparip¸cch›): “Loving-kindness is of three

kinds: 1. that which has sentient beings as object-support (sattv›lambana); 2. that which has

factors as object-support <1273> (dharm›lambana); 3. that which has no object-support

(an›lambana).” And the Ÿ›stra explains: “That which has sentient beings as object-support is

impure (s›srava); that which has no object-support is pure (an›srava); and that which has factors

as object-support is sometimes impure and sometimes pure.”121

All this is a summary of the four immeasurables. <1274>

CB. SECOND SECTION: THE FOUR FORMLESS EQUIPOISES; F 1274-1279

CBA. THE FORMLESS EQUIPOISES ACCORDING TO THE ABHIDHARMA; F 1274-

1278

The four formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti) are:

1. the perception-sphere of infinite space (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana),

2. the perception-sphere of infinite consciousness (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana),

3. the perception-sphere of nothingness (›ki˙cany›yatana),

4 .  the perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jña-

›yatana).

CBA.1. DEFILED EQUIPOISES, ACQUIRED THROUGH BIRTH, ACQUIRED
THROUGH PRACTICE; F 1274-1275

These four formless equipoises are each of three kinds: (i) stained (samala), (ii) acquired through

birth (upapattipr›tilambhika) or (iii) acquired through practice (pr›yogika).122 [212a]

1. Stained (samala): – The thirty-one bad latent tendencies or contaminants (anuŸaya) contained

in the four ›rÒpyas123 and the formations associated with the mind (cittasa˙prayuktasa˙sk›ra)

arising within these latent tendencies are stained (samala).

                                                

121 Quotation from the Ak˝ayamatinirdeŸa and not from the Ak˝ayamatiparip¸cch›: see above, F 1245, n. 1.
122 Like the meditations (dhy›na), the equipoises (sam›patti) may be equipoises (sam›patti) of enjoyment
(›sv›dana) associated with craving (sat¸˝˚a), or clean (Ÿuddhaka) equipoises, but of the mundane order
(laukika) and still involving fluxes (›srava): see above, F 1027, and better KoŸa, VIII. F 145-146, with notes by
L. de La Vallée Poussin. Moreover, the equipoises may be acquired through birth (upapattipr›tilambhika) as is
the case among sentient beings who, in the form of a ‘mental stream without body’, come to be reborn in the
four perception-spheres of the formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu). Finally, the equipoises may be acquired
through practice (pr›yogika) as is the case for practitioners who momentarily concentrate on these
perception-spheres: cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 134.
123 There are six latent tendencies or contaminants (anuŸaya): 1) attachment (r›ga), 2) repugnance (pratigha),
3) pride (m›na), 4) ignorance (avidy›), 5) afflicted view (d¸˝˛i), 6) afflicted doubt (vimati). These six make ten
by dividing afflicted view into five. These ten latent tendencies constitute the thirty-six latent tendencies of
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2. Acquired through birth (upapattipr›tilambhika). – Those who have <1275> practiced the four

formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti) are reborn in accordance with the retribution of these

actions (karmavip›ka) in the formless realm (›rÒpyadh›tu) and obtain four very clear (vispa˝˛a) and

morally indeterminate (avy›k¸ta) aggregates (skandha).124

3. Acquired through practice (pr›yogika). – Examining the coarseness (aud›rya) and nuisance of

form (rÒpa), the cause of aging (jar›), disease (vy›dhi), death (mara˚a) and all kinds of suffering,

the yogins consider it ‘as a disease, as a tumor, as an arrow’ (rogato ga˚˜atah Ÿalyatah

samanupaŸyati).125 They tell themselves that all of it is deception (vañcana) and lying (m¸˝›v›da)

that must be suspended. Having thought in this way, they go beyond any conception of form,

they destroy any conception of resistance, they pay no attention to any conception of multiplicity

and penetrate into the equipoise of the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (sa sarvaŸo

rÒpasa˙jñ›n›˙ samatikram›t pratighasa˙jñ›n›m asta˙gam›n n›n›tvasa˙jñ›n›m amanasik›r›d

›k›Ÿ›naty›yatanasam›patti˙ praviŸati).126

CBA.2. PROCESS OF ACCESS TO THE EQUIPOISES; F 1275-1276

Question. – How can these three kinds of conceptions [of form, resistance, multiplicity] be

destroyed?

Answer. – These three kinds of conceptions (sa˙jñ›), all arising from a collocation of causes and

conditions (hetupratyayas›magrı), are without intrinsic nature (ni¯svabh›va) and, since their

intrinsic nature does not exist, they are all deceptions, non-realities, easily destroyed.

Furthermore, [the yogins say to themselves], the conceptual constructions or distinctions (vikalpa)

regarding <1276> form are eliminated bit by bit (bh›gaŸa¯) and finally no longer exist. This is

why, if they will not exist later, they do not exist now either. Under the influence of mistaken

                                                                                                                                          

k›madh›tu, thirty-one of rÒpadh›tu, the thirty-one of ›rÒpyadh›tu, in all ninety-eight latent tendencies:
cf. Jñ›naprasth›na, T 1544, k. 5, p. 943a, discussed by KoŸa, V, F 9.
124 Whereas the meditations (dhy›na) are accompanied by the five aggregates (skandha), the equipoises
(sam›patti) have only four of them, because all form (rÒpa ; discipline arising from meditation
[dhy›nasa˙vara], pure discipline [an›sravasa˙vara]) is absent there (anuparivartakarÒp›bh›v›t). This is why
the four equipoises as well as the preliminary concentrations (s›mantaka) of the three higher equipoises are
called ‘having overcome the conception of form’ (vibhÒtarÒpasa˙jñ›). The preliminary concentration of the
first equipoise, i.e., of the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’, is not given this name because the conception
of form has not been completely gone beyond there. It is in this preliminary concentration, indeed, that the
practitioners go beyond the conception of form (rÒpasa˙jñ›m atikr›mati) and connected conceptions. See
KoŸa, VIII, F 134-135; Abhidharmadıpa, p. 412.
125 Cf. Majjhima, I, 436, 500; Aºguttara, IV, 422-423: So yad eva tattha hoti… te dhamme aniccato dukkhato rogato
ga˚˜ato sallato aghato ›b›dhato parato palokato suññato anattato samanupassati.
126 The going beyond these conceptions takes place in the preliminary concentration (s›mantaka) of the first
formless equipoise (›rÒpyasam›patti).
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views (vipary›sa), sentient beings seize the characteristics of identity (ekatva) and difference

(anyatva) in composite form or matter and they mentally become attached to the characteristic of

form. As for myself, I must not imitate these fools; I must seek the true reality (bhÒtavastu). Now,

in the true reality there is neither identity nor difference.

Furthermore, the yogins reflect thus:127

1. When I rejected and suspended the factors (dharma), I obtained considerable benefits.

First I abandoned my wealth, my wife and children; I left home and found the pure

morality (viŸuddhaŸıla); my mind is secure (yogak˝ema); I have no longer any fear nor

fright.

2. Suspending desires (k›ma), evil and bad factors (p›p› akuŸala dharm›¯), I obtained the first

meditation (dhy›na)—arisen from detachment (vivekaja)—which is joy and satisfaction

(prıtisukha).

3. By the quietening of initial inquiry and investigation (vitarkavic›r›˚›˙ vyutpaŸam›), by

personal serenity (adhy›tma˙ sa˙pras›d›t), I obtained the second meditation where there

is great joy and satisfaction (mah›prıtisukha).

4. By detachment from joy (prıter vir›g›t), I found myself in the third meditation which is

by far the happiest.

5 .  Abandoning this satisfaction (sukhasya prah›˚›t), I obtained the fourth meditation,

purified through equanimity and mindfulness (upek˝›sm¸tipariŸuddha).

6. Now I abandon these four meditations, for it is still necessary to obtain the wonderful

equipoises (sam›patti).

This is why the yogins “go beyond the conception of form (rÒpasa˙jñ›m atikr›mati), destroy the

conception of resistance (pratighasa˙jñ›m nirodhayati) and no longer pay attention to the

conception of multiplicity (n›n›tvasa˙jñ›˙ na manasikaroti)”.

CBA.3. GOING BEYOND CONCEPTIONS; F 1276-1277

The Buddha spoke of three kinds of form (rÒpa):

1. There is visible and resistant form (asti rÒpa˙ sanidarŸana˙ sapratigham); <1277> 2. there is

invisible and resistant form (asti rÒpam anidarŸana˙ sapratigham); 3. there is invisible and

non-resistant form (asti rÒpam anidarŸanam apratigham).128

(1.) When the yogins “go beyond the conception of form (rÒpasa˙jñ›)”, this refers to visible and

resistant form (sanidarŸana-sapratigha); (2.) when they “destroy the conception of resistance

                                                

127 Here the Traité repeats the old canonical phrases already quoted above, F 1024-1025, note.
128 RÒpasa˙grahasÒtra cited in KoŸavy›khy›, p. 352; P›li correspondent in Dıgha, III, p. 217; Vibhaºga, p. 13,
72, 89; Dhammasaºga˚i, p. 125, 146-147, 244-245.
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(pratisa˙jñ›)”, this refers to invisible resistant form (anidarŸana-sapratigha); (3.) when they “no

longer pay attention to the conception of multiplicity (n›n›tvasa˙jñ›)”, this refers to invisible

and non-resistant form (anidarŸan›prtigha).

Furthermore, by the destruction of visible form (rÒpa) seen by the eye (cak˝us), the yogins “go

beyond form”; by the destruction of the ear (Ÿrotra) and sound (Ÿabda), the nose (ghr›˚a) and odor

(gandha), the tongue (jihv›) and taste (rasa), the body (k›ya) and the tangible (spra˝˛avya), they “go

beyond the conception of resistance”. In regard to other forms and to many varieties not

described as form, we speak of “the conception of multiplicity”.129

Seeing this, the yogins eliminate the defilements (sa˙kleŸa) of the form realm (rÒpadh›tu) and

obtain the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana). In regard to the causes and

methods for obtaining the other three formless equipoises, refer to what was said in the chapter

on the Dhy›nap›ramit› (F 1032-1034). <1278>

CBA.4. MORAL QUALITIES OF THE EQUIPOISES; F 1278

Among these four formless (›rÒpya) [equipoises], one, [namely, the [212b] ‘perception-sphere of

neither conception nor non-conception’ (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñayatana)], is always impure

(s›srava).130 For the other three, one has to distinguish:

The ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (›k›Ÿananty›yatana) is sometimes impure (s›srava) and

sometimes pure (an›srava). If it is impure, this ‘perception-sphere of space’ (›k›Ÿ›yatana) contains

four impure aggregates (s›sravaskandha); if it is pure, it contains four pure aggregates. It is the

same for the ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’ (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana) and the

‘perception-sphere of nothingness’ (›ki˙cany›yatana).

All these equipoises are conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta) and good (kuŸala). If it is impure, the ‘perception-

sphere of space’ involves retribution (savip›ka) and is morally indeterminate (avy›k¸ta); if it is

                                                

129 An obscure and possibly corrupt passage. For the KoŸavy›khy›, the rÒpa sanidarŸana-sapratigha is the
form to be cognized by the visual consciousness; the rÒpa anidarŸana-sapratigha is the eye, etc., and also the
nine material bases of consciousness; the rÒpa anidarŸana-apratigha is the unmanifest (avijñapti).

For the Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 273-274, the conceptions of form (rÒpasa˙jñ›) are the meditations of
subtle form mentioned here under the name of ‘conceptions’, and things that are their object (rÒpasaññ›nan ti
saññ›sısena vuttarÒp›vacarajjh›n›nañ c’eva tad›ramma˚›nañ c a ). The conceptions of resistance
(pratighasa˙jñ›) are the conceptions of resistance arising from the contact between the physical bases of
consciousness, eye, etc., and their respective objects, color, etc. (cakkh›dına˙ vatthÒna›˙ rÒp›dına˙
›ramma˚›ñan ca pa˛igh›tena samuppann› pa˛ighasaññ›). The conceptions of multiplicity (n›n›tvasa˙jñ›) are
the conceptions that function with variety as their domain (n›natte v› gocare pavatt› saññ›) or that are varied
themselves (n›natt› v› saññ›). The Visuddhimagga is here inspired by the Vibhaºga, p. 261-262.
130 In this perception-sphere, also called bhav›gra, ‘summit of cyclic existence’, awareness is so weak in it
that one cannot meditate on the noble path: cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 145.
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pure, it does not involve retribution (avip›ka). It is the same for the ‘perception-sphere of

consciousness’ (vijñ›n›yatana) and the ‘perception sphere of nothingness’.

If it is good, the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ (naiva-

sa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñayatana) involves retribution and is morally indeterminate, but [in itself] it does

not involve retribution.131

CBB. THE FORMLESS EQUIPOISES ACCORDING TO THE MAHfiYfiNA; F 1278-1279

[omitted]

                                                

131 Here the Traité pursues with a series of technical considerations which I [Lamotte] refrain from
translating. The reader may find a similar set of analyses in the Vibhaºga, p. 269-271.
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D. CHAPTER XXXIV: LIBERATIONS, SPHERES OF MASTERY, SPHERES OF
TOTALITY, SUCCESSIVE EQUIPOISES; F 1281-1309

DA. FIRST SECTION: LIBERATIONS, SPHERES OF MASTERY AND SPHERES OF
TOTALITY; F 1281-1307

PRELIMINARY NOTE; F 1281-1290

The fifth, sixth and seventh classes of supplementary factors (dharma) recommended to

bodhisattvas by the Prajñ›p›ramit› include respectively:

1. Eight liberations: Sanskrit a˝˛au vimok˝›¯; P›li a˛˛ha vimokkh› (& vimokh›); Tibetan rnam

par thar ba brgyad; Chinese pa pei chö or pa kiai t’ouo.

2 .  Eight perception-spheres of mastery: Sanskrit a˝˛›v abhibhv›yatan›ni; P›li a˛˛ha

abhibh›yatan›ni; Tibetan gzil gyis gnon pa’i skye mched brgyad; Chinese pa tch’ou tch’ou (or

jou) or pa cheng tch’ou.

3. Ten perception-spheres of totality: Sanskrit daŸa k¸tsn›yatan›ni; P›li dasa kasi˚›yatan›ni;

Tibetan zad par gyi skye mched bcu; Chinese che yi tsie tch’ou (or jou) or che pien tch’ou (or

jou).

Since these three lists cross each other and mingle partially, it is suitable to study them

jointly.

 CANONICAL DEFINITIONS OF THE THREE LISTS; F 1281-1287

1. THE EIGHT LIBERATIONS (VIMOK¡A).

P›li formula in Dıgha, II, p. 70-71; 111-112; III, p. 261-262; Majjhima, II, p. 12-13; Aºguttara, IV,

p. 306; Vibhaºga, p. 342. – Sanskrit formula in DaŸottarasÒtra, p. 92-94; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 688;

DaŸas›hasrik›, p. 98; ⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 1445; Mah›vyut., no. 1510-1518: <1281>

P›li: A˛˛ha vimokh›:

1. rÒpı rÒp›ni passati: aya˙ pa˛hamo vimokho.

2. ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati: aya˙ dutiyo vimokho.

3. subhan’ t’eva adhimutto hoti: aya˙ tatiyo vimokho.

4 .  sabbaso rÒpasaññ›na˙ samatikkam›, pa˛ighasaññ›na˙ attha˙gam›, n›nattasaññ›na˙

amanasik›r›: ananto ›k›so ti ›k›s›nañc›yatana˙ upasampajja viharati: aya˙ catuttho vimokho.

5 .  sabbaso ›k›s›nañc›yatana˙ samatikkamma: ananta˙ viññ›˚an ti viññ›˚›ñc›yatana˙

upasampajja viharati: aya˙ pañcamo vimokho.

6 .  sabbaso viññ›˚añc›yatana˙ samatikamma: n’atthi kiñcıti ›kiñcaññ›yatana˙ upasampajja

viharati: aya˙ cha˛˛ho vimokho.
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7 .  sabbaso ›kiñcaññ›yatana˙ samatikamma nevasaññ›n›saññ›ytana˙ upasampajja viharati:

aya˙ sattamo vimokho.

8 .  sabbaso nevasaññ›n›saññ›yatana˙ samatikamma saññ›vedayitanirodha˙ upasampajja

viharati: aya˙ a˛˛hamo vimokho.

Sanskrit: A˝˛au vimok˝›¯:

The eight liberations:

1. rÒpı rÒp›˚i paŸyaty aya˙ prathamo vimok˝a¯.

1. Being [in the realm] of form, they see visible forms; this is the first liberation.

2. adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty aya˙ dvitıyo vimok˝a¯.

2. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible form; this is

the second liberation.

3. Ÿubha˙ vimok˝a˙ k›yena s›k˝›tk¸tvopasa˙padya viharaty aya˙ t¸tıyo vimok˝a¯.

3. Actualizing with their body the agreeable liberation, they abide in this equipoise; this is

the third liberation.

4 .  sarvaŸo rÒpasa˙jñ›n›˙ samatikram›t, pratighasa˙jñ›n›m asta˙gam›n, n›n›tvasa˙jñ›n›m

amanasik›r›d anantam ›k›Ÿam [anantam ›k›Ÿam] ity ›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatanam upasa˙padya

viharati tadyath› dev› ›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatanopag›¯. aya˙ caturtho vimok˝a¯.

4. By completely going beyond the conceptions of form, the destruction of the conceptions of

resistance, not paying attention to the conceptions of multiplicity, they think: “Space is

infinite”, <1283> they penetrate into the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ and abide

there like the gods who are attached to this perception-sphere; this is the fourth liberation.

5 .  punar apara˙ sarvaŸa ›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana˙ samatikramy›nanta˙ vijñ›nam [ananta˙

vijñ›nam] iti vijñ›n›nanty›yatanam upasa˙padya viharati tadyath› dev› vijñ›n›nantya-

›yatanopag›¯. aya˙ pañcamo vimok˝a¯.

5. Further, having completely gone beyond the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’, they

think: ‘Consciousness is infinite”, they penetrate into the ‘perception-sphere of infinite

consciousness’ and abide there like the gods who are attached to this perception-sphere;

this is the fifth liberation.

6.  punar apara˙ sarvaŸo vijñ›n›nanty›yatana˙ samatikramya n›sti ki˙ cid ity

›ki˙cany›yatanam upasa˙padya viharati tadyath› dev› ›ki˙cany›yatanopag›¯. aya˙ ˝a˝˛ho

vimok˝a¯.

6. Further, having completely gone beyond the ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’,

they think: “Nothing exists”, they penetrate into the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’ and

abide there like the gods who are attached to it; this is the sixth liberation.

7 .  punar apara˙ sarvaŸa ›ki˙cany›yatana˙ samatikramya naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatanam

upasa˙padya viharati tadyath› dev› naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatanopag›¯. aya˙ saptamo

vimok˝a¯.
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7. Further, having completely gone beyond the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’, they

penetrate into the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ and abide

there like the gods who are attached to it; this is the seventh liberation.

8 .  punar apara˙ sarvaŸo naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana˙ samatikramya sa˙jñ›veditanirodha˙

k›yena s›k˝›tk¸tvopasa˙padya viharaty ayam a˝˛amo vimok˝a iti.

8. Further, having completely gone beyond the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor

non-conception’, having actualized with their body the cessation of conception and of

sensation, they penetrate into it and abide there; this is the eighth liberation.

2. THE EIGHT PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF MASTERY (ABHIBHVfiYATANA).

P›li formula in Dıgha II, p. 110-111; III p. 260-261; Majjhima, II, p. 13-14; Aºguttara, IV, p. 305-306;

V, p. 61-62. – Sanskrit formula in DaŸottarasÒtra, p. 95-97; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 690-691;

Abhidharmadıpa, p. 431-432; DaŸas›hasrik›, p. 101-102; Mah›vyut., nos. 1230-1527:

P›li:

A˛˛ha abhibh›yatan›ni:

1 .  ajjhatta˙ rÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati paritt›ni suva˚˚adubba˚˚›ni, t›ni

abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ pa˛hama˙ abhibh›yatana˙.

2 .  ajjhatta˙ rÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati appam›˚›ni suva˚˚adubba˚˚›ni, t›ni

abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ dutiya˙ abhibh›yatana˙.

3 .  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññi eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati paritt›ni suva˚˚adubba˚˚›ni, t›ni

abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ tatiya˙ abhibh›ytana˙.

4 .  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati appam›˚›ni suva˚˚adubba˚˚›ni, t›ni

abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ catuttha˙ abhibh›yatana˙. <1284>

5 .  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati nıl›ni nılava˚˚›ni nılanidassan›ni

nılanibh›s›ni. seyyath›pi n›ma umm›puppha˙ nıla˙ nılava˚˚a˙ nılanidassana˙

nılanibh›sa˙, seyyath›pi v› pana ta˙ vattha˙ b›r›naseyyaka˙ ubhatobh›gavima˛˛ha˙ nıla˙

nılava˚˚a˙ nılanidassana˙ nılanibh›sa˙, evam eva ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh›

rÒp›ni passati nıl›ni nılava˚˚›ni nılanidassan›ni nılanibh›sani, t›ni abhibhuyya: j›n›mi

pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ pañcama˙ abhibh›yatana˙.

6 .  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati pıt›ni pıtava˚˚›ni pıtanidassan›ni

pıtanibh›s›ni. seyyath› pi n›ma ka˚ik›rapuppha˙ pıta˙ pıtava˚˚a˙ pıtanidassana˙

pıtanibb›sa˙, seyyath› v› pana ta˙ vattha˙ b›r›˚aseyyaka˙ ubhatobh›gavima˛˛ha˙ pıta˙

pıtava˚˚a˙ pıtanidassana˙ pıtanibh›sa˙ evam eva ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni

passati pıt›ni pıtava˚˚›ni pıtanidassan›ni pıtanibh›s›ni, t›ni abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti

evamsaññı hoti. ida˙ cha˛˛ha˙ abhibh›ytanam.
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7 .  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati lohitak›ni lohitakava˚˚›ni

lohitakanidassan›ni lohitakanibh›s›ni. seyyath› pi n›ma bandhujıvakapuppha˙ lohitaka˙

lohitakava˚˚a˙ lohitakanidassana˙ lohitakanibh›sa˙, seyyath› v› pana ta˙ vattha˙

b›r›˚aseyyaka˙ ubhatobh›gavima˛˛ha˙ lohitaka˙ lohitakava˚˚a˙ lohitakanidassana˙

lohitakanibha˝a˙, evam eva ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati lohitak›ni

lohitakava˚˚›ni lohitakanidassan›ni lohitakanibh›s›ni, t›ni abhibhuyya: j›n›mi pass›mıti

eva˙saññı hoti, ida˙ sattama˙ abhibh›yatana˙.

8.  ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh› rÒp›ni passati od›t›ni od›tava˚˚›ni od›tanidassan›ni

od›tanibh›s›ni. seyyath› <1285> pi n›ma osadhit›rak› od›t› od›tava˚˚› od›tanidassan›

od›tanibh›sa, seyyath› v› pana ta˙ vattha˙ b›r›˚aseyyaka˙ ubhatobhagavima˛˛ha˙ od›ta˙

od›tava˚˚a˙ od›tanidassana˙ od›tanibh›sa˙, eva˙ eva ajjhatta˙ arÒpasaññı eko bahiddh›

rÒp›ni passati od›t›ni od›tava˚˚›ni od›tanidassan›ni od›tanibh›s›ni, t›ni abhibhuyya: j›n›mi

pass›mıti eva˙saññı hoti. ida˙ a˛˛hama˙ abhibh›yatana˙.

Sanskrit:

A˝˛›v abhibhv›yatan›ni:

1 .  adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati parıtt›ni suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu

rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca bhavati. ida˙ prathamam

abhibv›yatanam.

1. Having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, limited or

few in number (parıtt›ni), beautiful (suvar˚a) or ugly (durvar˚a), and they know these

visible forms by mastering them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them;

this is the first ‘perception-sphere of mastery’ (abhibhv›yatana).

2 .  adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı (the variant arÒpasa˙jñı is faulty) bahirdh› rÒp›ni paŸyaty

adhim›tr›˚i (variant: mahadgat›ni) suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhbhÒya j›n›ty

abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca bhavati. ida˙ dvitıyam abhibhv›yatanam.

2. Having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, numerous

(variation: extensive), beautiful and ugly, and they know these visible forms by mastering

them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is the second

‘perception-sphere of mastery’.

3 .  adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati parıtt›ni suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu

rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca bhavati. ida˙ t¸tıyam

abhibhv›yatanam.

3. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms,

limited or few in number, beautiful and ugly, and they know these visible forms by

mastering them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is the third

‘perception-sphere of mastery’.
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4 .  adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty adhim›tr›ni (variant: mahadgat›ni)

suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca

bhavati. ida˙ caturtham abhibhv›yatanam.

4. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms,

numerous (variation: extensive), beautiful and ugly, and they know these visible forms by

mastering them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is the fourth

‘perception-sphere of mastery’.

5 .  adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati nıl›ni nılavar˚›ni nılanidarŸan›ni

nılanirbh›s›ni. tadyath› umak›pu˝pa˙ sa˙panna˙ v› v›r›˚aseya˙ (variant v›r›˚asıyaka˙)

vastra˙ nıla˙ nılavar˚a˙ nılanidarŸana˙ nılanirbh›sam, evam ev›dhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı

bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati nıl›ni nılavar˚›ni nılanidarŸ›ni nılanirbh›s›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y

abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca bhavati. ida˙ pañcamam

abhibhv›yatanam.

5. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, blue,

blue in color, blue in aspect, blue in luster. Just like the flax flower or like fine Benares

muslin, blue, blue in color, blue in aspect, blue in luster, in the same way, without having

the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, blue, blue in color,

blue in aspect, blue in luster, and they know these visible forms by mastering them, they

see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is the fifth ‘perception-sphere of

mastery’.

6 .  adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati pıt›ni pıtavar˚›ni pıtanidarŸan›ni

pıtanirbh›s›ni. tadyath› kar˚ik›rapu˝pa˙ sa˙panna˙ v› v›r›˚aseya˙ vastra˙ pıta˙

pıtavar˚a˙ pıtanidarŸana˙ pıtanirbh›sam, evam ev›dhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i

paŸyati pıt›ni pıtavar˚›ni pıtanidarŸan›ni pıtanirbh›s›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty

abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca bhavati. ida˙ ˝a˝tham abhibhv›yatana˙.

6. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms,

yellow, yellow in color, yellow in aspect, yellow in luster. Just like the kar˚ik›ra flower

(Pterospermum acerifolium) or like fine Benares muslin, yellow, yellow in color, yellow

in aspect, yellow in luster, in the same way, without having the conception of internal

visible forms, they see external visible forms, yellow, yellow in color, yellow in aspect,

yellow in luster, and they know these visible forms by mastering them, they see them by

mastering them and they conceive them; this is the sixth ‘perception-sphere of mastery’.

7. adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati lohit›ni lohitavar˚›ni lohitanirdarŸan›ni

lohitanirbh›s›ni. tadyath› bandhujıvakapu˝pa˙ (variant: bandhÒkapu˝pa˙) sa˙panna˙ v›

v›r›˚aseya˙ vastra˙ lohita˙ lohitavar˚a˙ lohitanidarŸana˙ lohitanirbh›sam, evam

ev›dhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati lohit›ni lohitavar˚›ni lohitanidarŸan›nı

lohitanirbh›s›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca

bhavati. ida˙ saptamam abhibhv›yatanam.
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7. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, red,

red in color, red in aspect, red in luster. Just like the bandhujıvaka flower (Pentapetes

phoenicea) or like fine Benares muslin, red, red in color, red in aspect, red in luster, in the

same way, without having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external

visible forms, red, red in color, red in aspect, red in luster, and they know these visible

forms by mastering them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is

the seventh ‘perception-sphere of mastery’.

8 .  adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty avad›t›ny avad›tavar˚›ny

avad›tanidarŸan›ny avad›tanirbh›s›ni. tadyath› uŸanast›rak› sampanna˙ v› v›r›˚aseya˙

vastram avad›tam avad›tavar˚am avad›tanidarŸanam avad›tanirbh›sam, evam ev›dhy›tmam

arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty avad›t›ny avad›tavar˚›ny avad›tanidarŸan›ny

avad›tanirbh›s›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati, eva˙sa˙jñı ca

bhavati. idam a˝˛amam abhibhv›yatanam.

8. Not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms, white,

white in color, white in aspect, white in luster. Just like the planet Venus or like fine

Benares muslin, white, white in color, white in aspect, white in luster, in the same way,

without having the conception of internal visible forms, <1286> they see external visible

forms, white, white in color, white in aspect, white in luster, and they know these visible

forms by mastering them, they see them by mastering them and they conceive them; this is

the eighth ‘perception-sphere of mastery’.

3. THE TEN PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF TOTALITY (K¿TSNfiYATANA).

P›li formula in Dıgha, III, p. 268; Majjhima, II, p. 14-15; Aºguttara, V, p. 46, 60, – Sanskrit formula in

Mah›vyut., no. 1528-1540:

Dasa kasi˚›yatan›ni:

1. pa˛havıkasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

2. ›pokasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

3. tejokasi˚a˙ eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

4. v›yokasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

5. nılakasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

6. pıtakasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

7. lohitakasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

8. od›takasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

9. ›k›sakasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.

10. viññ›˚akasi˚am eko sañj›nati uddha˙ adho tiriya˙ advaya˙ appam›˚am.
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DaŸa k¸tsn›yatan›ni:

The ten perception-spheres of totality:

1. p¸thivık¸tsn›yatanam,

1. perception-sphere of totality of earth,

2. apk¸tsn›yatanam,

2. perception-sphere of totality of water,

3. tejask¸tsn›yatanam,

3. perception-sphere of totality of fire,

4. v›yuk¸tsn›yatanam,

4. perception-sphere of totality of wind,

5. nılak¸tsn›yatanam,

5. perception-sphere of totality of blue,

6. pıtak¸tsn›yatanam,

6. perception-sphere of totality of yellow,

7. lohitak¸tsn›yatanam,

7. perception-sphere of totality of red,

8. avad›tak¸tsn›yatanam,

8. perception-sphere of totality of white,

9. ›k›Ÿak¸tsn›yatanam,

9. perception-sphere of totality of space

10. vijñ›nak¸ts›yatanam,

10. perception-sphere of totality of consciousness.

p¸thivık¸tsn›m ity eke sa˙j›nate ity Òrdhvam adhas tiryag advayam apram›˚am.

aptejov›yunılapıtalohit›vad›tak¸tsn›m ity eke sa˙j›nate ity Òrdhvam adhas tiryag advayam

aparam›˚am.

This totality of earth, of water, of fire, of wind, of blue, of yellow, of red and of white, they

recognize it above, below, across, without duality and without limit.

The last two kasi˚as are sometimes omitted in the lists of the Pa˛isambhid› (I, p. 49, 143-144, 149-

150) or replaced by the ›loka-kasi˚a (light-) and the paricchinn’ ›k›sa-kasi˚a (limited-space-) in the

Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 89.

The totalities are not objective observations but ‘voluntary observations’: <1287> attention

through resolution (adhimuktimanasik›ra; KoŸa, II, F 325), conception through resolution

(adhimuktisa˙jñ›na; ibid., VIII, F 199). This is well-explained in the DaŸas›hasrik›, p. 102:
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When one forms a resolution about all the elements into the element earth, everything becomes

a single element, namely, the ‘earth’ element.

(sarvadh›tÒn p¸thivıdh›t›v adhimucya sarvam api p¸thivıdh›tur evaikadh›tur bhavati)

In the same way, when one forms a resolution about all the elements in water, fire,

wind, blue, yellow, red, white, space or consciousness. And the DaŸas›hasrik› concludes:

We call perception-sphere of totality the fact [that after a conception through

resolution] everything becomes a single element: earth, water, etc.

(p¸thivyaptejov›yv›k›Ÿanılapıtalohit›vad›tavijñ›na˙ sarvam apy ekam eva bhavatıty et›ny

ucyante k¸tsn›yatan›ni)

 KASI≤A IN PfiLI SCHOLASTICISM; F 1287-1289

Of these three classes of supplementary factors (dharma), [i.e., the fifth, sicth and seventh,] the ten

kasi˚as132 have captured the attention of P›li scholasticism: cf. Pa˛isambhid›, I p. 6, 95;

Dhammasaºga˚ı, p. 42; Nettipakara˚a, p. 89, 112; and especially Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 96-

144 (transl. Ñ›˚amoli, p. 122-184) which describes in length the process of the earth kasi˚a. As the

following seven, it refers to a process of autosuggestion to reach the meditations (dhy›na). Here is a

brief summary of the stages of the mental operation:

1. Making of the sign (nimitta).

If they are specially endowed, the monastics choose as visible sign a ploughed area

(kasita˛˛h›na) or a threshing floor (khalama˚˜ala). Most frequently, on the instruction of a

teacher, they make an earthen disc (mattikama˚˜ala) of dark color (aru˚ava˚˚a), as neutral as

possible, without the intrusion of the colors blue, yellow, red or white that could cause

confusion with the other kasi˚as and thus pollute the earth kasi˚a. Whether or not this disc is

portable, it should be set up on a pedestal in an isolated place, and the practitioners sit down at

the required distance to see it well.

2. Appearance of the learning-sign (uggahanimitta).

After having wished to escape from the sense desires that give but little enjoyment (appass›d›

k›m›), the monastics calmly observe the earth disc, without worrying about its color (va˚˚a) or

its characteristic (lakkha˚a), but by fixing their mind on the nominal concept (pa˚˚attidhamma)

of ‘earth’ of which they recite mentally the different names: ‘earth’ (pa˛havı), ‘the great one’

(mahı), ‘the friendly one’ (medinı), ‘ground’ (bhÒmi), etc. Sometimes with their eyes open and

sometimes with their eyes closed (k›lena ummıletv› k›lena nimıletv›), the monastics

contemplate this semi-concrete and semi-abstract image until they see it just as much with

                                                

132 Bhik˝u Bodhi: The kasi˚a is a meditation object derived from a physical device that provides a support for
acquiring the inwardly visualized sign. Thus, for example, a disk made of clay can be used as the
preliminary object for practicing the earth-kasi˚a, a bowl of water for pacticing the water-kasi˚a.
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their eyes shut as with their eyes open. It is at this precise moment that the learning-sign

(uggahanimitta) occurs. The monastics then leave their seat and return to the monastery while

guarding carefully in their mind this learning-sign and regenerating it each time that they

lose it.

3. Appearance of the counterpart-sign (pa˛ibh›ganimitta).

There comes the time (i) when the five hindrances (nıvarana) to the meditation (jh›na) (see

above, F 1012-1020) disappear and (ii) when the members (aºga) of the meditation (see above,

F 1237) appear. In the first case, the practitioners enter into the access concentration

(upac›rasam›dhi ); in the second case, they enter into the equipoise concentration

(appan›sam›dhi). But the entry into concentration coincides with the appearance of the

counterpart-sign (pa˛ibh›ganimitta): <1288>

The difference between the learning-sign (uggahanimitta) and the counterpart-sign is the

following: In the learning-sign, any fault (dosa) of the kasi˚a (intrusion of foreign colors?)

is apparent. But the counterpart-sign, having broken the learning sign, extricates itself

from it as it were and appears a hundred times, a thousand times more pure than the

learning-sign, like a mirror drawn from its case, like a mother-of-pearl dish well washed,

like the disc of the moon coming out from behind a cloud. This counterpart-sign has

neither color (va˚˚a) nor shape (sa˚˛h›na), for if it had any, it would be cognizable by the

eye, coarse, susceptible of being grasped and marked by the three characteristics

[impermanence, suffering and nonself?]. But it is not like that. It is only a mode of

appearance [to the mind], a state of awareness belonging solely to the holder of the

concentration. As soon as it occurs, the hindrances [to the meditation (jh›na)] are shaken,

but the defilements (kilesa) remain and the mind is concentrated in the access-

concentration (upac›rasam›dhi).

In the equipoise-concentration (appan›sam›dhi) which follows it, the members of the

concentration appear and grow stronger.

4 )  Guarding the counterpart-sign (pa˛igh›tanimittarakkha˚a) and attainment of the

meditations (jh›na).

The practitioners should guard the counterpart-sign like their most precious treasure and, to

this end, carefully watch over their abode (›v›sa), their domain (goc›ra), their speech (bhassa),

the persons (puggala) they do things with, their food (bhojana), the climate (utu) and the

postures (iriy›patha) they adopt. Thus, thanks to the earth kasi˚a, they attain the first

meditation (jh›na) and abide there.

5) Extension of the counterpart-sign (pa˛igh›tanimittava˜˜hana).

During the access-concentration and equipoise-concentration, the practitioners should

gradually extend the counterpart-sign by delimiting its successive boundaries: one span, two

spans in order to finally attain the extreme limit of the cosmic sphere.
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6) Acquisition of the perception-spheres of mastery (abhibh›yatanapa˛ilabdha).

This complete mastery over the sign assures the practitioners a complete mastery over objects

and provides them with supernatural powers. This is how the earth kasi˚a allows them to

multiply themselves when they are one, etc. (cf. above, F 382, n. 2).

The other nine kasi˚as take place according to similar processes as the earth kasi˚a. Here it is

sufficient to determine their respective ‘signs’ and to specify the type of ‘mastery’ they will exert

over objects.

In the water kasi˚a, the learning-sign is moving (calam›na) and the counterpart-sign is unchanging

(nipparipphanda), like a crystal fan set in space or like a crystal mirror. It brings about the

following powers: diving in and out of the earth, causing rain-storms, creating rivers and seas,

making the earth, mountains, palaces, etc., quake.

In the fire kasi˚a, the learning-sign is like a flying spark that separates and falls; the counterpart-

sign is motionless (niccala) like a piece of red wool set in space. Thanks to this practice, the

practitioners can emit smoke and flames, cause showers of sparks, extinguish one fire by means of

another, burn only what they wish to burn, create lights that allow them to see visible objects with

the help of the divine eye and, at the moment of their parinirv›˚a, burn up their body by means of the

fire element.

In the wind kasi˚a, the learning-sign appears mobile (cala) like the swirl of hot steam escaping from

a pot of rice-gruel withdrawn from a stove; the <1289> counterpart-sign is calm (sannisinna) and

immobile (acala). From this kasi˚a ensue the powers of moving with the speed of wind and of

causing wind storms.

The four color kasi˚as use as learning-signs a flower or cloth of blue, yellow, red or white color.

Their counterpart-sign occurs like a crystal fan. They enable the practitioners to create colored

objects and particularly to reach the 5th to the 8th abhibh›yatana (perception-spheres of mastery of

colors) as well as the 3rd liberation (vimokha), namely, the agreeable liberation (subhavimokha).

The kasi˚a of light (›loka) and that of limited space (paricchinn›k›Ÿa) have as their respective

counterpart-signs a mass of light (›lokapuñja) and the circle of space (›k›Ÿama˚˜ala). Thanks to the

first, the practitioners are able to create luminous forms, to banish languor and torpor and to dispel

darkness; by means of the second they are able to reveal whatever is hidden, create empty spaces in

the earth and rocks in order to occupy them, pass unobstructed through walls as they like, etc.

LIBERATIONS, PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF MASTERY AND PERCEPTION-
SPHERES OF TOTALITY ACCORDING TO THE ABHIDHARMA; F 1289-1290

These technical procedures aimed at becoming completely detached from the objects of the threefold

world have been studied at length by the Abhidharmas of the Sarv›stiv›dins and related texts:

Jñ›naprasth›na, T 1544, k. 18, p. 1013 seq.; Sa˙gıtipary›ya, T 1536, k. 18-20, p. 443a26-446a18,

447a25-452c11; Sa˙yukt›bhidharmas›ra, T 1552, k. 7, p. 926b-929a; Abhidharm›m¸ta, T 1553, k. 2,

p. 976a17-b16 (reconstruction by Sastri, p. 103-107); Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 84-85, p. 434b15- 442b14;
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KoŸa, VIII, F 203-218; Ny›y›nus›ra, T 1562, k. 80, p. 771b-775a; Abhidharmadıpa, p. 429-432;

SatyasiddhiŸ›stra, T 1646, k. 12-13, p. 339a16-340b16, 346b14-c22; Abhidharmasamuccaya (of the

Vijñ›nav›dins), T 1605, k. 7, p. 690c23-691a22 (reconstructed by Pradhan, p. 95-96).

Here is a brief summary of the Abhidharma scholasticism:

In general, the liberations (vimok˝a) are the gateway into the perception-spheres of mastery

(abhibhu), and these latter are the gateway into the perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsna). The

liberations are ‘merely emancipation’ (vimok˝am›tra) from the object. The perception-spheres of

mastery exert a twofold mastery (abhibhavana) over the object entailing (i) the view of the object as

one wishes it (yathe˝˛am adhimok˝a¯) and (ii) the absence of the defilement provoked by the object

(kleŸ›nutpatti). The perception-spheres of totality embrace the object without interval and in its

totality (nirantarak¸tsnasphara˚a). All come under the meditations (dhy›na) and the equipoises

(sam›patti).

A. The liberations 1-3, the eight perception-spheres of mastery and the perception-spheres of

totality 1-8.

1. They are the five aggregates (skandha) by nature and they have the visible forms of

k›madh›tu as object.

2. The liberations 1-2 and the perception-spheres of mastery 1-4 are contemplations on the

repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›a), i.e., of the decomposing corpse, and are practiced in the 1st and 2nd

meditations (dhy›na). (i) When practiced in the first (meditation), they counteract attachment to

color (var˚ar›ga) of k›madh›tu; (ii) when practiced in the second, they counteract attachment to

color of the first meditation. <1290>

3. In the liberation 1 and the perception-spheres of mastery 1-2, the practitioners still have

the conception of internal visible forms, those of their own body; in the liberation 2 and the

perception-spheres of mastery 3-4, they no longer have them. But in all cases, they contemplate

disagreeable (amanojñ›) external visible forms, (i) limited or few in number (parıtta) in the

perception-spheres of mastery 1 and 3, (ii) numerous (mahadgata or param›na) in the

perception-spheres of mastery 2 and 4.

4. The liberation 3, the perception-spheres of mastery 5-8 and the perception-spheres of

totality 1-8 are contemplations on the beautiful (Ÿubhabh›van›) and are practiced exclusively in

the 4th meditation (dhy›na). No longer having the conception of internal visible forms, the

practitioners contemplate the agreeable external visible forms (manojñ›) of k›madh›tu: in the

liberation 3, [they contemplate] the beautiful (Ÿubha) in general, which they actualize with their

body (k›yena s›k˝›tkaroti); in the perception-spheres of mastery 5-8 and the perception-spheres

of totality 5-8, [they contemplate] the four pure colors (blue, yellow, red and white); in the

perception-spheres of totality 1-4, [they contemplate] the four fundamental material elements

(earth, water, fire and wind).

B. The liberations 4-7 and perception-spheres of totality 8-10.
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1. Being formless, they are the four aggregates (skandha) in their intrinsic nature, with the

exception of aggregate of form (rÒpaskandha), and are practiced in the formless equipoises

(›rÒpyasam›patti): the liberation 4 and the perception-sphere of totality 9 [are practiced] in the

‘perception-sphere of limitless space’ (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana); the liberation 5 and the perception-

sphere of totality 10 [are practiced] in the ‘perception-sphere of limitless consciousness’

(vijñ›n›nanty›yatana); the liberation 6 [is practiced] in the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’

(›ki˙can›yatana); the liberation 7 [is practiced] in the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception

nor non-conception’ (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana).

2. They have for their object the suffering of their stage and a higher stage

(svabhÒmyÒrdhvabhÒmika˙ du¯kham), the cause and cessation of this suffering

(taddhetunirodhau), the noble path connected with all of the subsequent cognition

(sarv›nvayajñ›napak˝om›rga¯), the cessation not due to discrimination (apratisa˙ky›nirodha)

and space (›k›Ÿa).

C. Eighth liberation.

This is the equipoise of cessation of conception and sensation (sa˙jñ›veditanirodhasam›patti), a

factor (dharma) which stops the mind and mental events.

The qualities that form class A here are acquired only by humans; those of classes B and C are

acquired by sentient beings of the threefold world. All these qualities may have the mental series of

ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) or noble persons (›rya) as basis (›Ÿraya), except the last one, the

liberation of cessation (nirodhavimok˝a), which can occur only among noble persons. <1291>

DAA. THE EIGHT LIBERATIONS (VIMOK¡A); F 1291-1299

DAA.1. GENERAL DEFINITION; F 1291

The eight liberations (a˝˛au vimok˝›¯): [k. 21, p. 215a]

1) Having [the conception] of internal visible forms, they also see external visible forms,

this is the first liberation (adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty aya˙ prathamo

vimok˝a¯).133

2) Not having [the conception] of internal visible forms, they see external visible forms,

this is the second liberation (adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty aya˙ dvitıyo

vimok˝a¯).

3) They actualize with their body the agreeable liberation, this is the third liberation

(Ÿubha˙ vimok˝a˙ k›yena s›k˝›tkaroty aya˙ t¸tıyo vimok˝a¯).

                                                

133 In place of the canonical phrase rÒpı rÒp›˚i paŸyati, the Traité substitutes this new wording borrowed
from the definition of the first perception-sphere of mastery. Harivarman does the same in his
SatyasiddhiŸ›stra, T 1646, k. 12, p. 339a17.
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4-8) The four formless equipoises (catasra ›rÒpyasam›pattaya¯) and the equipoise of cessation of

conception and sensation (sa˙jñ›veditanirodhasam›patti) are the [last] five liberations.

In all, eight liberations. They ‘turn their back’ (pei) on or purify the five objects of desire

(k›magu˚a) and [they ‘reject’ (chö)] or eliminate the mind of attachment (saºgacitta) towards them;

this is why they are called ‘turning their mind and rejecting’ (pei-chö, in Sanskrit vi-mok˝a).134

DAA.2. THE FIRST TWO LIBERATIONS; F 1291-1293

The yogins have not destroyed internal and external visible forms: as for the internal and

external [of themselves], they have not suppressed the conception of visible forms (rÒpasa˙jñ›)

[of themselves] and it is with a mind of repulsiveness (aŸubhacitta)135 that they see these visible

forms: this is the first liberation. <1292>

The yogins have destroyed the internal visible forms and suppressed the conception of the

internal visible forms (adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñ›), but they have not destroyed the external visible

forms nor suppressed the conception of the external visible forms (bahirdh› rÒpasa˙jñ›) and it is

with a mind of repulsiveness that they see the external visible forms: this is the second

liberation.

Both of these two liberations contemplate the repulsive (aŸubha): the first contemplates the

internal visible forms and contemplates the external visible forms; the second does not see the

internal visible forms and sees only the external visible forms. Why is that?

Sentient beings (sattva) have two kinds of conduct (pratipad):136 (i) passionate conduct (t¸˝˚›carita)

and (ii) intellectual conduct (d¸˝˛icarita). The passionate persons (t¸˝˚›bahula) are attached to

happiness (sukharakta) and are bound (baddha) by external fetters (b›hyasa˙yojana). The

intellectual persons (d¸˝˛ibahula) are strongly attached to the afflicted view of self (satk›yad¸˝˛i),

etc., and are bound by internal fetters (adhy›tmasa˙yojana). This is why the passionate persons

[wisely] contemplate the repulsiveness of external visible forms (b›hyarÒp›Ÿubha), whereas the

intellectual persons [wisely] contemplate the repulsiveness (aŸubha) and corruption (vik›ra) of

their own body.

                                                

134 This paragraph is undoubtedly a note by Kum›rajıva aimed at justifying the translation of vimok˝a by the
Chinese characters pei-chö.

For the Indian exegesis, see Atthas›linı, p. 191-192: fira˙mane adhimuccana˛˛hena paccanıkadhammehi
vimuccana˛˛hena vimokkho ti vutta˙; KoŸavy›khy› , p. 689: sarvasa˙sk¸tavaimukhy›d vimo˝a¯,
sam›patty›vara˚avimok˝a˚›d vimok˝a iti.
135 Actually, during the first two liberations, the practitioners cultivate the nine conceptions regarding the
decomposing corpse, conceptions that will be the subject of the next chapter.
136 For these two kinds of conduct, see Nettippakara˚a, p. 7, 109; KoŸa, IV, F 174, 208; V, F 82; KoŸavy›khy›,
p. 427.
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Furthermore, at the beginning of the practice, the mind of the yogins lacks subtlety (asÒk˝˙a)

and it is difficult for them, [at first,] to fix their mind on a single point: [that of external visible

forms]. That is why they discipline their mind and make it supple through a gradual practice

(kram›bhy›sa) consisting of the [simultaneous] consideration of internal and external visible

forms. Then they can destroy the conception of internal visible forms and can see only external

visible forms.

Question. – If the yogins no longer have the conception of internal visible forms, why can they

see external visible forms?

Answer. – Here it is a matter of a subjective method (adhimuktim›rga)137 and not of an objective

method (bhÒtam›rga). The yogins think about their future corpse burned by the fire (vidagdhaka),

devoured by insects (vikh›ditaka), buried in the ground and completely decomposed. Or, if they

consider it at present, they analyze their body down to its subtle atoms (param›˚u), all non-

existent. It is in this way that [the second liberation is defined as] “not having the conception of

internal visible forms, they see external visible forms:. <1293>

Question. – In the [first] two perception-spheres of mastery, the yogins see internal and external

visible forms; in the [last] six perception-spheres of mastery they see only external visible forms.

In the first liberation, they see internal and external visible forms; in the second liberation, they

see only external visible forms. Why do they destroy only the conception of internal visible

forms and do not destroy the external visible forms?

Answer. – When the yogins see their body endowed with the signs of death (mara˚animitta)

with their eyes, they grasp the future characteristics of death; as for the actual body, they see in

it, only to a lesser degree, the disappearance (nirodhalak˝a˚a) of the external four fundamental

material elements (mah›bhÒta). Therefore, since [215b] it is difficult for them to see that they do

not exist, the [sÒtra] does not speak of the destruction of the visible forms. Besides, at the time

when the yogins will have gone beyond the form realm (rÒpadh›tu),138 they will no longer see

external visible forms.

DAA.3. THE THIRD LIBERATION; F 1293-1298

“They actualize with their body the agreeable liberation” (Ÿubha˙, vimok˝a˙ k›yena s›k˝›tkaroti).

– This is an agreeable meditation in regard to disagreeable things (aŸubhe˝u Ÿubhabh›van›), as is

said about the eight perception-spheres of mastery.

                                                

137 An attention through resolution (adhimuktimanasik›ra) or conception through resolution
(adhimuktisa˙jñ›na) or ‘voluntary observation’ of the object; cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 198-199 and notes.
138 I.e., in the five liberations and the two preception-spheres of totality called ›rÒpya.
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The first eight perception-spheres of totality contemplate in the pure state (Ÿuddha):139 1) earth

(p¸thivı), 2) water (ap), 3) fire (tejas), 4) wind (v›yu), and also 5) blue (nıla), 6) yellow (pıta), 7) red

(lohita), 8) white (avad›ta).

The [fifth] sees blue visible forms (rÒp›˚i nıl›ni) similar to the blue lotus flower (nılotpalapu˝pa),

similar to the kin-tsing-chan,140 similar to the flax flower (umak›pu˝pa) or similar to a fine Benares

muslin (sa˙panna˙ v› v›r›˚aseya˙ vastram). It is the same for the visions of yellow (pıta), red

(lohita) and white (avad›ta), each according to its respective color. All of them are called the

‘agreeable liberation’. <1294>

Question. – If all of that is the agreeable liberation, it should no longer be necessary to speak of

the perception-spheres of totality [because of the risk of repeating oneself].

Answer. – The liberations form the initial practice (prathamacary›); the perception-spheres of

mastery are the intermediate practice (madhyamacary›); and the perception-spheres of totality are

the long-standing practice.141

The meditation on the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›) is of two types: 1. disagreeable (aŸubha);

2. agreeable (Ÿubha). In the disagreeable type fall the [first] two liberations and the [first] four

perception-spheres of mastery. In the agreeable type fall one liberation, [i.e., the third,] the

[last] four perception-spheres of mastery and the [first] eight perception-spheres of totality.

Question. – When the yogins take as agreeable (Ÿubha) that which is disagreeable (aŸubha), they

commit a mistaken view (vipary›sa).142 That being the case, why is the meditation that they

practice during the agreeable liberation not mistaken?

Answer. – The mistaken view is to wrongly see as agreeable a woman’s beauty which is

disagreeable, but the meditation practiced during the agreeable liberation is not a mistaken

view because of the extension (viŸ›latva) of all true blue color, [etc].

Moreover, in order to tame the mind (cittadaman›rtham), the agreeable meditation presupposes a

long-standing practice of the meditation on the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›) and on mental disgust

                                                

139 This detail is essential because, during the first eight perception-spheres of totality, the yogins
contemplate the four fundamental material elements and the four colors in their most pure form, without the
intrusion of the elements or of foreign colors. This is what the Visuddhimagga calls the ‘counterpart-sign’
(pa˛ih›ganimitta) of the object: see above, F 1287.
140 This must refer to a flower or a metal of blue color. However, there is a mountain in Kiang-Si with this
name.
141 Cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 215.
142 The third of the four mistaken views consisting of taking what is impure to be pure (aŸucau Ÿucir iti
vipary›sa¯).
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(cittanirveda): this is why practicing the agreeable meditation is not a mistaken view and, what

is more, there is no desire (lobha) in it.143

Moreover, the yogins begin by contemplating the repulsiveness (aŸubha) of the body and fix

their mind on all the internal and external forms of the repulsiveness in bodily things. Then

they feel disgust (nirveda): [their defilements], attachment (r›ga), hatred (dveŸa) and delusion

(moha), diminish; they are frightened and understand: “Personally we do not possess these

characteristics: it is the body that is like that. Then why are we attached to it?”

They concentrate their mind and actually meditate so as to no longer commit mistakes. That

being the case, their mind becomes disciplined and supple, they avoid <1295> thinking about

the repulsiveness of the body, such as skin (tvac), flesh (m›˙sa), blood (lohita) and marrow

(asthimajjan): for them there are only white bones (Ÿvet›sthika) and they fix their mind on the

skeleton (kaºk›la). If their mind gets lost in the external, they concentrate it and bring it back.

Concentrating their mind deeply, they see the diffused brightness of the white bones

(Ÿvet›sthika) similar to a conch (Ÿaºkha),144 similar to shells (kapardaka), lighting up internal and

external things. This is the gateway of the agreeable liberation.

Then, noting the disappearance of the skeleton, the yogins see only the brightness of the bones

(asthiprabh›) and grasp the characteristics (nimitta) of the pure external visible forms. For

example:

1) diamond (vajra), pearl (ma˚i), precious golden and silver objects (hemarajataratnavastu);145

2) very pure (supariŸuddha) earth (p¸thivı):146 [first perception-sphere of totality];

3) pure water (ap): [second perception-sphere of totality];

4) pure fire (tejas), without smoke (dhÒma) or kindling (indhana): [third perception-sphere of

totality];

5) pure wind (v›yu), without dust (rajas): [fourth perception-sphere of totality];

6) blue visible forms (rÒp›˚i nıl›ni), similar to the kin-tsing-chan: [fifth perception-sphere of

mastery and fifth perception-sphere of totality];

                                                

143 The third liberation is the good root, non-greed (alobha): cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 206; Abhidharmadıpa, p. 430.
144 Compare the a˛˛ik›ni set›ni saºkhava˚˚Òpanibh›ni about which the canonical sources speak: Dıgha, II,
p. 297; Majjhima, I, p. 58, 89; III, p. 93; Aºguttara, III, p. 324.
145 The contemplation of these precious objects is not mentioned in the traditional list of the perception-
spheres of totality.
146 Compare the first eight counterpart-signs (pa˛ibh›ganimitta) defined by the Visuddhimagga in the chapters
concerned with the kasi˚as (above, F 1288).
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7 )  yellow visible forms (rÒp›ni pıt›ni), similar to the flower of the campaka tree

(campakapu˝pa): [sixth perception-sphere of mastery and sixth perception-sphere of

totality];

8) red visible forms (rÒp›ni lohit›ni), similar to the flower of the red lotus (padmapu˝pa):

[seventh perception-sphere of mastery and seventh perception-sphere of totality];

9 )  white visible forms (rÒp›˚y avad›t›ni), similar to the white snow (hima): [eighth

perception-sphere of mastery and eighth perception-sphere of totality].

Grasping these characteristics (nimitt›ny udg¸h˚an), the yogins fix their mind on the agreeable

meditation (Ÿubhabh›van›) concerning the pure brightness (pariŸuddhaprabh›) belonging to each of

these visible forms. Then the yogins experience a joy (prıti) and satisfaction (sukha) filling their

entire body (k›ya): this is what is called the agreeable liberation (Ÿubha vimok˝a). Since it has

agreeable things as object-support (›lambana), it is called ‘agreeable’ liberation. Since the

practitioners experience this [215c] satisfaction <1296> in their whole body, it is said that the

yogins ‘actualize with their body’ (k›yena s›k˝›tkaroti). Having obtained this mental satisfaction

(cittasukha), the yogins ‘turn their back on and reject’ (vi-muc) the five objects of desire

(k›magu˚a) and are henceforth without joy (prıti) or satisfaction (sukha):147 this is therefore indeed

a liberation.

As the yogins have not yet destroyed the impurities (ak˝ı˚›srava), it happens that, at intervals,

fettering thoughts (sa˙yojanacitta) arise in them and they become attached (anusajate) to

agreeable visible forms (ŸubharÒpa). Then, they zealously (›t›pin) and diligently (vıryavat) cut

this attachment (tam ›saºga˙ samucchinatti). Actually, this agreeable meditation (Ÿubhabh›van›)

stems from their mind. And just as a master magician (m›y›k›ra), in the face of objects that he

has created magically, knows that they come from him, so the yogins no longer experience

attachment (›saºga) and no longer pursue the object-supports (›lambana). At that moment the

vimok˝a (liberation) changes its name and is called the abhibhv›yatana (perception-sphere of

mastery over the object-support).

Although the yogins thus master (abhibhavati) the agreeable meditation (Ÿubhabh›van›), they are

still incapable of extending it (vist›rayitum). That being the case, they return to grasp the

agreeable characteristics (Ÿubhanimitta):

                                                

147 This is explained by the fact that the third liberation and therefore the eight perception-spheres of mastery
and the first eight perception-spheres of totality are practiced in the fourth meditation (dhy›na) where there
is no longer any satisfaction or suffering, or joy or discontentedness: see above, F 1031-1032.

The expression ‘actualize with their body’ (k›yena s›k˝›tk¸tv›) is absent in the P›li canonical sources and is
used by the Sanskrit sources only in regard to the fourth and eighth liberation. This is due to their excellence
(pr›dh›nya) and because they occur in the final stages of rÒpadh›tu and that of ›rÒpyadh›tu respectively:
cf. KoŸa, VIII, F 210-211; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 690.
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a. Using the power of the liberations and the power of the perception-spheres of mastery,

they grasp the characteristic of agreeable earth (Ÿubhap¸thivı) and gradually extend it

(krame˚a vist›rayati) to all the empty space (›k›Ÿa) of the ten directions. And they do the

same with water (ap), fire (tejas) and wind (v›yu).148

b. They grasp the characteristic of blue (nılanimitta) and gradually extend it to all the space

of the ten directions. And they do the same with yellow (pıta), red (lohita) and white

(avad›ta).149

At that precise moment, the abhibhv›yatanas (perception-spheres of mastery) change and become

the k¸tsn›yatanas (perception-spheres of totality of the object-support). <1297>

These three, [namely, the liberations, the perception-spheres of mastery and the perception-

spheres of totality], are one and the same thing (ek›rtha), but which changes its name three

times.

Question. – The [first] three liberations, the eight perception-spheres of mastery and the ten

perception-spheres of totality are either objective considerations (bhÒtapratyavek˝›) or subjective

considerations (adhimuktipratyavek˝›).

If they are objective considerations, even though the body (k›ya) still contains skin (tvac) and

flesh (m›˙sa), how can one see only white bones (Ÿvetasthika) in it?150 Besides, it is a collocation of

thirty-six elements (˝a˛tri˙Ÿaddh›tus›magrı) which constitutes the body;151 why distinguish them

                                                

148 This concerns the perception-spheres of totality 1 to 4.
149 This concerns the perception-spheres of totality 5 to 8.
150 An allusion to the third liberation.

151 In the Sanskrit sources of both the Small and the Great Vehicles, physical elements are 26 in number
(cf. Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 25, p. 687b9; k. 27, p. 701b7; k. 49, p. 815c5; Kalpan›ma˚˜itik›, T 201, k. 5,
p. 285b1; Po yu king, T 209, k. 4, p. 555b15; Tch’ou yao king, k. 212, k. 1, p. 612b17; k. 5, p. 632c22; k. 17,
p. 699c7; k. 26, p. 749c16). They are listed, with many faulty readings, in the Sanskrit editions of the
Pañcavi˙Ÿati, p. 205, l. 16-19 (T 223, k. 5, p. 253c26-29) and the ⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 1431, l. 9-13 (T 220, k. 53,
p. 298b26-28).

The P›li suttas list 31 (Dıgha, II, p. 293; III, p. 104; Majjhima, I, p. 57; III, p. 90; Sa˙yutta, IV, p. 111; V, p. 278;
Aºguttara, III, p. 323; V, p. 109). The Visuddhimagga, edition H. C. Warren, p. 205-219, gives their number as
32 and devotes long explanations to them. Here is the latter list with corresponding terms in P›li and
Sanskrit:

1) head-hairs (kesa, keŸa);
2) body-hairs (loma, roman);
3) nails (nakha);
4) teeth (d›nta);
5) skin (taca, tvac);
6) flesh (ma˙sa, m›˙sa);
7) sinews (nh›ru, sn›yu);
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and consider them separately? The four fundamental material elements (mah›bhÒta) [entering

into the constitution of the body] each have their specific characteristic (svalak˝a˚a);152 why then

exclude three of them, [i.e., water, fire and wind,] and <1298> consider only the single earth

element (p¸thivımah›bhÒta)?153 The four colors do not exist exclusively from blue (nıla); why then

practice only the meditation on blue (nılabh›van›)?154

Answer. – [In these considerations] there is (i) an objective consideration (bhÒtapratyavek˝›) as

well as (ii) a subjective consideration (adhimuktipratyavek˝›).

(i) Bodily characteristics (k›yanimitta), objectively, are disagreeable (aŸubha): that is an objective

consideration. Among external factors (b›hyadharma), there are all kinds of colors of agreeable

characteristic (Ÿubhalak˝a˚a): this is also an objective consideration. The agreeable (Ÿubha) and the

disagreeable (aŸubha) are a matter for objective considerations.

                                                                                                                                          

8) bones (a˛˛hi, asthi);
9) bone-marrow (a˛˛himiñja, asthimajjan);
10) kidneys (vakka, v¸kka);
11) heart (hadaya, h¸daya);
12) liver (yakana, yak¸t);
13) pleura (kilomaka, kloman);
14) spleen (pihaka, plıhan);
15) lungs (papph›sa, pupphusa);
16) intestines (anta, antra);
17) mesentery (antagu˚a, antragu˚a);
18) contents of the stomach (udariya, udara);
19) excrement (karısa, karı˝a);
20) brain (matthaluºga, mastuluºga);
21) bile (pitta);
22) phlegm (semha, Ÿle˝man);
23) pus (pubba, pÒya);
24) blood (lohita);
25) sweat (seda, sveda);
26) fat (meda or medas);
27) tears (assu, aŸru);
28) grease (vas›);
29) saliva (khe˘a, khe˛a);
30) snot (siºgh›˚ik›, saºgh›˚aka);
31) fluid of the joints (lasik›);
32) urine (mutta, mÒtra).

152 The specific characteristic of the four fundamental material elements is, respectively, solidity
(khakkhatatva), liquidity (dravatya), heat (u˝˚atva) and motion (ıra˚atva).
153 This is the characteristic of the first perception-sphere of totality.
154 This is the characteristic of the fifth perception-sphere of mastery and the fifth perception-sphere of
totality.
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(ii) On the other hand, when one takes the minority of agreeable factors and extends it in order

to consider everything as agreeable,155 when one chooses the single element water and extends

it in order to see everything as water,156 when one chooses the small amount of blue that exists

and extends it to see everything as blue157 and so on, those are subjective considerations that

have nothing objective.

DAA.4. LIBERATIONS FOUR TO SEVEN; F 1298-1299

The four formless liberations (›rÒpyavimok˝a) are similar to meditations practiced in the four

formless equipoises (›rÒpyasam›patti).158 Those who want to acquire these liberations first enter

into the formless equipoises: the formless equipoises are the gateway into these liberations, for

the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana) ‘turns its back on and rejects’ the

material object-supports (rÒpy›lambana).

Question. – If it is the same for the formless equipoises, how do [the formless liberations] differ?

Answer. – The ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) who acquire the formless equipoises, are arÒpin

[i.e., ‘without form’ or without the conception of form]. But when the noble persons

(›ryapudgala), with high resolve (adhy›Ÿaya), <1299> acquire these formless equipoises, [they are

arÒpin, ‘without form’,] absolutely and without retrogression: that is why it is called liberation.

It is the same for the other liberations stemming from the perception-spheres ‘of infinite

consciousness’ (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana), ‘of nothingness’ (›ki˙cany›yatana) and ‘of neither conception

nor of non-conception’ (naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñ›yatana).

DAA.5. THE EIGHTH LIBERATION; F 1299

Turning one’s back on and suppressing sensations (vedita) and conceptions (sa˙jñ›), as well as

all mind (citta) and all mental events (caitasikadharma), is what is called ‘liberation consisting of

the cessation of sensation and conception’ (sa˙jñ›veditanirodhavimok˝a).

Question. – Why is the equipoise of non-conception (asa˙jñ›sam›patti) not a liberation?159

Answer. – Because the sentient beings with false views (mithy›darŸin) who do not discern the

faults (do˝a) of the factors (dharma)—at the very moment when they enter into the equipoise [of

non-conception]—identify [this equipoise] with nirv›˚a and, when they emerge from this

                                                

155 During the third liberation.
156 During the second perception-sphere of totality.
157 During the fifth perception-sphere of mastery and the fifth perception-sphere of totality.
158 See above, F 1274 seq.
159 The equipoise of non-conception is practiced by ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) who identify non-
conception with true liberation. The noble persons (›rya) do not practice it; they reserve their efforts for the
equipoise of cessation which they consider as a peaceful equipoise: cf. KoŸa, II, F 201-214.
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equipoise, they feel remorse (vipratis›ra) and retrogress into their false views (mithy›d¸˝˛i). This

is why the equipoise [of non-conception] is not a liberation.

On the other hand, through the cessation of sensation and conception that suppresses all

distraction (vik˝iptacitta), the yogins penetrate into a cessation (nirodha) that is similar to

nirv›na.160 Since they acquire it by attaching [only] their body to it, the sÒtra says that they

‘actualize it with their body’ (k›yena s›k˝›tkaroti).

DAB. THE EIGHT PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF MASTERY (ABHIBHVfiYATANA);
F 1299-1304

DAB.1. GENERAL DEFINITION; F 1299-1300

The eight perception-spheres of mastery (a˝˛›v abhibhv›yatan›ni):

1. Having the conception of internal visible forms, the yogins see external visible forms,

<1300> limited or few in number, beautiful or ugly, and they know these visible

forms by mastering them, they see them by mastering them; this is the first

perception-sphere of mastery (adhy›tmam rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati parıtt›ni

suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyatıda˙ prathamam

abhibhv›yatanam).

2. Having the conception of internal visible forms, the yogins see external visible forms,

numerous, beautiful or ugly, and they know these visible forms by mastering them,

they see them by mastering them; this is the second perception-sphere of mastery

(adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyaty adhim›tr›˚i suvar˚adurvar˚›ni, t›ni khalu

rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyatıda˙ dvitıyam abhibhv›yatanam).

3-4. It is the same for the third and fourth perception-sphere of mastery, with the sole

difference that, not having the conception of internal visible forms, the yogins see

external visible forms (ady›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati).

5-8. [In these perception-spheres of mastery], not having the conception of internal visible

forms, the yogins see blue, yellow, red or white perception-sphere of mastery

(adhy›tmam arÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati nılapıtalohit›vad›t›ni).

These are the eight perception-spheres of mastery.

                                                

160 The yogins who have entered into the equipoise of cessation are those who possess nirv›˚a in this life
(d¸˝˛adharmanirv›˚apr›pta): in the present life (d¸˝˛e janmani) it occurs in the nirv›˚a with remainder of
conditioning (sopadhiŸe˝anirv›˚astha).
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DAB.2. THE FIRST PERCEPTION-SPHERE OF MASTERY; F 1300-1302

a) “Having the conception of internal visible forms, the yogins see external visible forms“

(adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati): personally unharmed, they see external object-

supports (b›hy›lambana).

b) “They see them limited or few in number” (parıtt›ni): being rare, these objects-supports are

said to be ‘limited or few in number’. The path of their seeing not being developed, the yogins

see object-supports that are limited or few in number for, if they were to see a large number of

them, it would be difficult to grasp them. In the same way, when deer eddy about, one cannot

identify them from a distance.

c) “They see the beautiful or ugly” (suvar˚adurvar˚›ni). At the beginning of the practice, the

yogins fix their mind on an object-support (›lambana): the space between the eyebrows, the top

of the forehead or the end of the nose. With the conception of disagreeable internal visible forms

(adhy›tmam aŸubhasa˙jñı) and the conception of disagreeable things in their own body, the

yogins see external visible forms (bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati) which sometimes will be beautiful

(suvar˚›ni) due to the retribution of good actions (kuŸalakarmavip›k›t), <1301> sometimes ugly

(durvar˚›ni) due to the retribution of bad actions (akuŸalakarmavip›k›t).

Furthermore, when the yogins, following [the instructions of] their teacher, grasp and see all

kinds of disagreeable things (n›n›vidh›ny aŸubh›ni) in external object-supports (b›hy›lambana),

this is then a matter of ‘ugly visible forms (durvar˚›ni rÒp›˚i). But sometimes when, through

loss of mindfulness (sm¸tih›ni), the yogins conceive an agreeable conception (Ÿubhasa˙jñ›) and

see agreeable visible forms (Ÿubh›ni rÒp›˚i), this is then a matter of ‘beautiful visible forms’

(suvar˚›ni rÒp›˚i).

Furthermore, when the yogins by themselves fix their mind on a given place, they see two

kinds of visible forms (dvividh›ni rÒp›˚i) inherent in the desire realm (k›madh›tu): 1. the visible

forms that engender attachment (r›ga), 2. the visible forms that engender hatred (dve˝a). Those

that engender attachment are agreeable visible forms (Ÿubh›ni rÒp›˚i) described here as

‘beautiful’ (suvar˚›ni); those that engender hatred are disagreeable visible forms (aŸubh›ni

rÒp›˚i) described here as ‘ugly’ (durvar˚aÌi).

d) The yogins are master (vaŸavartin) over these object-supports (›lambana):161 “They know them

by mastering them, they see them by mastering them” (abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati).

                                                

161 While the liberations liberate from the object-support, the perception-spheres of mastery exert a real
mastery (aiŸvarya) over it. According to the KoŸa, VIII, F 213, this mastery (abhibhavana) over the object-
support is twofold: 1. yathe˝˛am adhimok˝a¯: the voluntary seeing of the object-support as one desires it;
2. kleŸ›nutpatti: the absence of defilement provoked by the object. Here the Traité particularly insists on this
second point: the practitioners in possession of the perception-spheres of mastery no longer experience any
attachment (r›ga) for agreeable object-supports and do not feel hatred (dve˝a) toward disagreeable object-
supports.
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Faced with beautiful visible forms (abhirÒpa) capable of generating attachment (r›ga), the yogins

experience no attachment; faced with ugly visible forms capable of generating hatred (dve˝a),

they experience no hatred. They see only that visible forms arising from the four fundamental

material elements (mah›bhÒta) and from a collocation of causes and <1302> conditions

(hetupratyayas›magrı) are flimsy (as›ra) like a water bubble (budbuda).162 That is how it is for

‘beautiful or ugly visible forms.

In this perception-sphere of mastery, the yogins hold on to the threshold of the [meditation] on

the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›). When the fetters of attachment, hatred, etc. (r›gadve˝›disa˙yojana)

occur, they do not follow them: that is the perception-sphere of mastery [of the object-support]

for they master the mistaken view that consists of taking as pure that which is impure (aŸucau

Ÿucir iti vipary›sa) and the other defilements (kleŸa).

Question. – While having the conception of internal visible forms (adhy›tma˙ rÒpasa˙jñı), how

do the yogins see external visible forms (bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati)?

Answer. – The eight perception-spheres of mastery can be attained (pr›pta) by practitioners who

have entered deeply into concentration and whose mind is disciplined and made supple.

Sometimes the yogins see the repulsive (aŸubha) of their own body and [216b] also see the

repulsive of external visible forms.

The contemplation of the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›) is of two types: 1. that which contemplates all

kinds of impurities (n›n›vidh›Ÿuci), such as the thirty-six bodily real entities (dravya), etc.; 2. that

which, disregarding in their own body as in others’ bodies, the skin (tvac), flesh (m›˙sa) and the

five internal organs,163 contemplates only the white bones (Ÿvet›sthika), similar to the conch

                                                                                                                                          

But the perception-spheres of mastery still allow one to see the object-support as one desires it. Indeed, “when
the mind is in equipoise, very pure, very clean, stainless, free of impurities, having become supple, ready to
act, the practitioners can direct their mind (citta˙ abhinıharati) to the super-knowledges (abhijñ›) and
notably toward supernatural power (¸ddhi)” (Dıgha, I, p. 77). Then they can, at will, transform the
fundamental material elements and the colors so as to see them as they desire them. See on this subject
Visuddhimagga, ed. H. C. Warren, p. 142-143. Thus, the contemplation on yellow can have as effect the
creation of yellow forms (pıtakarÒpanimm›na˙), the resolution that something be golden (suva˚˚an ti
adhimuccan›), etc. This creative power of ‘volitional seeing’ (adhimok˝a) is already mentioned in the
canonical sources, e.g., Sa˙yutta, I, p. 116: fikaºkham›no Bhagav› Himavanta˙ pabbatar›ja˙ suva˚˚a˙ tv eva
adhimucceyya, suva˚˚añ ca pabbat’ ass› tı.
162 See above, F 359, n.
163 A typically Chinese expression appearing in the canonical versions, whereas the Indian originals show
no trace of it: cf. Fo pan ni yuan king, T 5, k. 1, p. 163c15; k. 2, p. 171a16; Fo k’ai kiai, T 20, p. 262a3; Heng
chouei, T 33, p. 817b3; Ni-li, T 86, p. 908b15; Tseng yi a han, T 125, k. 25, p. 687b12; k. 51, p. 828c18. The five
internal organs (wou tsang) are the kidneys, the heart, the liver, the lungs and the spleen. The Commentary to
the Vibhaºga, p. 249, also speaks of the vakkapañcaka “the five [constituents of the body] starting with the
kidneys.”
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(Ÿaºkha), similar to snow (hima). The sight of the thirty-six bodily real entities is called ‘ugly’

(durvar˚a); the sight similar to the conch or snow is called ‘beautiful’ (suvar˚a).

DAB.3. THE SECOND PERCEPTION-SPHERE OF MASTERY; F 1303

At the time when they are contemplating internal and external [visible forms], the yogins are

distracted (vik˝iptacitta) and only with difficulty can they enter into meditation (dhy›na). Then

they exclude the conception regarding their own body (›dhy›tmikasa˙jñ›) <1303> and consider

only external visible forms (b›hyarÒpa). As is said in the Abhidharma, the yogins who possess

liberation contemplate and see the dead body: after death, the latter is picked up and taken to

the charnel-ground (ŸmaŸ›na) where, burned by fire (vidagdhaka) and devoured by insects

(vikh›ditaka), it disintegrates. That being the case, the yogins see only the insects and the fire,

but no longer see the body: this is why the sÒtra says [in regard to the third perception-sphere

of mastery] that “not having the conception of internal visible forms, they see external visible

forms” (adhy›tmam ›rÒpasa˙jñı bahirdh› rÒp›˚i paŸyati).

In accordance with instructions, the yogins perceive and see the body as a skeleton (kaºk›la).

When their mind gets lost in the external, they bring it back and concentrate it on the skeleton

as object-support. Why is that? At the beginning of the practice, these persons were unable to

see subtle object-supports (sÒk˝m›lambana), and that is why the sÒtra said [in regard to the first

perception-sphere of mastery that the yogins see only] “visible forms limited or few in number”

(rÒp›˚i parıtt›ni). But now, [in regard to the second perception-sphere of mastery], these yogins,

whose path of seeing is developed, deepened and broadened, use this single skeleton in order

to see skeletons everywhere in Jambudvıpa, and this is why the sÒtra says here that they see

“numerous visible forms” (rÒp›˚y adhimatr›˚i).

Then they concentrate their mind again and see only a single skeleton; this is why the sÒtra

says that “they know visible forms by mastering them and see visible forms by mastering

them” (t›ni khalu rÒp›˚y abhibhÒya j›n›ty abhibhÒya paŸyati).

And since, according to their desire (yathe˝˛am), the yogins are able to master the conception of

male and female (puru˝astrısa˙jñ›) and the conception of beauty (Ÿucisa˙jñ›) in regard to the

five objects of desire (k›magu˚a), that is indeed a matter of a ‘perception-sphere of mastery over

the object-support’ (abhibhv›yatana).

Thus, a strong man (balavat) mounted on his horse in order to capture his enemies and who is

able to destroy them is said to ‘master’ them and, if he is also able to direct his horse, he

‘masters’ it. It is the same for the yogins: in the meditation on the repulsive (aŸubhabh›van›),

they are able to do a lot with just a little, and do a little with a lot: that is a perception-sphere of

mastery. They can also destroy these enemies, the five objects of desire (k›magu˚a); that also is a

perception-sphere of mastery.
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When without destroying internally [the conception] of their own body, the yogins see

externally visible forms, either numerous or few in number, beautiful or ugly, that is a matter

of the first and second perception-sphere of mastery. <1304>

DAB.4. THE THIRD AND FOURTH PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF MASTERY; F 1304

When the yogins, no longer having the conception of visible forms in regard to their bodies, see

the visible forms externally, either numerous or few in number, beautiful or ugly, this is a

matter of the third and fourth perception-sphere of mastery.

DAB.5. THE LAST FOUR PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF MASTERY; F 1304

When the yogins—having concentrated their mind, deeply penetrated into the equipoises

(sam›patti) and suppressed [the conception] of their internal body (adhy›ymak›ya)—see perfectly

pure external object-supports (b›hyapariŸuddh›lambana), blue (nıla) and blue in color (nılavar˚a),

yellow (pıta) and yellow in color (pıtavar˚a), red (lohita) and red in color (lohitavar˚a), white

(avad›ta) and white in color (avad›tavar˚a), this is a matter of the last four perception-spheres of

mastery.

Question. – What is the difference between these last four perception-spheres of mastery and the

four perception-spheres of totality of colors, blue, etc., belonging to the ten perception-spheres of

totality?

Answer. – The perception-sphere of totality of blue grasps absolutely everything as blue; the

corresponding perception-sphere of mastery sees at will (yathe˝˛am) only a large or small

number of object-supports as blue, without, for all that, eliminating foreign thoughts. Seeing

and mastering these object-supports, it is called perception-sphere of mastery.

Thus, for example, whereas the noble wheel-turning-king (cakravartin) totally masters the four

continents (c›turdvıpaka), the king of Jambudvıpa masters only a single continent. In the same

way, whereas the perception-spheres of totality totally master all object-supports, the perception-

spheres of mastery see only a small number of visible forms and master them, but they are

unable to pervade all objects.

This is in brief (sa˙k˝epe˚a) the explanation in regard to the eight perception-spheres of

mastery. [216c]

DAC. THE TEN PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF TOTALITY (K¿TSNfiYATANA); F 1304-

1306

As for the ten k¸tsn›yatanas (perception-spheres of totality of the object-support), we have already

spoken of them in regard to the liberations and the perception-spheres of mastery. They are
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called ’perception-spheres of totality’ because they embrace their object-support in its totality

(›lambanak¸tsnasphara˚›t).164 <1305>

Question. – [Among the four formless perception-spheres (›rÒpy›yatana)], only the first two, the

‘perception-sphere of infinite space’ (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana) and the ‘perception-sphere of infinite

consciousness’ (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana), are perception-spheres of totality (k¸tsn›yatana). Why are

[the other two formless perception-spheres], namely, the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’

(›ki˙can›yatana) and the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’

(naivasa˙jñ›n›sa˙jñayatana), not also perception-spheres of totality?

Answer. – The perception-spheres of totality are subjective views (adhimok˝amanasik›ra) and,

[among the formless perception-spheres, only two, i.e., the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’

and the ‘perception-sphere of infinite consciousness’, lend themselves to subjective extensions].

“Security (yogak˝ema), happiness (sukha), vast (viŸ›la), measureless (apram›˚a) and infinite (ananta)

sphere of space”, said the Buddha. – Throughout all the perception-spheres of totality, there is a

consciousness (vijñ›na) capable of quickly bearing upon all factors and, facing these factors

(dharma), one notices the presence of the consciousness. This is why the two perception-spheres

(›yatana) [of space and consciousness] constitute the perception-spheres of totality.

On the other hand, in the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’ (›ki˙cany›yatana), there is no

element (dh›tu) capable of extension; there is no happiness (sukha) there, and the Buddha said

nothing about infinity and measurelessness in regard to nothingness.

In the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ (naivasa˙jñ›nasa˙jñ›yatana),

the mind is dull (m¸du) and it is hard for it to grasp a characteristic (nimittodgraha˚a) and extend

[it to infinity, as is the case for the perception-spheres of totality].

Furthermore, the ‘perception-sphere of space’ (›k›Ÿ›yatana) is close to the form realm (rÒpadh›tu)

and can still concern visible forms (rÒpa). The ‘perception-sphere of consciousness’ (vijñ›n›yatana)

can also concern visible objects. Besides, when emerging from the ‘perception-sphere of

consciousness’ (vijñ›n›yatana), one can leap into the fourth meditation (dhy›na) and, when

emerging from the fourth meditation, one can leap into the ‘perception-sphere of

consciousness’.165 <1306> On the contrary, the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’ and the

                                                

164 Cf. KoŸavy›khy›, p. 692: Nirantarak¸tsnasphara˚›d iti nirantara˙ k¸tn›n›˙ p¸thivy›dın›˙ sphara˚›d
vy›pan›t k¸tsn›yatan›nıty ucyante. – Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 85, p. 440b18-23: They are called perception-spheres
of totality for two reasons: 1. because they are without intervals (nirantara) and 2. because they are extensive
(viŸala). Because deliberate reflection (adhimok˝amanasik›ra) concerns exclusively blue, etc., without being
mingled with another object-support, they are ‘without interval’; because deliberate reflection concerning all
of blue, etc., has an infinite domain (gocara), they are ‘extensive’. The Bhadanta says: Because their object-
support (›lambana) is vast and extensive, because there are no intervals-gaps, they are called perception-
spheres of totality.
165 A possibility that may be verified during the ’equipoise which leaps over’ (vyutkr›ntakasam›patti): see
above, F 1048, and, for detailed description, see Hobogirin, IV, p. 353-360, article Chßjß by J. May.
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‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’ [as the higher perception-spheres

of the ›rÒpyadh›tu] are very distant in terms of formlessness: this is why they are not perception-

spheres of totality.

DAD. OBJECTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE LIBERATIONS, PERCEPTION-
SPHERES OF MASTERY AND PERCEPTION-SPHERES OF TOTALITY; F 1306-

1307

Each utilization of these three types of factors (dharma) realizes a mastery over the object-support

(›lamban›bhibhavana).

1. The perception-spheres of totality are impure (s›srava).

The first three liberations, the seventh and the eighth liberation are impure. The others are

sometimes impure (s›srava), sometimes pure (an›srava).166

2. The first two liberations and the first four perception-spheres of mastery are contained

(sa˙g¸hıta) in the first and second meditations (dhy›na).

The agreeable liberation, (i.e., liberation 3,) the last four perception-spheres of mastery and the

first eight perception-spheres of totality are contained in the fourth meditation.167 <1307>

3. The first two perception-spheres of totality are called ‘perception-sphere of space’

(›k›Ÿ›yatana). The ‘perception-sphere of space’ contains the ‘perception-sphere of consciousness’

(vijñ›n›yatana).168 The ‘perception-sphere of consciousness’ contains the first three liberations, the

eight perception-spheres of mastery and the [first] eight perception-spheres of totality, all of

which have the visible forms of the desire realm (k›madh›turÒpa) as object-support (›lambana).

                                                

166 We may recall that the equipoise of mundane order practiced by ordinary persons (p¸thagjana) is clean
(Ÿuddhaka), i.e., good-impure (kuŸala s›srava): ‘good but mingled with impurities’. The equipoise of
supramundane order practiced as noble path by the noble persons (›rya) who have seen the Buddhist truths,
is ‘free from fluxes’ (an›srava). See above, F 1027, 1035-36, and KoŸa, VIII, F 145, n.
167 Thus, the eight liberations are distributed in this way over eleven stages: cf. KoŸavy›khy›, p. 689: Te ca,
sapta s›mantak›ni hitv›, ‘ny›sv ek›daŸasu bhÒmi˝u k›madh›t›v an›gamyadhy›n›ntare˝u dhy›n›rÒpye˝u c›˝˛›sv
iti: “These liberations occur in the other eleven stages, except for the seven preliminary concentrations,
viz., 1. the desire realm; 2-3. the preparatory meditation and the intermediate meditation; 4-11. the eight
stages made up of the [four] meditations and the [four] equipoises.” – See also Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 84, p. 434c-
435a: The first two liberations occur in the first two meditations, the preparatory meditation and the
intermediate meditation… The third liberation occurs in the fourth meditation… The fourth meditation
occurs in the ‘perception-sphere of infinite space’… The fifth liberation occurs in the ‘perception-sphere of
infinite consciousness’… The sixth liberation occurs in the ‘perception-sphere of nothingness’… The seventh
liberation occurs in the ‘perception-sphere of neither conception nor non-conception’… The liberation of the
cessation of sensation and conception (sa˙jñ›veditanirodha) likewise.

Why are there no liberations in the third meditation (dhy›na)? On this point see KoŸa, VIII, F 209.
168 This passage is obscure; one suspects a lacuna.
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The four following liberations (nos. 4-7) have as object-support (i) the formless realm

(›rÒpyadh›tu), (ii) the marvelous qualities of pure factors (an›srvadharma) and (iii) the good

(kuŸala: read chan instead of jo) occurring in [the four] fundamental [equipoises] (maulasam›patti),

because the fundamental formless equipoises (›rÒpyamaulasam›patti) do not concern the stages

lower than them.

The equipoise of the cessation of sensation and conception (sa˙jñ›veditanirodhasam›patti

constituting the eighth liberation), being neither mind (citta) nor mental event (caitasikadharma),

has no object-support (an›lambana).

The seventh liberation, namely, the equipoise of neither conception nor non-conception

(naivasa˙jñ›nan›sa˙jñ›yatana) alone has the four formless aggregates (›rÒpyaskandha) and the

pure factors (an›sravadharma) as its object-support.169 <1307>

DB. SECOND SECTION: THE NINE SUCCESSIVE EQUIPOISES
(ANUPÚRVASAMfiPATTI); F 1308-1309

PRELIMINARY NOTE; F 1308

Designated by the name anupÒrvavih›ra (Dıgha, III, p. 265; Aºguttara, IV, p. 410), anupÒrva-

sam›patti (Divya, p. 95), anupÒrva-vih›ra-sam›patti (Sa˙yutta, II, p. 216; Aºguttara, IV, p. 410;

Pañcavi˙Ÿati, p. 19; ⁄atas›hasrik›,p. 58, 1445; Vibhaºga, p. 343; Mah›vyut., no. 1498), anupÒrva-

sam›dhi-sam›patti (Dharmasa˙graha, § 82), the nine successive equipoises are the four meditations

(dhy›na) of the RÒpadh›tu, the four equipoises (sam›patti) of the firÒpya, plus the equipoise of

cessation of conception and sensation (sa˙jñ›veditanirodhasam›patti).

To define them, the P›li and Sanskrit texts (cf. Dıgha, III, p. 265-266; Aºguttara, IV, p. 410-414;

⁄atas›hasrik›, p. 1445-1446) repeat the words of the old Dhy›nasÒtra, the text of which has been

given above, F 1024.

Dıgha, III, p. 266, and Aºguttara, IV, p. 410-414, explain that these nine equipoises are acquired by

nine successive cessations (nirodha) eliminating in turn:

1. bad desires (k›ma),

2. initial inquiry and investigation (vitarkavic›ra),

3. joy (prıti),

4. inhalation and exhalation (›Ÿv›sapraŸv›sa) or equanimity and satisfaction (upek˝›sukha),

5. the conception of form (rÒpasa˙jñ›),

6. the conception of infinite space (›k›Ÿ›nanty›yatana),

7. the conception of infinite consciousness (vijñ›n›nanty›yatana),

8. the conception of nothingness (›ki˙cany›yatana),

                                                

169 The object-support of the liberations, etc., is treated in the same manner in Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 84,
p. 435a16-28; KoŸa, VIII, F 208-209.
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9. the conception of neither conception nor non-conception (naivasa˙jñ›nasa˙jñ›yatana) and,

in short, all conception (sa˙jñ›) and sensation (vedan›). <1309>

The nine successive equipoises (anupÒrvasam›patti):

Emerging from the first meditation (dhy›na), the yogins then penetrate [and enter directly] into

the second meditation in such a way that no other mind comes in between, whether good

(kuŸala) or defiled (sa˙kli˝˛a). [From the meditation into the equipoise], the yogins continue in

this way until the equipoise of cessation of conception and sensation

(sa˙jñ›veditanirodhasam›patti).

Question. – But other things can still follow one another [directly]. Why would this be only the

nine successive equipoises?

Answer. – Between the other qualities (gu˚a), there are always foreign minds that come in

between; this is why they are not successive. But here, high resolve (adhy›Ÿaya) and

discrimination (prajñ›) are sharp (tık˝˚a); the yogins put their own minds to the test and,

emerging from the first meditation, directly enter into the second meditation in such a way that

no other mind comes in between. In these very qualities, the mind is supple (m¸duka) and easily

cuts through craving (t¸˝˚›): this is why the minds succeed one another.

Among these successive equipoises, two are impure (s›srava) and the other [217a] seven are

sometimes impure and sometimes pure (an›srava). On the other hand, the intermediate

meditation (dhy›nantara), a ‘variation of the first meditation’, and the preliminary meditation

(an›gamya), the ‘preliminary concentration of the first meditation’, are without solidity (as›ra).170

Moreover, [the successive equipoises] are acquired by the noble persons [only], and their great

benefits do not occur in the preliminary concentrations (s›mantaka): this is why the latter are not

‘successive’ (anupÒrva).

The eight liberations, the eight perception-spheres of mastery, the ten perception-spheres of

totality and the nine successive equipoises have been explained here in a summary manner

(sam›satas) according to the system of the hearers (Ÿr›vaka). <1310>

                                                

170 See KoŸa, VIII, F 178-181.
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E. CHAPTER XLVIII: THE EIGHTEEN EMPTINESSES

PRELIMINARY NOTE; F 1994

The eighteen emptinesses, the subject of the present chapter, are the culmination of a long doctrinal

evolution of which it is advisable to mark the milestones. The subject is of importance because, to a

great extent, it is on account of it that the two first vehicles, (i) that of the hearers (Ÿr›vaka) and (ii)

that of the bodhisattvas, show their differences. In general, one can say with the Traité, F 239: “The

vehicle of the hearer (Ÿr›vakay›na) teaches mainly the emptiness of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›),

whereas the Buddhay›na (or great vehicle), teaches both the emptiness of sentient beings and the

emptiness of factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›).” The assertion will be developed later, F 2060.

Here in a summary manner we will treat:

1. The twofold emptiness in the canonical sÒtras; F 1995-2008

2. The emptiness of sentient beings in the Abhidharmas and the ⁄›stras of the Hınay›nist

schools, F 2009-2013

3. The emptinesses according to the Madhyamaka; F 2013-2027 [omitted]

4. The emptinesses in the Great Prajñ›p›ramit›sÒtras; F 2027-2040 [omitted]

1. THE TWOFOLD EMPTINESS IN THE CANONICAL SÚTRAS; F 1995-2008

A. Emptiness of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›) or emptiness of persons (pudgalanair›tmya); F 1995-2005

B. Emptiness of factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›); F 2005-2008

A. EMPTINESS OF SENTIENT BEINGS (SATTVA⁄ÚNYATfi) OR EMPTINESS
OF PERSONS (PUDGALANAIRfiTMYA); F 1995-2005

Emptiness of sentient beings is the non-existence of the sentient being (sattva), of the soul or the self

(›tman), of the living being (jıva), of the individual (puru˝a), of the person (pudgala): all these words

are only designations (prajñapti) of the group of fragmentary realities.

On the testimony of the Brahmaj›lasutta (D. I, p. 31-34), the first Buddhists were fully informed

about the animistic and spiritualistic concepts current in their time among the mendicants

(Ÿrama˚a) and br›ma˚as:

(a) persistence after death (i) of a self with conception (sa˙jñı ›tm›), in sixteen forms; or (ii) of

a self without conception (asa˙jñı ›tm›), in eight forms; or of a self neither with conception

nor without conception (naivasa˙jñın›sa˙jñı ›tm›), in eight forms;

(b) annihilation [after death] of the existent sentient being (sato sattvasya uccheda) in seven

forms;

(c) deliverance in the present lifetime (d¸˝˛adharmanirv›˚a) of the existent sentient being in

five forms.
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All these theories were condemned by the Buddha.

More precisely, the notion of self (›tman) against which the Buddhists fought is that of a permanent

(nitya), stable or everlasting (dhruva), eternal (Ÿ›Ÿvata), unchanging (avipari˚›madharman) entity

which the ignorant attribute to the great Brahman (D. I, p. 18-19), to some deities (D. I, p. 19-20), to

themselves or to others (M. I, p. 8, 135, 137; S. III, p. 98-99, 183): this notion is very similar to that of

the Brahman-fitman of the Upani˝ads and the Ved›nta.

The Buddha resolutely moved away from it and declared: Natthi n i cco  dhuvo sassato

avipari˚›madhammo (S. III, p. 144).

In order to designate this substantial soul, the Indian language uses an extensive vocabulary

<1996> and a broad range of synonyms: ›tman, but also sattva, jıva, po˝a, puru˝a, pudgala, manuja,

m›nava, kart¸, k›raka, j›naka, sa˙janaka, paŸyaka, vedaka, pratisa˙vedaka, utth›paka, samutth›paka, etc.

But all these terms do not express what it is, unless it is metaphorical.

Nothing is an exception to the emptiness of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›). In order to be convinced

of that, it is necessary to recall some elementary notions.

Dharmas or factors fall into two main categories:

(i) unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta) factors,

(ii) conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta) factors.

(i) Unconditioned factors, not formed by causes, are without arising (utp›da), without passing

away (vyaya), and without ‘change in continuance’ (sthityanyath›tva): cf. A. I, p. 152. The schools

debate their number: from one to nine (L. de La Vallée Poussin, Nirv›˚a, p. 180-187).

(ii) Conditioned factors, also called conditioned forces or formations (sa˙sk›ra), are ‘produced

through dependence’ (pratıtyasamutpanna) upon causes and conditions (hetupratyaya) and are

endowed with three (or four) conditioned characteristics: arising (utp›da), passing away (vyaya)

and ‘change in continuance’ (sthityanyath›tva) according to which they arise, endure and disappear:

cf. A. I, p. 152; S. III, p. 37; Nid›nasa˙yukta, p. 139; and above, F 36-37, 921, 1163.

The canonical texts arrange the conditioned factors into three classes, all three encompassing the

same set:

I. The five skandhas or aggregates: 1) form or corporeality (rÒpa). 2) sensation (vedan›), 3)

conception (sa˙jñ›), 4) formations (sa˙sk›ra), 5) consciousness (vijñ›na). – See, e.g., S. III,

p. 47-48, 100; V, p. 60-61.

II. The twelve ›yatanas or sense-sources of consciousness, namely, the six internal sense-

sources (›dhy›tmika ›yatana): 1) eye (cak˝us), 2) ear (Ÿrotra). 3) nose (ghr›˚a), 4) tongue

(jihv›), 5) body (k›ya), 6) mental sense-faculty (manas); and the six external sense-sources

(b›hya ›yatana): 7) visual form (rÒpa), 8) sound (Ÿabda), 9) odor (gandha), 10) taste (rasa),
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11) tangible (spar˝˛avya), 12) factors (dharma). – See, e.g., D. II, p. 302; III, p. 102, 243; M. I,

p. 61.

III. The eighteen dh›tus or sense-elements, namely the six sense-faculties and the six objects in

the previous list, plus: 13) visual consciousness (cak˝urvijñ›na), 14) auditory

consciousness (Ÿrotravijñ›na), 15) olfactory consciousness (ghr›˚avijñ›na), 16) gustatory

consciousness (jihv›vijñ›na), 17) tactile consciousness (k›yavijñ›na), 18) mental

consciousness (manovijñ›na). See, e.g., S. II p. 140.

The set of conditioned factors defined by each of the three classes is called (i) sarvam, ‘everything’ or

‘all’ (S. IV, p. 15; Mah›niddesa, I, p. 133; KoŸabh›˝ya, p. 301, 7-8), (ii) Loka, ‘the world’ (S. IV, p. 52, 54)

or also (iii) du¯kha, ‘suffering’ (S. IV, p. 28).

In order to pass valid judgment on all these factors, it is always necessary to refer to the four seals

of the Dharma (dharmamudr›) mentioned above (F 1369): (i) sarvasa˙sk›r› anity›¯,

(ii) sarvasa˙sk›r› du¯kh›¯, (iii) sarvasa˙sk›r› an›tm›na¯, (iv) Ÿ›nta˙ nirv›˚am “All conditioned

forces (sa˙sk›ras = sa˙k¸tadharma) are impermanent; all conditioned forces are suffering; all

factors (whether sa˙sk¸ta or asa˙sk¸ta) are nonself; nirv›˚a is peaceful.”

The unconditioned factors and especially nirv›˚a are all as impersonal as the conditioned factors

(Vin. V, p. 86: Nibb›nañ c’eva paññatti anatt› iti nicchay›). Nirv›˚a is the cessation of attachment

(r›ga), hatred (dve˝a) and delusion (moha): cf. S. IV, p. 251, 261. Therefore, it is necessary to be aware

of the non-existence of the self <1997> in order to attain nirv›na in this life, which abolishes the

pride of “I am” (A . IV, p. 353: Anattasaññı asmim›nasamuggh›ta˙ p›pu˚›ti di˛˛h’ eva dhamme

nibb›na˙).

The conditioned factors, likewise, are not a self (an›tman) and do not belong to a self (an›tmıya).

This truth should be stated and repeated because it is due to the five appropriative aggregates

(up›d›naskandha) that the idea of “I am” (asmıti) arises: cf. S. III, p. 126-132.

Therefore, the Buddha so often lectured his monks about the list of the five aggregates (Vin. I, p. 14;

M. I, p. 138-139; III, p. 19-20; S. II. p. 124-125; III, p. 88-89. 94, 111, 138, 148-149; Catu˝pari˝ad,

p. 164-168), the twelve sense-sources (S. II, p. 244-246) and the eighteen sense-elements (M. III,

p. 271-273). Stopping after each aggregate, sense-source and sense-element, he engages his monks in

the following dialogue:

What do you think then, O monks, is form (rÒpa) permanent (nitya) or impermanent (anitya)?

Impermanent, Lord.

But that which is impermanent, is it suffering (du¯kha) or satisfaction (sukha)?

Suffering, Lord.

Now, that which is impermanent, painful and subject to change, when one thinks about it, can

one say: That is mine, I am that, that is my self (etan mama, e˝o ‘ham asmi, e˝a ma ›tm›)?

One cannot, Lord.”
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And the Buddha concludes:

Consequently, O monks, all past, future or present form (rÒpa), internal or external, coarse or

subtle, lower or higher, distant or close, all this form is not mine, I am not it, it is not my self:

this is what must be truly seen according to valid cognition.

The same dialogue and the same conclusions are repeated in regard to the other four aggregates, the

twelve sense-sources and the eighteen sense-elements.

If the conditioned factors are not a self and do not belong to a self, it is because they are

impermanent and painful: “Short and brief is the life of humans; it abounds in suffering and

torments. It is like a mountain river that goes afar, runs rapidly, carries everything in its path.

There is no second, no minute, no hour where it stops: it forges ahead, whirls about and speeds up.

For the one who is born here below there is no immortality.” (A IV, p. 136-137).

Where is there to find a self in these conditioned forces (sa˙sk›ra), “so transitory (anitya), so fragile

(adhruva), so untrustworthy (an›Ÿv›sya)”? (S. II, p. 191, 193). – Would one say, in the mind? – “But it

would be better to take as self this body (k›ya) that can last one year, two years or even a hundred

or more, rather than the mind. For what is called mind (citta), mental sense-faculty (manas) or

consciousness (vijñ›na) arises as one thing and passes away as another in perpetual change by day

and by night. The mind is like a monkey roaming through a forest that grabs hold of one branch,

lets it go and grabs another.” (S. II, p. 94-95; Traité, F 1165).

There are three types of suffering:

(iii) suffering which is suffering (du¯khadu¯khat›),

(iv) suffering which is the fact of being conditioned (sa˙sk›radu¯khata),

(v) the suffering which is transformation or change (vipari˚›madu¯khat›): cf. D. III, p. 216; S.

IV, p. 259; V, p. 56.

All the psychophysical phenomena of existence are formed through causes and destined to

disappear. From this it results that everything is suffering (Sarva˙ du¯kham: S. IV, p. 28); all that is

experienced is experienced as suffering (ya˙ <1998> kiñci vedayita˙ ta˙ du¯khasmi˙: S. IV, p. 216;

Traité, F 1159, 1446) and nothing arises but suffering, nothing is destroyed but suffering (n›ññatra

dukkh› sambhoti, n›ñña˙ dukkh› nirujjhati: S. I, p. 135; Catu˝pari˝ad, p. 354).

The whole process of becoming takes place outside of a self and there is no self to control it: “Form

(rÒpa) is not a self. If it were a self, this form would not be subject to torments (›b›dha) and one

would be able to say with regard to the form: Thus is my body, thus is not my body. But that is not

the case. And it is the same for the other aggregates, sensations, conceptions, formations and

consciousnesses” (Vin. I, p. 13-14; S. III, p. 66-67; Catu˝pari˝ad, p. 162-164; Mah›vastu, III, p. 335-

336).

As conditioned dharmas (sa˙sk¸ta), the aggregates (skandha), arising, enduring a very short time

and ceasing, evolve from time immemorial in the wheel of existence (bhavacakra) according to the
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unchanging mechanism of the twelve-membered dependent origination (dv›daŸ›ºgapratıtya-

samutp›da, detailed above, F 349 seq.). Dependent origination was discovered by the Buddhas but

was not created by them nor by any agent (k›raka) whatsoever: “This dependent origination has not

been made by me nor by anyone else; but whether the Tath›gatas appear in this world or not, this

nature of the factors (dharma) is stable.” (Nid›nasa˙yukta, p. 164, cited in the Traité above, F 157

and later, k. 32, p. 298a: Na bhik˝o may› pratıtyasamutpa›da¯ k¸to n›py anyai¯, api tÒtp›d›d v›

tath›gat›n›m anutp›d›d v› sthit› eveya˙ dharmat›). Dependent origination is inherent in

conditioned factors. As KoŸa III, p. 60, says: “The stream of aggregates that develops in three

lifetimes [taken at random in the infinite stream of lifetimes] is the dependent origination which

has 12 members”. Each of its members is a complex of five aggregates, although it takes its name

from the factor (dharma) that is the most important (KoŸa, III, p. 66). Each of its members, including

ignorance (avidy›), which opens the list, prevails over its neighbor; all are equally impermanent

(anitya), conditioned (sa˙sk¸ta), produced through dependence (pratıtyasamutpanna), destined to

destruction, to disappearance, to detachment, to suppression (S. II, p. 26).

One would search in vain for a substantial soul or self or an autonomous agent in the dependent

origination. The Param›rthaŸÒnyat›sÒtra of the Sa˙yukt›gama which the Traité will cite at length

below (F 2136) is definite in this regard: “There is action (karman), there is retribution (vip›ka) but

there is no agent (k›raka) that, [at death], puts aside these aggregates and takes up other aggregates,

unless that is a matter of a conventional metaphor (sa˙keta) to designate the law of dependent

origination” (T 99, k. 13, p. 92c12-26; Bimbis›rasÒtra in E. Waldschmidt, BruchstÒcke buddh. SÒtras,

p. 131; Catu˝pari˝ad, p. 358; Mah›vastu, III, p. 448, 4-6; KoŸavy›khy›, p. 707, 13-16).

The non-existence of the self entails or assumes the non-existence of the ‘mine’ and vice versa: “If

the ‘self’ existed, there would be a ‘mine’; if the ‘mine’ existed, there would be a ‘self’. But since the

‘self’ and the ‘mine’ do certainly not truly exist (attani ca attaniye c a  saccato thetato

anupalabbham›ne), is it not complete and total folly to think: This world (loka here designating the

twelve sense-sources, according to Sa˙yutta, p. 87), this world is the ‘self’; after my death, I will be

permanent (n i c c a ), stable or everlasting (d h u v a ), eternal (s a s s a t a ), unchanging

(avipari˚amadhamma), and I will remain so for eternity (sassatisama˙ tath’ eva ˛hass›mi)”? (M. I,

p. 138). <1999>

The set of the conditioned factors (aggregates, sense-sources, sense-elements) designated by the

demonstrative pronoun idam or by the noun loka is proclaimed to be empty of the ‘self’ and ‘mine’:

Suññ›m ida˙ attena v› attaniyena v› (M. I, p. 297, ; II, p. 263, 26-27; S. IV, p. 296, 33): Yasm› ca kho

suññam attena v› attaniyena v› tasm› suñño loko ti vuccati (S., IV, p. 54, 5-6). It is not just in the twofold

aspect of ‘self’ and ‘mine’ that emptiness appears. It can also be envisaged in a number of other

aspects (›k›ra): the canonical texts distinguish four, six, eight, ten, twelve, and even forty-two (cf.

Cullaniddesa, p. 278-280; Visuddhimagga, ed. Warren, p. 561-562). Actually, it is a question there of

synonyms rather than real distinctions: the emptiness is the same, only the expressions are different

(M. I, p. 297: dhamm› eka˛˛h›, byañjanam eva n›na˙).
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The emptiness of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›) serves as antidote to the disastrous ‘afflicted view

of self’ (satk›yad¸˝˛i). This is a wrong view (d¸˝˛i) mistakenly attributing a self to the five

appropriative aggregates (up›d›naskandha). Indeed, ⁄›riputra said that the five appropriative

aggregates are called satk›ya by the Buddha (S. IV, p. 259): Pañcime up›d›nakkhand› sakk›yo vutto

Bhagavat›), and the Master himself stated that the five aggregates, form (rÒpa), etc., must be present

in order that the ‘afflicted view of self’ can occur (S. III, p. 185).

Led astray by this wrong view, the ignorant ordinary person considers

(i) the form (rÒpa) as the self (›tman) (rÒpa˙ attato samanupassati), or

(ii) the self as possessing the form (rÒpavanta˙ v› att›na˙), or

(iii) the form as present in the self (attani v› rÒpa˙), or

(iv) the self as present in the form (rÒpasmi˙ v› att›na˙).

And it is the same for the other aggregates: sensation (vedan›), conception (sa˙jñ›), formations

(sa˙sk›ra) and consciousness (vijñ›na) (M. I, p. 300; III, p. 17; S. III, p. 3-4, 16-17, 42-43, 46, 56, 102,

113-14, 138, 150, 164-165; S. IV, p. 287, 395; A . II, p. 214-215; Mah›vyut., no 4685-4704). The

ordinary person thus nourishing four prejudices or habitual adherences (abhiniveŸa) in regard to

each of the five aggregates, we speak of the VimŸatiŸikharasamudgata¯ satk›yad¸˝˛iŸaila¯: the

twenty-peaked mountain of the ‘afflicted view of self’ (satk›yad¸˝˛i) (Gilgit Manuscripts, III, 1,

p. 21, 7-8; Divy›vad›na, p. 46, 25, 52, 24-25, 549, 16, 554, 20; Avad›naŸataka, I, p. 385, 12).

The ‘afflicted view of self’ is not a defiled (kli˝˛a) view in the sense that it is not directly the cause of

an offense and of hell. Actually, the person who believes in the self wishes to be happy after his

death and, to this end, practices generosity, observes morality: all good actions assuring a rebirth

in the world of humans or in the heavens (cf. KoŸa, V, p. 40).

But belief in an ‘I’ is incompatible with the Buddhist spiritual life, the uprooting of desire, access to

nirv›˚a.

Taking a small pellet of dung in his fingers, the Buddha said to a bhik˝u: “Belief in the existence of a

permanent, stable or everlasting, eternal and unchanging self, be it as small as this pellet, will ruin

the religious life that leads to the complete destruction of suffering (brahmacariyav›so

samm›dukkhakkhay›ya: S. III, p. 144).

Therefore, the Buddha again said, “I do not see any adhesion to this view that does not engender

sorrow, lamentation, suffering, grief and despair in those who cling to it” (M . I, p. 137-138).

Furthermore, the ‘afflicted view of self’ leads to the sixty-two wrong views of which the

Brahmaj›lasÒtra speaks (S. IV, p. 287).

False views (mithy›d¸˝˛i), afflicted view of self (satk›yad¸˝˛i) and afflicted view of self (›tm›nud¸˝˛i)

are closely linked: in order to destroy them, it is necessary to consider all the conditioned factors as

impermanent (anityatas), painful (du¯khatas) and without self (an›tmatas); cf. S. IV, p. 147-148.

<2000>
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Nevertheless, both in the canonical and the paracanonical scriptures, there are passages where the

Buddha expressed himself in a more qualified manner. Under the most diverse terms (›tman, sattva,

jıva, puru˝a, pudgala, k›raka, etc.), he spoke of the ‘soul or self’ as an obvious reality the existence of

which is not challenged; to some disciples he affirmed the existence of the soul or self whereas to

others he denied it; sometimes, also, when he was questioned about the existence or non-existence of

the soul or self, he refused to express an opinion. How can these apparently contradictory texts be

reconciled? The problem has occupied the old and the modern exegesis and a great many solutions

half-way between categorical affirmation to complete negation have been proposed. The most

interesting date from the end of the 19th century to the beginning of the 20th century. The description

and critique of them may be found in L. de La Vallée Poussin, Nirv›˚a, Paris, 1925, p. 85-129.

Unfortunately, without bias, I [Lamotte] will be very careful not to intervene in the debate and will

limit myself here to summarize, as briefly as possible, the position adopted by the author of the

Traité.

a. The mundane point of view (laukika siddh›nta); F 2000-2002

When the Buddha speaks of the self (›tman) as a natural, obvious thing, he looks at things from a

mundane point of view and adapts to everyday language. It is hard to think of a language not

resorting to any process (e.g., pronouns or conjugations) to distinguish the one who speaks (first

person), the one who is being addressed (second person) and the one who is being spoken about

(third person); the mix-up of the ‘I’, the ‘you’ and the ‘he’ would make speech incomprehensible. It

happens to us a hundred times each day that we pronounce the word ‘I’ without us considering it,

for all that, as a spiritual principle, separable from the body and immortal. Besides, in regards to

Sanskrit, the word ›tman is not univocal: sometimes it can be a noun designating the spiritual soul

or self, but it is also and most often a simple reflexive pronoun which, commonly used in oblique

singular cases, applies to the three persons no matter what kind or what number (cf. H. von

Glasenapp, Ved›nta und Buddhismus, Ak. der Wissens. und der Literatur, II (1950), p. 1020;

W. R›hula, L’enseignement du Bouddha, Paris, 1961, p. 87).

In some scriptural passages, the ›tman and its synonyms are taken in a sense that has nothing

philosophical about it and they should be translated, accordingly, without attaching great value to

them:

1. Dhammap›da, v. 160, Ud›navarga, XXIII, v. 11 foll. (Traité, F 29); Att› hi attano n›tho – Each

one (and not ‘the self’) is his own refuge.

2. D. II, p. 100; III, p. 58, 77; S. III, p. 42;V, p. 154, 163; Sanskrit Mah›parinirv›˚a, p. 200:

Attadıp› viharatha attasara˚› anaññasara˚›. – Remain by taking yourselves (and not ‘the

self’) as island, by taking yourselves as refuge and not another; Nehmt euch selbst als

Insel, nehmt euch selbst als Zuflucht, habt keine andere Zuflucht (E. Waldschmidt).

3. D. I, p. 82; M. I, p. 23, 348; II, p. 21; Mah›vastu, II, p. 283; Lalita, p. 344 (Traité, F 28-29): So

dibbena cakkhun›… satte passati cavam›ne upapajjam›ne… – With the divine eye, he sees

people (and not ‘sentient beings’) being born and perishing…
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4. A. I, p. 22 (Traité, F 29): Ekapuggalo loke uppajjam›no uppajjati bahujanahit›ya… Katamo

ekapuggalo? Tath›gato araha˙ samm›sambuddho. – One person (and not a unique ‘person’),

being born into the world, is born for the welfare of the many. Who is that? The

Tath›gata, the perfected being and perfectly enlightened one. – Same interpretation in

KoŸa, IX, p. 259. <2001>

5. The Samodh›nas that end the J›taka tales and by means of which the Buddha establishes

the connection between individuals of the present story (paccuppannavatthu) and those of

the past story (atıtavatthu) do not constitute any affirmation of a self. ”Perhaps you are

wondering if, at that time and place, such a one was not another than myself. Well then,

no, you should not imagine that. Why? Because at that time and place, I was indeed that

one (aham eva sa tena k›lena tena samayena as›v abhÒvam).” By means of this formula,

comments the KoŸa, IX, p. 272, the Bhagavat tells us that the aggregates that constitute his

‘self’ actually are part of the same stream (ekasa˙t›na) as the aggregates that constitute

the individual in question, in the way that one says: “This same burning fire has moved”

(sa ev›gnir dahann ›gata iti).

Other canonical passages where the term ›tman and its synonyms have no metaphysical import

may be found in chapter IX of the KoŸa and in W. R›hula’s L’enseignement du Buddha, p. 81-96. And

we think it is wrong that good minds have seen in (1) the Bh›rasutta and (2) the Natumh›ka “the

affirmation of an ›tman distinct from the aggregates”.

(1) Bh›rasutta in Sa˙yutta, III, p. 25-26 (other references above, F 215, n. 1). – “O monks, I will

explain to you the burden (bh›ra), the taking up of the burden (bh›r›d›na), the laying down of the

burden (bh›ranik˝epa˚a) and the bearer of the burden (bh›rah›ra). The burden is the five

appropriative aggregates (up›d›naskandha); the taking up of the burden is the thirst that produces

rebirth (t¸˝˚› paunarbhavikı); the laying down of the burden is the abandoning of thirst (t¸˝˚›y›¯

prah›˚am); the bearer of the burden is such and such a person (pudgala), this venerable one who

bears such and such a name, who is of such and such a family and such and such a caste, who eats

such and such food, who experiences such and such satisfaction and suffering, who lives for so and

so many years, who remains for such and such a long time.” The V›tsıputrıyas use this sÒtra as an

excuse to speak about an inexplicable person (pudgala). But in his KoŸa, IX, p. 257, Vasubandhu

retorts: “It is just to conform to verbal convention that one says: ‘This venerable one of such and

such a name, of such and such a family’ and the rest, so that it should be well understood that there

person (pudgala) is inexplicable, impermanent, without an intrinsic nature… Therefore the person

is not a real entity.”

(2) Natumh›kasutta and parable of the Jeta Grove, S. III, p. 33-34; IV, p. 81-82, 128-129; Majjhima, I,

p. 140, 33-141, 19; Sa˙yukta, T 99, no. 269, k. 10, p. 70b; no. 274, k. 11, p. 73a). – “Monks, abandon

whatever is not yours (na tumh›ka˙): form, sensation, conception, formations and consciousness

are not yours, abandon them. When you have abandoned them, that will lead to your welfare and

happiness. But if someone came into this Jeta Grove where we are and carried off the grass, the
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sticks, the branches and foliage to burn them, would you say that he carried off and burned you? –

No. Lord. – Why? – Because, Lord, these things are neither our self nor what belongs to our self. – So

too, monks, abandon what is not yours.”

Abandoning the aggregates which are neither a self nor ‘mine’ does not in any way imply that one

will find a self or ‘mine’ or that the self and ‘mine’ exist. The Mah›niddesa, II, p. 438-439 quite

rightly brings together this parable of the simile of the chariot that does not exist apart from its

parts (S. I, p. 135) and the well-known saying: Suñño loko attena v› attaniyena v› (S. IV, p. 54).

If the Buddha orders his monks to “abandon the aggregates”, it is not only because they are empty

of self and ‘mine’, but perhaps also because they are empty of intrinsic nature and characteristic.

Such is the opinion of the Traité (F 2108) which sees in the Buddha’s injunction to R›dha ”These

aggregates, O Radha, demolish them, shatter them, put them out of play” (S. III, p. 190) an

affirmation of the emptiness of factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›). <2002>

In summary, for ease and conciseness of language, the Buddha did not hesitate to use the terms

›tman, sattva, jıva, puru˝a, pudgala which were current in his time: ”Those are”, he said to Citta,

“names, expressions, phrases, popular designations which the Tath›gata uses, but without being

misled by them (D. I, p. 202: Itim› kho Citta, lokasamaññ› lokaniruttiyo lokavoh›r› lokapaññattiyo y›hi

Tath›gato voharati apar›masan).” They do not imply the existence of a permanent, everlasting or

stable, eternal, unchanging entity; they are simply labels to designate conveniently a complex of

impermanent, painful and impersonal conditioned factors (sa˙sk¸ta).

To M›ra who spoke to her about ‘a sentient being’, the nun Vajir› answered: “What do you mean,

O M›ra? That there is a sentient being (sattva)? Your doctrine is false. It is but a mass of changing

conditioned forces (saºkh›ra). Just as there where the parts of the chariot appear assembled the

word ‘chariot’ is used, so also, there where the five aggregates are, it is conventional to speak of ‘a

sentient being’ (sattva)” (S. I, p. 135).

b. The individual (pr›tipauru˝ika) and therapeutic (pr›tipak˝ika) point of view;

F  2 0 0 2 - 2 0 0 3

According to the Traité (F 31-38), the Buddha always varied his teaching according to the mode of

thinking or intention (›Ÿaya) and needs of his listeners: to some he taught the existence of the self, to

others the non-existence of the self.

Influenced by nihilistic views (ucchedad¸˝˛i), some of his disciples had doubts as to the afterlife, the

reward for the good and punishment for the wicked throughout lifetimes, removing in this way any

sanction by morality. The Buddha therefore taught them that “there where a self (›tmabh›va) is

born, there its action ripens and when this action is ripe, the self is subjected to the retribution of

this action either in the present life, in the next life or in future lives (A. I, p. 134: yatth’ assa attabh›vo

nibbattati tattha ta˙ kamma˙ vipaccati, yattha ta˙ kamma˙ vipaccati tattha tassa kammassa vip›ka˙

pa˛isa˙vedeti di˛˛h’ eva dhamme uppajje apare v› pariy›ye).
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On the other hand, drawn to eternalistic views (Ÿ›Ÿvatad¸˝˛i), others imagine that they go from

existence to existence, that they abandon one body to take up another and undergo, from age to age,

the consequences of their own actions. They do not endanger the norms of morality, but nonetheless

they fall into the disastrous ‘afflicted view of self’ (satk›yad¸˝ti), the root of desire and the source of

wrong views. To them the Buddha explains that the mechanism of retribution functions perfectly in

the absence of any agent or any transmigrating entity. In the Param›rthaŸÒnyat›sÒtra (see below,

F 2136), he asserts that there is action and retribution, but that there is no agent to abandon these

aggregates and to assume others. To Phalguna who asked him: “Then who makes contact

(phussati), who senses (vedayati)?”, the Master answered: “I deny that anyone makes contact or that

anyone senses. Your question is badly put. You should have asked me what is the condition

(paccaya) of contact and what is the condition of sensation, and I would have answered [that, in

terms of dependent origination], contact has the six internal sense-sources as condition and that

sensation has touching as condition” (S. II, p. 13; cited by the Traité, F 32F, 1683-84).

In affirming in turn the existence and non-existence of the substantial self, the Buddha is obviously

contradicting himself but, nevertheless, the two answers are valid. As the Traité will comment

(F 2102), the Buddha denies the ›tman more often than he affirms it, for the good reason that people,

moved by the instinct of self-preservation, <2003> long for eternal survival rather than for a total

and near annihilation. If people had opted for annihilation, the Master would not have omitted

insisting on survival. Both being true, the opposing theses have not, however, the same truth

potential. From the Hınay›nist point of view at least, (i) the doctrine of selflessness (an›tmav›da)

holds in absolute truth (param›rthasatya), for the aggregates alone exist. (ii) The doctrine of the self

(›tmav›da) itself fits into the category of conventional and provisional truth (sa˙v¸tisatya) in that it

corrects the errors of the nihilists. Now, the Traité will tell us (F 2101), a useful opinion is never

wrong.

c. The refused questions; F 2003-2005

The Buddha often remained silent (tÒ˝˚ı˙bh›va) on the questions under consideration here, and for

him, this silence is by itself an answer, a sth›panıyavy›kara˚a, an answer by not answering

(cf. F 156). He refuses to express an opinion not only about the existence of the self (›tman) but also

about the various modalities of the latter.

finandasutta (S. IV, p. 400-401; Sa˙yukta, T 99, no. 961. k. 34, p. 245b; T 100, no. 195, k. 10. p. 444c). –

One day the wandering mendicant Vatsagotra came to the Buddha and asked: “Does the self exist

(atth’ att›)?” but the Master remained silent; thereupon Vatsagotra asked: “Does the self not exist

(natth’ att›)?” and again the Buddha remained silent. The wandering mendicant having gone, the

Buddha justified his silence to finanda: “If I had answered that the self exists, I would have been

siding with the eternalists (Ÿ›Ÿvatav›da) and I would have been preventing Vatsagotra from

reaching the cognition (jñ›na) for which all factors are without self (Sarve dharm› an›tm›na¯). On

the other hand, if I had answered that the self does not exist, I would have been siding with the

nihilists (ucchedav›da) and poor Vatsagotra would have asked himself: ‘But did I not previously
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exist? And now I no longer exist!’“ – Here, and despite his reluctances, the Buddha allows us to

imply that he is intimately persuaded of the selflessness of all things.

In regard to the modalities of this self in the case where it would exist, the Master is even more

careful. He declares the fourteen ‘difficult questions’ which his disciples did not cease to ask him:

eternality and infinity of the world (loka) and of the self (›tman), survival of the Tath›gata (or the

perfected being liberated from desire) after death, connection between the living being (jıva) and the

body (references above, F 154 seq.) to be indeterminate points (avy›k¸tavastu). Here the Buddha

makes no effort to justify his silence, and the reasons that he invokes are not lacking. Two

especially should be remembered: the first practical in nature, and the second logical in nature

a. If the Buddha was silent, it is because knowledge of these things does not make for progress in

the holy life since they are of no use to peace and enlightenment (D. I, p. 188-189; III, p. 136; M. I,

p. 431; S. II, p. 223).

b. Since everything is empty of ‘self’ and ‘mine’, there is no self and, since there is no self, it is

absurd to wonder if it is eternal or transitory, finite or infinite, the same as the body or different

from it. One does not go on and on (i) about the height of the son of a sterile woman and a eunuch,

(ii) about the length of the hair of a tortoise, (iii) about the color of a sky-flower, (iv) about the

shape of the sixth finger of one’s hand, (v) the number of liters of milk produced by a cow’s horn.

The author of the Traité comes back to this subject a number of times (e.g., F 155-158, 423, 913-919)

and he concludes (F 1684): “It is the nonself (an›tman) that is true”, not without immediately

adding, as a good M›dhyamikan, that one cannot grasp its characteristic. <2004>

That having been said, the Buddha is perfectly aware of the scandal that his doctrines were to

provoke. The theory of dependent origination which explains, without the intervention of a

substantial entity, that the mechanism of action and retribution is a profound truth which is

difficult to see, difficult to understand, pacifying, sublime, surpassing any dialectic, abstruse,

comprehensible only to the wise (Vin., I, p. 4; Catu˝pari˝ad, p. 108; Mah›vastu, III, p. 314;

Lalitavistara, p. 392). As for emptiness – if it is refers only to that of the self and ‘mine’ – “it is

distasteful to the entire world” (sarvalokavipratyanıka).

The Buddha foresaw that, in future centuries, some bhik˝us would not listen, would not lend an ear

and would not want to understand ‘the SÒtras uttered by the Tath›gata, profound sÒtras, deep in

meaning, superhuman and dealing with emptiness’ (S. II, p. 267; V, p. 407; A. I, p. 72; III, p. 107:

suttant› tath›gatabh›sit› gambhır› gambhıratth› lokuttar› suññat›pa˛isa˙yutt›).

If ever a prediction was realized, it is certainly this one. In the early centuries of Buddhism, several

schools, in any case those of the V›tsıputrıyas and the S›˙mitıyas (cf. p. 43, F, n. 4), already

professed personalist views (pudgalav›da) in such an insidious way that one wonders if, yes or no,

they were still Buddhist (cf. preliminary note of L. de La Vallée Poussin to chap. IX of the KoŸa,

F 228). Throughout history, efforts were made to introduce into the holy Dharma the self (›tman) of

the Upani˝ads and the Ved›nta. Even in our times, some critics maintain the following reasoning:

The Buddha denied that the conditioned factors (sa˙sk¸ta) are a self or belong to a self, but he did
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not formally combat an ›tman transcending the world of contingencies. The late Professor

E. Frauwallner, in his Die Philosophie des Buddhismus, Berlin, 1956, expressed himself thus: Der

Buddha wird nicht müde, immer wieder zu betonen, dass keine der fünf Gruppen (skandha), aus denen

sich die irdische Persönlichkeit zusammensetzt, für das Ich gehalten werden darf. Ihm selbst lag es zwar

fern, damit das Vorhandensein einer Seele überhaupt zu leugnen. [The Buddha never tires of

emphasizing again and again that none of the five groups (skandha) that constitute the worldly

personality can be held to be the self. It was certainly not his intention though, to thereby deny

completely the existence of a soul. (Excerpt from Lodrö Sangpo’s forthcoming translation, under the

supervision of Ernst Steinkellner.)]

But this argumentum ex silentio bears no weight in face of dialogues similar in every respect,

exchanges between ⁄›riputra and Yamaka (S. III, p. 111-112), between the Buddha and Anur›dha

(S. IV, p. 383-384) on the existence of the tath›gata, a term that here means not the Buddha but more

generally the noble person freed from desire. There it is said that the tath›gata is not any of the five

aggregates (rÒpa, vedan›, sa˙jñ›, sa˙sk›ra, vijñ›na), does not occur in them nor elsewhere

(anyatra), is not the collection of the five aggregates and yet is not separate from them. In

conclusion: Ettha ca te, ›vuso Yamaka, di˛˛h’ eva dhamme saccato thetato tath›gato anupalabbhiyam›no.

This finale has been translated and understood differently by H. Oldenberg (Buddha, sein Leben,

13th ed., 1959, p. 296: “So ist also, Freund Yamaka, schon hier in der sichtbaren Welt der Vollendete

für dich nicht in Wahrheit und Wesenhaftigkeit zu erfassen” [“Thus, friend Yamaka, the tath›gata

is then already here in this visible world not to be grasped, in truth and substantiality, by you”

(translation Lodrö Sangpo)], and by L. de La Vallée Poussin who understands: “Donc, mon ami,

même maintenant, tu ne perçois pas le Bouddha comme existant réellement, vraiment” [“Thus, my

friend, even now, you do not preceive the Buddha as really and truly existing”] (Le bouddhisme, 3rd

ed., 1925, p. 172), or “Donc, Yamaka, dans ce monde même, le tath›gata n’est pas percu, constaté,

comme vrai, réel” [“Thus, Yamaka, in this very world, the tath›gata is not perceived, observed, as

true, as real” (Nirv›˚a, 1925, p. 104). Oldenberg sees in this phrase the affirmation of a

transcendent ›tman, the ›tman of the Upani˝ads; de La Vallée Poussin finds in it the same negation of

the tath›gata of which one cannot say that he perishes at death for the good reason that in order to

perish, it is necessary to exist. <2005>

In his fine work, L’fitman-Brahman dans le bouddhisme ancien, Paris, 1973, p. 67, K. Bhattacharya

writes: “The controversy between Oldenberg and de La Vallée Poussin seems unreasonable for it is

placed on two distinct levels.” In fact, however, the learned Indian scholar sides with Oldenberg

and Frauwallner by adding: “What this text and others similar to it mean is this: ‘The ›tman, the

Absolute, cannot be the object of ‘grasping’… But that which escapes ‘grasping’ is not ‘non-

existent’; its objective ‘non-existence’ is, on the other hand, its metaphysical ‘existence’ par

excellence; its ‘non-grasping’ is its ‘grasping’ par excellence.”

But the Omniscient One knew very well what he needed to say and what he needed to be silent

about, and it is in vain that one would search in the canonical sÒtras of explicit and definitive
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meaning (nıt›rthasÒtra) for any support for an ›tman both immanent and transcendent, permanent

(nitya), everlasting or stable (dhruva), eternal (Ÿ›Ÿvata) and unchanging (avipari˚›madharma),

whereas they endlessly say and repeat that all things without exception, conditioned or

unconditioned, are not a self (sarve dharm› an›tm›na¯) and that the most disastrous ignorance,

whatever the forms it takes on, is the ‘afflicted view of self’ (satk›yad¸˝˛i).

Under these conditions and until proof of the contrary, it is best to stick to the recommendation of

the Master: “What I have left undeclared, hold that as undeclared, and what I have declared, hold

that as declared” (M . I, p. 431: Aby›katañ ca me aby›katato dh›retha, by›katañ ca me by›katato

dh›retha). It is by conforming to this golden rule and by trying hard to realize by themselves the

profound meaning of the teachings of the Blessed One that, for over twenty-five centuries, numerous

bhik˝us have found in the doctrine of non-self the pacifying of the mind and the joyful heart. On this

subject, see W. Rahula, L’enseignement fondamental du bouddhisme in Présence du bouddhisme,

Saigon, 1959, p. 265-266; L’enseignement du Buddha, Paris, 1961, p. 77-96.

“In conclusion”, writes the author of the Traité (F 747), “look for the ›tman in heaven or on earth,

internally (adhy›tmam) or externally (bahirdh›), in the three times (tryadhvan) or in the ten

directions (daŸadiŸ), nowhere will you find it. Only the meeting of the twelve sense-sources of

consciousness [dv›daŸ›yatana, i.e., the six sense-faculties and their respective objects] produces the

six consciousnesses (˝a˜vijñ›na). The meeting of the three [trikasa˙nip›ta, or the meeting of the

sense-faculties, objects and consciousnesses] is called contact (sparŸa). Contact produces sensation

(vedan› ) , conception (sa˙jñ› ) , the act of intention (cetan›) and other mental factors

(caitasikadharma). According to the Buddhist system, it is by the power of ignorance (avidy›) that the

‘afflicted view of self’ (satk›yad¸˝˛i) arises. Because of the ‘afflicted view of self’, one affirms the

existence of the self (›tman). This ‘afflicted view of self’ is destroyed by the vision of the truth of

suffering (du¯khasatyadarŸana): the cognition of the doctrine with regard to suffering (du¯khe

dharmajñ›na) and the subsequent cognition with regard to suffering (du¯khe ‘nvyajñ›na). When the

‘afflicted view of self’ is destroyed, one no longer sees that there is a self (›tman).”

B. EMPTINESS OF FACTORS (DHARMA⁄ÚNYATfi); F 2005-2008

The canonical scriptures do not teach the emptiness of sentient beings alone, but they also

occasionally talk about the emptiness of factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›): factors are empty of intrinsic

nature (svabh›va) and also of characteristics (lak˝a˚a), and they are similar to a magic show. This

premature Madhyamaka occurs in some <2006> sÒtras of the Tripi˛aka, in theories attributing to

concentration (sam›dhi) a complete control over factors and especially in the philosophical

interpretation given to the Middle Way (madhyam› pratipad).

1. SÒtra with regard to the emptiness of factors; F 2006

Early Buddhism holds conditioned factors, stemming from causes, to be impermanent, painful and

selfless, but as a general rule, does not question their reality; it recognizes their intrinsic nature and

definite characteristics. Some sÒtras, nevertheless, seem to move away from this realism and lean
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toward nihilism: they would have taught the twofold emptiness of sentient beings and factors, or

only the emptiness of factors. Twice, without pretending to be complete, the Traité has tried to draw

up a list of them: (1) Mah›ŸÒnyat›sÒtra, Brahmaj›lasÒtra, PasÒrasutta (F 1079-1090),

(2) ⁄re˚ikaparivr›jakasÒtra, Mah›ŸÒnyat›sÒtra, DırghanakhasÒtra, SattvasÒtra, KolopamasÒtra, and a

few sÒtras of the P›r›ya˚a and the Arthavarga (F 2141-2144F). The reader who is interested is

referred to the indicated pages.

Candrakırti likewise thinks that the world lacking reality has been taught in the sÒtras dealing

with the path of the hearers (Ÿr›vaka) and gives as sample the Phe˚asutta (S. III, p. 140-143) and the

K›ty›yan›vav›da (S. II, p. 17): see Madh. avat›ra, p. 22 (transl. Muséon, 1907, p. 271).

2. Supremacy of concentration (sam›dhi); F 2006-2007

The path of nirv›˚a is a path of deliverance, of detachment in regard to the three realms, of

renunciation of the five objects of sensory enjoyment, renunciation of the taste of the meditations

and equipoises spread over the form realm, the subtle form realm and the formless realm. This

detachment follows a pure discrimination (prajñ› an›srava) which cannot be acquired without the

support of concentration (sam›dhi). The practices of the path described in preceding chapters

(chap. XXXI-XXXVIII) are concentration (sam›dhi) insofar as they are practiced in a state of

concentrated mind. They are aimed at detaching the mind from contingencies. The practitioners

who are concentrated obtain a mastery of mind (cetovaŸita), a mental aptitude (cittakarma˚yate) that

makes them capable of seeing factors as they wish and even of transforming them at will. The

power of resolution (adhimuktibala) appears particularly in the meditation on the repulsive

(aŸubhabh›vana), the four immeasurables (apram›na), the eight liberations (vimok˝a), the eight

perception-spheres of mastery (abhivy›yatana) and the ten perception-spheres of totality

(k¸tsn›yatana).

By the strength of manipulating and working with the object at will, the practitioners end up by

finding it to be empty of a specific characteristic (svalak˝a˚a), of a specific sign (nimitta), and show

no wish to consider it (apra˚ihita). Those are the three gates of liberation (vimok˝amukha) opening

directly onto the destruction of the three poisons and nirv›˚a. Having reached this stage, the hearer

practitioner (Ÿr›vaka) practically joins the bodhisattva in the awareness of the true nature of factors

which is none other than the absence of nature. For all of this, see Traité, F 1213-1232.

A disciple of the Buddha, well known in the P›li as well as the Sanskrit tradition, without being

burdened by preliminary considerations, had instinctively found the formula for good meditation.

The Sa˙thak›ty›yanasÒtra (see references above, <2007> F 86, n. 2) tells us that he had destroyed all

cognitions in regards to everything (sarvatra sarvasa˙jñ›) and that he meditated by not meditating

on anything (na sarva˙ sarvam iti dhy›yati). And the gods congratulated him saying: “Homage to

you, excellent man, for we do not know on what you are meditating (yasya te n›bhij›nıma¯ ki˙ tva˙

niŸritya dhy›yasi).” This precursor of N›g›rjuna, Bh›vaviveka, Candrakırti and ⁄›ntideva had

undoubtedly found the truth by not seeing it.
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3. Interpretation of the Middle Way; F 2007-2008

Hearers (Ÿravaka) and bodhisattvas are also in agreement on the philosophical interpretation given

to the Madhyam› pratipad, except that the latter have attributed to it a strictly unlimited extension.

In the Sermon at Benares (Vin. I, p. 10; M. I, p. 15-16; III, p. 231; S. IV, p. 330; V, p. 421; Catu˝pari˝ad,

p. 140; Mah›vastu, III, p. 331; Lalitavistara, p. 416), ⁄›kyamuni revealed to his first disciples the

Middle Way which “opens the eyes and the mind, which leads to calming, to special knowledge, to

enlightenment, to nirv›˚a”: this is the noble eightfold path.

In the aforementioned sources, this path is a Middle Way insofar as it places itself in equal distance

between hedonism and rigorism, between a life of pleasure (k›masukhallik›nuyoga) and a life of

mortification (›tmaklamath›nuyoga).

However, other canonical passages see in it a Middle Way insofar as it dismisses both parties of a

series of extreme and opposing philosophical views: “By not adopting these extreme groups of

pairs, the Tath›gata expounds the Dharma by means of the Middle Way” (et›v ubh›v ant›v

anupagamya madhyamay› pratipad› tath›gato dharma˙ deŸayati).

Here are some of the extremes which the Buddha challenges:

1. (i) To say “Everything exists” is one extreme, (ii) to say “Everything does not exist” is

another (sabba˙ atthıti aya˙ eko anto, sabba˙ natthıti ay›˙ dutiyo anto): S. II, p. 17, 21-23; 76,

23-27; III, p. 135, 12-13.

2. (i) For those who exactly see the origin of the world with right discrimination, that which

in the world is called ‘non-existence” does not exist; (ii) for those who see exactly with

right discrimination the cessation of the world, that which in the world is called

‘existence’ does not exist (lokasamudaya˙ yath›bhÒta˙ samyakprajñay› paŸyato y› loke

n›stit› s› na bhavati, lokanirodha˙ yath›bhÒta˙ samyakprajñay› paŸyato y› loke ‘sthit› s› na

bhavati): Nid›nasa˙yukta, p. 169 = S. II, p. 17, 10-13.

(i) The wrong view of existence, the eternalist view, does not occur in the person who sees

exactly, by right discrimination, the causal origin of conditioned forces. (ii) The wrong

view of non-existence, the nihilist view, does not occur in the person who sees exactly,

with right discrimination, the causal cessation of the conditioned forces

sahetusa˙sk›rasamudaya˙ yath›bhÒta˙ samyakprajñay› paŸyato y› bhavad¸˝˛i Ÿ›Ÿvatad¸˝˛i

s› na bhavati, sahetusa˙sk›ranirodha˙ ca yath›bhÒta˙ samyakprajñay› paŸyato y›

vibhavad¸˝˛i ucchedad¸˝˛i s›pi na bhavati): Mah›vastu, III, p. 448, 8-10.

3. The AcelasÒtra has come down to us in its P›li recension (S. II, p. 19-22) and its Sanskrit

recension (Nid›nasa˙yukta, p. 170-178) between which one finds several divergences. The

Buddha denies that suffering (du¯kha) – meaning the world of suffering – is (i) made by

oneself (svaya˙k¸ta) or (ii) made by another (parak¸ta). (i) Those who claim that it is made

by oneself fall into the eternalist heresy <2008> (Ÿ›Ÿvatad¸˝˛i); (ii) those who believe that it

is made by another fall into the nihilist heresy (ucchedad¸˝˛i). For the same reasons, one
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cannot say (i) that the person who acts is identical with the person who suffers (so karoti so

pa˛isa˙vediyati) or (ii) that the person who acts is other than the person who suffers (añño

karoti añño pa˛isa˙vediyati); one cannot say (i) that sensation is identical with the one who

senses (s› vedan› so vediyati) or (ii) that sensation is other than the one who senses (aññ›

vedan› añño vediyati). Avoiding these groups of extremes, the Buddha expounds the

dependent origination of phenomena.

4. According to the Avijj›paccay› (S. II, p. 61; Nid›nasa˙yukta, p. 154, 155), (i) to think that

the living being is identical with the body (taj jıva˙ tac charıram) and (ii) to think that the

living being is other than the body (anyaj jıvam anyac charıram) are two extreme views

that make the religious life (brahmacaryav›sa) impossible.

Avoiding all these extremes, the Buddha preaches the Dharma (especially the dependent origination

[pratıtyasamutp›da]) by means of the Middle Way.

It is true that in these old canonical sÒtras the refusal of the extremes is especially directed against

the ‘afflicted view of self’, but the simultaneous refusal of the asti and the n›sti, of the astit› and the

n›stit›, confines the philosophy to a neutral position where it is impossible for it to affirm or deny

what is. This is the position adopted by the Madhyamaka, and later (k. 43, p. 370a25-b10) the Traité

will comment that it does not come up against any limit. To practice the Madhyam› pratipad in the

spirit of the Prajñ›p›ramit› is to reject all extremes: eternity (Ÿ›Ÿvata) and annihilation (uccheda),

suffering (du¯kha) and satisfaction (sukha), emptiness (ŸÒnya) and reality (tattva), self (›tman) and

nonself (an›tman), factors that are material (rÒpin) and non-material (arÒpin), visible (sanidarŸana)

and invisible (anidarŸana), resistant (sapratigha) and non-resistant (apratigha), conditioned

(sa˙sk¸ta) and unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta), impure (s›srava) and pure (an›srava), mundane (laukika)

and supramundane (lokottara), ignorance (avidy›) and destruction of ignorance (avidy›k˝aya), old

age and death (jar›mara˚a) and cessation of old age and death (jar›mara˚anirodha), existence (astit›)

and non-existence (n›stit›) of factors, bodhisattvas and six perfections (p›ramit›), buddha and

enlightenment (bodhi), the six inner sense-faculties (indriya) and the six external objects (vi˝aya), the

perfection of discrimination and the non-perfection of discrimination. – The old canonical sÒtras

are not yet there but they are on the way.

Why does the Tripi˛aka go on at length about the emptiness of sentient beings and pass rapidly over

the emptiness of factors? In the words of the Traité, there are several reasons.

• First, because the Tripi˛aka is addressed to the hearers (Ÿr›vaka) who, having weak faculties,

understand the first more easily than the second. The bodhisattvas, on the other hand, are better

prepared to understand the doctrines of the Prajñ›p›ramit›s (cf. F 2061).

• Secondly, because sentient beings cling especially to eternity and satisfaction and much less to

impermanence and suffering. The ordinary person is more attracted to the eternal satisfaction

of the afterlife than to annihilation on death (F 2102).
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• Thirdly and finally, for pedagogical reasons: the doctrine of the nonself serves as introduction

to that of the emptiness of factors and it is fitting to speak of it first (F 2138). <2009>

2. THE EMPTINESS IN THE HÊNAYfiNIST SECTS; F 2009-2013

The Traité (F 106-108), in a few lines, has summarized the history of the first centuries of Buddhism:

“When the Buddha was in this world, the Dharma encountered no obstacles. After the Buddha had

passed away, when the Dharma was recited for the first time, it was still as it was at the time when

the Buddha lived. One hundred years later, king AŸoka organized a grand five-yearly assembly and

the great Dharma masters debated. Because of their differences, there were distinct sects (nik›ya)

each having a name and which subsequently grew.” Each sect, or rather each school, set out their

particular views in manuals of scholasticism (abhidharma) to which they attributed canonical

value, and in treatises (Ÿ›stra) signed with the names of illustrious authors.

Comparing the doctrines of the SÒtrapi˛aka, recognized more or less by all the schools, to the

teachings put down in the Abhidharmas and the ⁄›stras, the Traité (F 1095) remarks as follows:

“Whoever has not grasped the Prajñ›p›ramit› system [will come up, in the interpretation of the

Dharma, against innumerable contradictions]: (i) if he takes up the teaching of the Abhidharma, he

falls into realism; (ii) if he takes up the teaching of emptiness, he falls into nihilism; (iii) if he takes

up the teaching of the Pi˛aka (= SÒtrapi˛aka), he falls [sometimes] into realism and [sometimes] into

nihilism.”

Although this comment concerns particularly the Sarv›stiv›din Abhidharma, it also has a more

general range. As we have seen in the preceding section, the canonical sÒtras teach mainly the

emptiness of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›), but sometimes also the emptiness of factors

(dharmaŸÒnyat›), and those who read them fall sometimes into realism and sometimes into

nihilism. The Abhidharmas, as a general rule – there are some exceptions! – insist on the emptiness

of sentient beings (sattvaŸÒnyat›), but remain silent on the emptiness of factors (dharmaŸÒnyat›);

thus they expose their readers to the risk of falling into realism. The Mah›y›nasÒtras that teach

both the emptiness of sentient beings and factors are difficult to interpret, and a superficial exegesis

frequently ends up in nihilism.

In regard to the problem of emptiness, the Hınay›nist sects, traditionally eighteen in number, may

be divided up into three classes:

A. the personalists, F 2009-2010

B. the realists, F 2010-2012

C. the nominalists, F 2013.

A. The personalists (pudgalav›din); F 2009-2010

Among the sects believing in the person, the best known is that of the V›tsıputrıya-Sa˙mittıya. We

know their theories roughly by the criticisms their adversaries addressed to them and from an

original work, the S›˙mitıyanik›yaŸ›stra, translated into Chinese (T 1649). Other authentic sources,

notably the K›rik›s, have been found by G. Tucci and are presently being studied.
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The sect accepts a pudgala, i.e., a person, nevertheless acknowledging that it is neither identical with

nor other than the aggregates. It is not identical with the aggregates for it would be condemned to

annihilation (uccheda); it is not other than the aggregates for it would be eternal (Ÿ›Ÿvata) and thus

unconditioned (asa˙sk¸ta). It behaves towards the aggregates like fire in regard to fuel: fire is not

identical with fuel for “what is burned” would be mixed up with “what burns”; it is not other than

fuel for fuel [in burning material] <2010> would not be hot (KoŸa, IX, p. 234). For the sect, the person

is the only factor (dharma) to transmigrate (sa˙kr›mati) from this world to the other world: at

death, it abandons the aggregates of the present existence to assume those of the future existence,

and at the stopping of its transmigration, it remains in a nirv›˚a of which we cannot say that it

does not truly exist.

These theories provoked a lively reaction in the orthodox circles and one wondered if the

Pudgalav›dins were still Buddhists (cf. KoŸa, preliminary note to chap. IX, p. 228). At any rate, the

conception of emptiness, whether it refers to the emptiness of sentient beings or the emptiness of

factors, remained foreign to them.

The Traité makes some allusions to the Vatsıputrıyas (F 43, 112, 424, 616) and attests the existence

of a Vatsıputrıy›bhidharma (F 43, 424).

B. The realists; F 2010-2012

The epithet renders only imperfectly the basic doctrinal position adopted both by the Therav›dins

of Ceylon and the Sarv›stiv›din-Vaibh›˝ikas of the Indian continent. Concerned about rendering

faithfully and clearly the mind of the Buddha, the two schools have elaborated, at the same time but

independently of each other, a scholasticism of voluminous dimension. Let us cite, for the record,

(i) the seven books of the Abhidhamma and Visuddhimagga in P›li on the Therav›din side; (ii) the

¡a˛p›d›bhidharma grouping six works around the Jñ›naprasth›na of K›ty›yanıputra, and the

Mah›vibh›˝› of the Kashmirian arhats on the Sarv›stiv›din side. E. Frauwallner, in the course of

ten years, has thrown a new light on this literature [see WZKSA, VII (1963), p. 20-36; VIII (1964),

p. 59-99; XV (1971, p. 69-102; 103-121; XVI (1972), p. 95-152); XVII (1973), p. 97-121); translated

into English in: Studies in Abhidharma Literature and the Origins of Buddhist Philosophical Systems].

The two schools may be described as realists because, while rejecting the existence of an eternal and

unchanging self (›tman), they recognize a certain reality in factors (dharma). In a word, they

combine the doctrine of selflessness of the aggregates (nair›tmyav›da), the negation of the person,

with the doctrine of aggregates only (skandhm›trav›da), the affirmation of the existence of the five

aggregates alone (besides the unconditioned factors [asa˙sk¸ta]).

The author of the Traité seems to be unaware of the existence of the Therav›dins of Ceylon; on the

other hand, he had at his fingertips the works of the Sarv›stiv›din-Vaibh›˝ikas to which he often

refers (see, e.g., F 109-110, 111, 245, 285, 377, 424, 614, 616, 786, 787, 1383, 1697, 1715, etc.). He

was broadly dependent on this school: one could say that it is to them that he addresses his work.

Here we must say a few words about this.
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To begin with, the Sarv›stiv›dins distinguish two categories of things:

i) those that exist by designation or as a provisional entity (prajñaptisat), as conventional

truth (sa˙v¸tisatya),

i i)  those that really exist or exist as a real entity (dravyasat, vastusat), as absolute truth

(param›rthasatya): cf. KoŸa, II, p. 186, 214.

The first are only names serving, by convention, to designate collections, groups that are valid only

insofar through their parts as far as these are not in turn subdivisible. Thus an army is reduced to

the soldiers that compose it, a forest to its trees; cloth to its threads. The chariot does not exist by

itself, but only as a designation of the parts that enter into its manufacture: body, shaft, wheels, etc.

In the same way, the ›tman, the soul, the self, is a simple label applied to the groupings of

aggregates (skandha), sense-sources (›yatana) or sense-elements (dh›tu): there is no substantial

entity there, no one to be, to act or feel.

Nevertheless, there do exist – and it is in this that the Sarv›stiv›dins show themselves as realists –

<2011> simple given data, resistant to analysis, which truly exist, brief though their duration may

be, with an intrinsic nature or specific characteristic (svabh›va = svalak˝a˚a) and some generic

characteristics (s›m›nyalak˝a˚a). These are, for example, the color atom which cannot be broken,

sensation, conception, mental formations and consciousness, each separately forming an

indivisible entity.

The Sarv›stiv›dins have carefully analyzed these realities and, without neglecting the

classifications already proposed by the canonical scriptures, have drawn up a new list of them: the

Pañcavastuka. The dharmas amount to seventy-five in number and are divided up into five classes:

a. the three unconditioned factors (asa˙sk¸ta): (1) space (›k›Ÿa) which does not hinder matter and

is not hindered by it; (2-3) the two kinds of nirv›˚a: (i) the cessation of suffering due to

discrimination (pratisa˙khy›nirodha) that consists of the understanding of the truths and the

disconnection from impure factors; (ii) the cessation of suffering not due to discrimination

(apratisa˙khy›nirodha) that consists of the absolute hindering of the arising of future factors.

The factors (dharma) that follow in the list are seventy-two in number and are all conditioned

factors (sa˙sk¸ta), conditioned or produced by causes. They are divided up into four groups:

b. the 11 forms (rÒpa), material factors, namely: (1-5) the 5 sense-faculties (indriya), (6-10) the 5

object-fields (vi˝aya), and (11) the unmanifest form (avijñapti).

c. the mind (citta), also called mental sense-faculty (manas), or consciousness (vijñ›na). It refers to

the simple awareness, without any content.

d .  the 46 mental events (caitta), mental or psychic factors, concomitants of the mind and

cooperating with it.

e .  the 14 formations dissociated from the mind (cittaviprayuktasa˙sk›ra) which are neither

matter nor mind. Among these are the four ‘characteristics of conditioned factors’
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(sa˙sk¸talak˝a˚a): birth (j›ti), aging (j›ra), continuance (sthiti) and termination (anityat›), by

virtue of which conditioned dharmas arise, endure for a brief instant, deteriorate and

disappear.

Like the aggregates, sense-sources and sense-elements listed by the canonical sÒtras, the 72 factors

of conditioned factors (sa˙sk¸tadharma) of the Sarv›stiv›dins constitute everything (sarvam),

suffering (du¯kha), the world (loka) of suffering. Causes and that which is caused that are

impermanent, painful, empty of self and of ‘mine’, form a stream (sa˙t›na) that transmigrates

through the existences of the three times, that defiles and purifies itself on the grounds of the

ignorances and the defilements (kleŸa), on the grounds of actions (karman). These factors are true,

but under the action of their generic characteristics, the characteristics of the conditioned factors,

their manifestation lasts only a very short time, so short that they perish there where they are born,

which renders movement impossible.

By recognizing in the factors a true nature and true characteristics, the Sarv›stiv›dins show

themselves as realists; by limiting their duration to a strict minimum and refusing to them any self

(›tman) worthy of this name, they turn to phenomenalism and thus put their own system in danger..

The Sarv›stiv›dins were to be attacked head on by one of their subsects, that of the Sautr›ntikas, so

called because they rejected the Abhidharmas in order to admit authority only to the canonical

sÒtras  alone. Their most qualified spokesperson was Vasubandhu, the author of the

AbhidharmakoŸa, who lived, according to E. Frauwallner, <2012> between 400 and 480 AD. He was

certainly later than the author of the Traité, but although the latter, and for a very good reason,

makes no mention of the KoŸa, he was perfectly aware of the Sautr›ntika doctrines, even if this was

only by consulting the Mah›vibh›˝›. In the criticisms that he raises against the Sarv›stiv›dins, for

example, in regard to the three times (F 1690-1694), he encounters and uses the Sautr›ntika

argumentation. However, in the present state of information, it is not possible to know with any

certitude who was the borrower and who was the lender.

Be that as it may, without lapsing into eternalism or nihilism, the Sautr›ntikas seriously

demolished the realism of the Sarv›stiv›dins. The latter, as their name indicates, rested their

system on the existence of the factors of the three times, past, present and future “because the

Bhagavat said it, because the mental consciousness proceeds from the sense-faculty and the object

and because the past bears an effect.” The Sautr›ntikas reject any temporal distinction “because if

past and future factors really would exist, the factors produced from causes (sa˙sk¸ta) would

always exist and would thus be eternal. Now scripture and reasoning declare that they are

impermanent.” On this subject, see KoŸa, V, p. 50-65, and Documents d’Abhidharma, published by

L. de La Vallée Poussin in MCB, V, 1936-1937, p. 7-158.

In addition, the Sautr›ntkas noticeably reduced the list of 75 factors recognized as real by the

Sarv›stiv›dins. For them, the three unconditioned factors are false, for space (›k›Ÿa) is the simple

absence of matter, and nirv›˚a is, after the destruction of the defilements and the factors of

existence, the absence of their renewal. Nirv›˚a is the outcome, negative and unreal, of a dependent
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origination which was positive and real; it is a paŸcad abh›va, non-existence following existence, a

nirodha, cessation, so more than that (KoŸa, II, p. 282-284). – The Sautr›ntikas accept the existence

of the mind, but reject the mental events (caitta) completely or partially (KoŸa, II, p. 150, n.). – Finally

they consider the 14 formations dissociated from the mind (viprayuktasa˙sk›ra) as purely

inventions of the mind. In particular, birth, continuance, aging and termination of the conditioned

factors are not real entities, distinct from the factors that arise and perish, but simple modifications

of the stream which begins, continues, changes and perishes (KoŸa, II, p. 226-238). Destruction is

spontaneous (›kasmika): the factor perishes incessantly by itself and incessantly rearises from itself

under normal conditions. The factor-cause produces the factor-effect in the same way that one

balance-beam rises when the other comes down (KoŸa, IV, p. 4-8).

Thus, not content with eliminating a number of factors, the Sautr›ntikas reduced the duration of

those that it wanted indeed to spare practically to zero. The factors are instantaneous (k˝a˚ika), for

it is in their nature to perish as soon as they arise.

In order to carry out these grim cuts in the Sarv›stiv›din forest, the Sautr›ntikas claimed to take

their inspiration, among other sources, from a sÒtra where the Buddha said: “Here, O monks, are

five things that are only names, designations, conventions, manners of speaking, namely: the past,

the future, space, nirv›˚a and the person (pudgala)” (cf. Madh. v¸tti, p. 389; KoŸa, IV, p. 5, n. 2).

However, their nominalism was not complete, for by maintaining a number, however restricted, of

real entities like form (rÒpa) and mind (citta), and above all, by accepting the mechanism of

dependent origination as the nature of factors, these merciless critics remain ‘realists’ on the

philosophical level. <2013>

C. The nominalists; F 2013

In terms of the old canonical sÒtras, the collection of the conditioned factors (sa˙sk¸tadharma)

defined by the five aggregates, the twelve sense-sources, the twelve sense-elements, constituted a

reality called sarvam, the all or everything (S. IV, p. 15), loka, the world (S. IV, p. 52, 54) or also

du¯kha, suffering (S. IV, p. 28). It is on this realist basis that the Sarv›stiv›dins and the Sautr›ntikas

elaborate their respective systems. On the other hand, a Hin›y›nist sect derived from the

Mah›s›˙ghikas saw in the aggregates, sense-sources and sense-elements simple entities of the

intellect alone, without having the least reality. The practitioners of this sects were designated by

the name Prajñaptiv›dins, i.e., ‘Nominalists’.

In his syllabus of the sects, the Samayabhedaoparacanacakra (transl. Hiuan-tsang, T 2031, p. 16a17-

18), the historian Vasumitra, who lived in the 4th century after the nirv›˚a, attributes the following

three theses to the Prajñaptiv›dins: 1) suffering (du¯kha) is not the aggregates (skandha); 2) the

twelve sense-sources are not really true; 3) the conditioned forces (sa˙sk›ra) that combine through

interdependence and succession are metaphorically (prajñapyante) called suffering (du¯kha).” To

express oneself thus is to deny any reality to conditioned factors and their dependent origination; it

is complete Madhyamaka.
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Moreover, the Prajñaptiv›dins had inaugurated the doctrine of emptiness (ŸÒnyav›da) by drawing

up a list of ten emptinesses. In the Mah›vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 104, p. 540a20, we read: “The

Prajñaptiv›dins (Che-chö-louen) say that there are many emptinesses: 1) emptiness of internal

factors (adhy›tma-ŸÒnyat›), 2) emptiness of external factors (bahirdh›-ŸÒnyat›), 3) emptiness of

internal and external factors (adhy›tmabahirdha-ŸÒnyat›), 4) emptiness of conditioned factors

(sa˙sk¸ta-ŸÒnyat›), 5) emptiness of unconditioned factors (asa˙sk¸ta-ŸÒnyat›), 6) absolute emptiness

(atyanta-ŸÒnyat›), 7) emptiness of the nature (prak¸ti-ŸÒnyat›), 8) emptiness of the non-functioning

[of sa˙s›ra] (aprav¸tti-ŸÒnyat›), 9) emptiness of the absolute (param›rtha-ŸÒnyat›), 10) emptiness of

emptiness (ŸÒnyat›-ŸÒnyat›). These ten types of emptiness are explained in detail in other places (cf.

Vibh›˝›, T 1545, k. 8, p. 37a12-15; T 1546, k. 4, p. 27a17-19). Why in this way distinguish so many

emptinesses? Because their practice serves as nearest counter-agent (pratipak˝a) to twenty kinds of

‘afflicted view of self’, [to vi˙ŸatiŸikharasamudgata satk›yad¸˝˛iŸaila]. These twenty kinds of

‘afflicted view of self’, roots of all the defilements (sarvakleŸamÒla), persist in sa˙s›ra and do not

end up in nirv›˚a: they are serious faults and this is why the emptinesses which are their nearest

counter-agents, are often spoken of.”

Are the Prajñaptiv›dins the inventors of these ten emptinesses or were they borrowed from the

Mah›y›nists? These are questions that cannot be answered at the moment because of the absence of

any definite information. But it will be noted that in the opinion of the Vibh›˝›, the ten emptinesses

of the Prajñaptiv›dins were directed solely against the ‘afflicted view of self’, even though they

perhaps also countered the reality of factors.

In any case, and as the Traité would have it, it should be recognized that, taken altogether, the study

of the Abhidharmas and the Hınay›nist ⁄›stras leads to a nuanced realism rather than a complete

nihilism.

3. THE EMPTINESS ACCORDING TO THE MADHYAMAKA; F 2013-2027

[omitted]

4. THE EMPTINESSES IN THE GREAT PRAJÑfiPfiRAMITfiSÚTRA; F 2027-2040

[omitted]


